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Better Copy Editing
Your September-October 1978 issuealong with new reduced rates for
students--convinces me to renew my
lapsed subscription. I appreciate seeing
Sunstone begin to realize what seems to
of a forum
me its purpose: the
in which Mormon experience may be
responsibly addressed from a variety of
perspectives and through a variety
authors, both "unseasoned and professional. I particularly enjoyed Gary L.
Bunker and Davis Bitton's article,
"Henry Ward Beecher and the Mormons," and Lavina Fielding Anderson's
paper on L.D.S. missionary fiction.
I was disappointed to note, however,
that the quality of your copy editing
has not yet equalled the quality of
content. I found myself distracted by
graphic and editorial inconsistencies in
a number of places (closing credits in
the "Reviews" section is only one
minor example), not to mention typos
and entire line deletions. Sunstone and
the authors it has attracted deserve a
much higher level of professionalism,
particularly since other "markets" for
publication exist for several of the
articles in this isue.
Thank you for your efforts. I have
enjoyed watching this magazine evolve
and hope to see its professionalism
match the integrity of the manuscripts
you have solicited.
Bonnie M. Bobet
Berkely, California
Response to Politics
When Sunstone was in its infancy, I was
happy to give moral and financial
support to the cause because I sensed a
need for a radical critique of certain
aspects of Mormon society and (how did
I ever dare!) doctrine. After a couple of
years, I sensed that my hopes would not
be fulfilled, that such a critique was not
going to be accepted, and that Sunstone
had failed its radical potential in efforts
to gain the necessary circulation. I
should have been more patient. The
most recent issue (Jan-Feb 1979,why
does it arrive in June?) contained several
pieces which came quite close to my
original vision. The article most on
target was the review of Patriarchs and
Politics. Linda Sillitoe's remarks on
sexism in the Church were so
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refreshing! Her frank comments on
recent "events" reflecting shifts in
attitudes, policies, and doctrines
concerning the woman's roles in the
Church should be complemented by
future articles of this sort.
Sunstone has the potential to develop the
radical consciousness of individuals in
the Church who are frustrated,
thwarted, stifled, and generally revolted
by the authoritarian patriarchy of the
Church. These aspects of the Church
have been simply and naturally absorbed
from its historical and cultural context
and do not have to
therp. ~f feminism
and Mormonism are diametrically
opposed, as Warenski asserts, some
change is inevitable. Feminism is not
going to go awcy and feminist Mormons
will gradually choose to cut off their
affiliation with the Church (as did my
wife and I). It is really the only
alternative open to individuals of
conscience who have tired of being
ostracized for bringing up these issues in
Sunday School classes. It may be
convenient to let men run things in the
Church, but over the decades, these
policies stunt the fulfillment that
women can experience and deprive men
of the chance to learn to view women as
equals and to admire the full range of
qualities they display when living in an
open social and institutional structure.
Tod Sloan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Response to Peterson
Although it's completely out of
character On my part#
me
congratulate you on the Jan-Feb issue,
just rec'd. Sunstone finally and at last lives
up to what it was meant to be.
However, I hope you won't be dismayed
if I find one small fly in the ointment.
Levi S. Peterson's review of Vardis
Fisher's Children of God certainly will win
him Brownie points, but it qualifies
more as a bearing of testimony than a
book review. How easy it is to damn the
book because its portrayal of the
Mormon prophet "falls far short of what
Joseph Smith had to be." It took no
courage to say this; however, it is beside
the point. As a reviewer, Brother
Peterson should evaluate the book not
on its faith-promoting qualities but in
comparison with what else has been

published in the field. The first 300
pages of Children of God constitute the
finest novel of Joseph Smith ever
written. What can stand beside it?
Nothing. So, until a better novel comes
along, it has to be number one.
It also is hardly cricket to use the ad
hominem attack on Fisher-yes, he was
baptized a Mormon; yes, he was
instrumental in converting his parents;
yes, he lived among the Saints all his life;
but he really didn't know the Mormons
because he didn't have a temple
recommend or obey the word of
wisdom. So his book falls short. This, I
must stay, is really shabby stuff.
Of course Fisher was bitter about the
reception of his book. Of course he was
anti-establishment. But the last time I
saw him he made a point of telling of his
cordial relations with his bishop. Okay,
he didn't want a Mormon funeral, but
for the same reason that one of my
father's brothers insisted on being
buried in a business suit rather than
temple robes-he didn't like what the
establishment had done to him. Right or
wrong, Vardis Fisher had his integrity. I
don't find this in the review.
Samuel W. Taylor
Redwood City, California
Poking at Church
Please send me no more Sunstone
magazines. The writers of the articles
and reviews all try to sophisticated and
to get attention in any way possible. It is
a very ridiculous magazine.
It's funny to me that people would spend
so much time poking, poking, poking at
the Church of Jesus Christ..
Helen C. Broadbent
Rancho Palos Verdes, Ca.

.

Improvement Noted
Enclosed is our renewal for one year of
Sunstone. Frankly, we had been less than
impressed with some of the issues, but
the latest one was very good. The
collection of articles covered a wide
range and several were very interesting and thought-provoking.
We hope that the quality of content of
Sunstone continues to increase-hence
our renewal.
Donna K. Lyon
New York, N.Y.

Standard of Liberty
"You have heard, of course, of political
action committees run by big business
and of political action committees
controlled by big labor," wrote Germond
and Witcover in the 20 May edition of
their "Political Notebook" carried in the
Washington Star. "Now we have one allied
with the Mormon Church." They went
on to cite a fund-raising letter from
Senator Orrin G. Hatch, conservative
Utah Republican, seeking support for
the Standard of Liberty Political Action
Committee or SOLPAC. Calling the
letter "the purplest political prose of the
year," they singled out his use of a quote
by President Spencer W. Kimball to
solicit contributions for SOLPAC,
adding that Hatch does not mention "his
position as a leader in Ronald Reagan's
presidential campaign."
The letter begins with Hatch's own
political philosophy:
I am writing you because I know that
you have a strong commitment to
high moral and religious values. I
learned long ago how correct our
founding fathers were when they
said that the only way in which a
nation could be governed by law
instead of fear is if the people are
prepared through acceptance of
moral and religious principles to
sustain the law.
Your family faces a serious threat to
their future survival because of the
erosion of moral and religious values
in our government. Very powerful
combinations are continually at work
trying to do away with our religious
heritage as a nation and to
undermine our most essential
political unit, the family.
If we allow them to succeed in their
current efforts, American society
could soon deteriorate into an
ungovernable crisis. Indifference on
your part would be an invitation to
tyranny and coercion which could
deny us the free agency which now
gives life its purpose.
Hatch then quotes from President
Kimball:
I can only be grateful that some great
Americans like Spencer W. Kimball
are recognizing this problem and

urging positive action. In fact, he
stated recently that: "We urge our
members to do their civic duty and to
assume their responsibilities as
individual citizens in seeking
solutions to the problems which
beset our cities and communities."
Hatch continues that he believes that
one of the best ways a person can
respond to such a challenge is by
becoming an active member of
SOLPAC, of which Hatch is Chairman
of the Advisory Board. The money
donated is to be used in "preserving our
freedom through the application of
moral and religious values in the political
process" though he does not mention
specific examples of how the money will
be spent.
LDS Church spokesman Jerry Cahill
emphasized that while members are
urged to become active in the political
process and "ioin in activities for the
common good" no specific organizations
or candidates are endorsed bv the
church. He continues that a i y use of the
church for political purposes is
unfortunate. A spokesman from
Senator Hatch's Washington office said
that SOLPAC is a worth-while political
action and that an implied endorsement
by President Kimball was not intended.
He added that no further comment was
necessary.
Pregnancy Discrimination Act
In response to the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act of 1978 which took
effect April 30,medical coverage of
pregnancy was substantially altered for
LDS church employees insured by
Deseret Mutual Benefit Association
beginning April 29.
The act, an amendment to Title 7 of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, bans
discrimination against pregnant workers
in any area of employment-hiring, job
security, promotion, seniority, and
benefit programs. Under the law
pregnant employees are entitled to the
same rights as any other disabled
workers.
Some of the changes in DMBA benefits
include:
1.Surgery in connection with
maternity will be payable at 100 per cent

rather than 50 per cent. Physicians
services will be payable at 80 per cent
rather than 50 per cent.
2.Charges in connection with
pregnancy may be covered for a newly
hired employee or spouse even though
pregnancy commenced prior to hire
date.
3.A single female employee will be
covered for pregnancy.
4.Pregnancy, childbirth, abortion or
miscarriage or complications therefrom
are no longer excluded as a disability
qualifying an employee for long-term
disability benefits.
The new law, passed in the final hours
of the session last October, represents a
reversal by Congress after concerted
lobbying by women's groups of a
controversial December 7,1976 ruling
by the Supreme Court. Nine General
Electric employees had filed sexdiscrimination charges against the
company which had refused to include
paid pregnancy leave in a comprehensive
disability plan where workers were paid
60 per cent of salaries for absence due to
broken limbs, facelifts, vasectomies, and
hair transplants. The Supreme Court
ruling said companies did not violate sex
discrimination laws, calling pregnancy
"gender neutral." (Parade Magazine 20
May 1979).
Pilot Program t o Combat Alcoholism
The latter part of March Isaac C.
Ferguson, manager of LDS health and
special services, described to the Utah
State Committee on Alcohol and Drug
Problems pilot programs to combat
alcoholism which the church is
beginning to test among North
American Indians and urban whites in
Utah. Modeled after the Salt Lake Citybased Cottage program (of which Dr.
Ferguson is a member of the board of
trustees) the LDS program will work
with the family as well as the drinker
himself and utilize primarily lay people.
The whole family, according to Dr.
Ferguson (Salt Lake Tribune 27 March),
will learn "living skills" to improve
communication and raise feelings of
self-worth. If the pilot program goes
well, materials for general church use
may be ready within a year to 18
months. Dr. Ferguson emphasized that
other social problems such as child
abuse, vandalism, and runaways, like
alcohol abuse are behavioral symptoms
of more basic social and emotional
difficulties in a person's life. "Perhaps
someday," he added, "we will be
experienced enough to create one
innovative approach in dealing with all
such problems."
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'Word of Wisdom" Findings
According t o a Reutm article released
March 21,children born to men who
smoke heavily have a higher mortality
rate at birth and are twice as likely to be
born with deformities such as "hare lips,
split palates, heart trouble, brain
underdevelopment and misformed
fingers and toes." The report cited the
East German medical journal Dein
Gesundheit.
Three days earlier the Washington Post
reported that abstaining from coffee,
tea, cocoa, and colas often relieves
fibrocystic breast disease (swollen, sore,
or lumpy breasts). Dr. John. P. Minton
of Ohio State University discovered that
the condition clears up after as little as
eight weeks in younger patients.
Two separate studies reported at the
American Heart Association's Annual
Conference on Cardiovascular Disease
Epidemiology in the New Orleans
Marriott Hotel suggest that moderate
drinking (one or two drinks a day) may
be beneficial to the heart. Dr. Ronald E.
LaPorte of the University of Pittsburgh
presented an analysis of 20
industrialized cou&ies showing a lower
incidence of heart disease among
moderate drinkers. The analysis and one
performed by Dr. Gary E. Fraser of the
University of Minnesota on college-aged
males showed that moderate drinkers
had a higher blood level of high-density
lipoproteins (HDLs), which reduce
cholesterol accumulation in the arteries
and protect against heart disease.

Marriage and Divorce in Utah
Utahns have a higher divorce rate than
the national average, marry younger,
and bear more children according to
three experts who participated on Civic
Dialogue, a local phone-in talk show
broadcast on public television station
KUED in Salt Lake City May 15 (Deseret
News May 16).Utah divorce rates are
lower than the regional average,
however, perhaps because Utah's
divorce laws are stricter than the laws of
most Western States. In general,
Western divorce laws are more liberal
which partially accounts for the higher
regional average. In Utah the fact of
many young marriages also contributes
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to the higher average since such
marriages are less stable and more likely
to end in divorce.
Additions to the Doctrine and
Covenants
The June 1978 declaration which
extended the priesthood t o Blacks will be
included in the Doctrine and Covenants
in the next reprintings. Also included
will be Joseph Smith's "Vision of the
Celestial Kingdom" and Joseph F.
Smith's'lrision of the Redemption of
the Dead," both visions approved as
scripture in 1976.These three changes
will be the first additions to the Doctrine
and Covenants since the 1890 manifesto
on polygamy.

ALMA
The ALMA Awards were presented at
their annual banquet in Los Angeles on
the evening of June 7th. Winners were:
Harold Hansen for his work with the
Hill Cumorah Pageant, Harvey Fletcher
for his audio contributions, Ruth and
Nathan Hale for their efforts in the
establishment of a successful
community theatre, and Glen Larsen for
his Battlestar Galactica.
Association for Mormon Letters
As part of a continuing series of
gatherings in homes of members of the
Association, poet Edward L. Hart read
from his new book, To Utah, recently
published by Brigham Young University
Press, at the home of Dale and Maureen
Beecher in Salt Lake City May 18.
Gordon Allred, professor of English at
Weber State University, also read from
works in progress at the home of John
and Linda Sillito in Salt Lake City on
June 23.
O n April 28,1979,the Association for
Mormon Letters sponsored a
symposium on Mormon literature in
Charlottesville, Virginia. The
symposium was under the general
direction of Chad C. Wright and
attracted participants from Boston,
Massachusetts through Chapel Hill,
North Carolina.
The first session was held on the campus
of the University of Virginia and
consisted of five presentations on

Presidential Gifts
President and Mrs. Carter are not
keeping the "Family Unity Award" given
to them by the LDS Church. This award
was among the 68 individual gifts valued
at $100 or more which the First Family
received last year. Under the provisions
of a recently passed ethics law covering
high federal officials, such gifts must be
disclosed in a public statement. The
Carters are also not keeping eighteen
Mormon Tabernacle Choir records sent
them by Arch L. Madsen of Salt Lake
City. The Carters will retain five of the
gifts including a Norman Rockwell book
and a brass nautical barometer given the
Chief Executive by Kiwanis
International.

different aspects of Mormon literature.
Neal E. Lambert (Brigham Young
University) opened the conference with
a discussion of "A Sense of Place in
Mormon Literature." Richard Rust
(University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill) read a paper entitled " 'All Things
Which Have Been Given of God. . .Are
the Typifying of Him': Typology in the
Book of Mormon," and Chris Arrington
(New York City) considered "The
Literature of the Women's Movement
and Mormon Sisterhood." After a brief
break, Steven P. Sondrup (Brigham
Young University) presented his paper
on "The Psalm of Nephi: A Lyric
Reading," and Tony Kimball (Bentley
College, Boston) discussed "C.S. Lewis
as a'Guide for the Perplexed.'"
After an informal supper, an evening of
original poetryldramalfiction was held at
the home of home of Prof. and Mrs. Bill
Beazer. Among the participants were
Kristie Guynn, Mary Bradford, Meg
Munk, Dixie Barlow, Bela Petsco, Susan
Howe, and a special Relief Society
workshop in poetry from the
Washington D.C. area. Participants in
the latter presentation included Kristine
Barrett, Linda Andros, Kaye Smith,
Sonia Johnson, Joyce Carson, and Marie
Chamberlain.
Because of the success of this
symposium, plans are being made for
another to be held on the east coast in
the spring of 1980.Definite
arrangements will be announced later,

Fold
Reader's Digest Mormonism
Christianity Today quotes a Rmdrr'j Digest source
as reporting that the twelve-page insert "7
Keys to Mormonism" in its April issue cost
the Church more than $650,000.Estimated
readership was 17 million Americans and 1.5
million Germans. Three more eight-page
inserts are projected at a cost of $1.5 million.

Church PR director Jerry Cahill told
Christianity Today that the Church's December
1978 Reader's Digest insert resulted in 10,000
requests for the free booklet on "family
so1idarity"it described. "So far," says
Christinnity Today, "the Digest reports little
reader reaction to the Mormons'advertising
splash. 'There have been a few letters from
people who didn't agree with Mormonism.'
said a sookesuerson,
'but then vou would
.
expect that for any religious group that took
out an ad.'" The 1979 inserts deal more
directly with distinctive Mormon doctrines
than previous ads.

.

School Prayer Measure Fails
In April, Senator Jesse Helms (R-SC)
surprised nearly everyone by getting an
amendment permitting voluntary prayer in
public schools tacked on to a liberal-backed
bill creating a Cabinet-level department of
education. The Helms amendment prohibited
federal courts from intervening if state courts
approved public school prayers.
Helms pointed out that the Senate begins
each session with prayer, but that privilege is
denied American school children. Edward
Kennedy joined the fray on the Senate floor,
charging the amendment was unconstitutional and would be the first attempt by
Congress to exclude federal courts from
issues of "individual rights and liberties
enshrined in the Constitution." President
Carter agrees with the 1962 and 1963
Supreme Court rulings banning the prayers
because"it might be very embarrassing t o a
young person to say,'[ want to be excused
from the room because I don't want to pray.'"
Government "ought to stay out of the prayer
business," he said, for prayer "ought t o be an
individual matter between a person and God."

president of the organization. Trujillo, who
was secretary general of the conference, was
described by the National Catholic Reporter as a
"two-faced minion of reaction." It was a close
election, with Trujillo capturing most
conservative votes while moderates and
progressives split between two rivals.
Trujillo's election, coupled with John Paul II's
denunciation of direct religious involvement
in politics is a set-back for"1iberation
theology" in Latin America.

Religion and National Decisions
In its annual survey of American decisionmakers, U.S. News & World Report, discovered
that religion ranked 26th of 29 institutions
affecting national decisions. Religion came
just ahead of the Republican Party, small
business, and cinema.

Ecumenical Baptism Statement
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Orthodox
Theologians have achieved "an important
breakthrough" by agreeing that "believers'
baptism" is the most common baptismal rite
referred to in the New Testament. According
to The Christian Century, 33 theologians
participated in a fourday conference sponsored by the World Council of Churches to
produce the report. Baptists, who, like
Mormons, believe in baptism only for
individuals capable of understanding and
believing basic Christian doctrines were
pleased with the consensus, although
representatives from churches practicing
infant baptism (Roman Catholic, Orthodox,

etc.), noted that the report also accepted
infant baptism as valid and rejected
"rebaptism."

Priest Shortage
According to the New York Times, 3,000Roman
Catholic priests apply for lay stausevery year.
Paul VI had relaxed policy and thousands of
priests were released from their vows. As a
result, says the National Catholic Reporter, the
number of American priests dropped from
59,000 in 1966 t o 51,000 in 1977.Enrollment
in seminary has dropped from 46,000to
16,800and Roman Catholicism may be faced
with a critical shortage of priests in the near
future. Pope John Paul I1 recently charged
priests not to be released from their celibacy
vows.

Billy Graham Drops the Bomb
The April 30 edition of Christianity & Crisis
carries a transcript of "CBS Evening News
with Walter Cronkite" telecast March 29.In
an interview with Jed Duvall, Billy Graham,
who in 1965 was a strong supporter of the
NixonJohnson arms buildup, backs away
from his previous hawkish stance: "I think
there's a vast change taking place in that
(evangelical) community. I don't think they
were aware of the potential horror of what a
nuclear war with present weapons could do t o
the human race. And I think that they're
awakening t o the fact that they have a
responsibility to speak out. . . .I'm in favor of
disarmament and I'm in favor of trust. I'm in
favor of having agreements not only to
reduce but to eliminate. Why should any
nation have atomic bombs? . . . As I look back,
I think Mr. Truman made a mistake in
dropping that first atomic bomb. I wish we
had never developed it."
There are an estimated 40 to 50 million
evangelical Christians in the United States.
This surprising reversal on the part of their
most prominent spokesman will no doubt be
glad tidings to SALT I1 proponents.

Rebel Archbishop
French Roman Catholic Archbishop Marcel
Lefebvre, suspended by Pope Paul VI in 1976
for continuing to celebrate the mass in Latin,
has announced he will ordain thirty-one more
priests in 1979,in defiance of his suspension.
Lefebvre has met with Pope John Paul I1 to
urge a relaxation on the ban of Latin masses,
but apparently failed to achieve reconciliation.

CELAM Election
In the aftermath of the recent Conference of
Latin American Catholic Bishops (CELAM),
Archbishop Alfonso Lopez Trujillo of
Medellin, Columbia, has been elected
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ormonage
by Kevin G. Barnhurst

O n Human k h t s
"The Mormon puritanism of Salt Lake
City and the garish hedonism of Las
Vegas are not antithetical," says Outlook
editor William Greider in the March 4
Washington Post. "They are flip sides of
the same coin. Their core values are
identical: In a harsh land, you conquer it
or it conquers you. Conquering the land
means making a profit and making a
profit sometimes means leaving behind
scars.
"Sometimes the scars are on people. . ."
Because both cities tend to subordinate
human rights and individual needs to
corporate and group profits, Greider
classifies "Vegas and Salt Lake City, both
geogra~hical1~
and
as part of
the country's "Empty Quarter."
Greider's scathing remarks on spiritually
empty profits were published the same
day the Salt Lake Tribune reported that
the Church's purchase of a downtown
Salt Lake City block just north of the
City-County Building had been
"consumated." The property, valued
between $4 and $5 million, was
purchased ostensibly "to aid in
development of the south end of the
city's business district," according to J.
Howard Dunn, head of the Churchowned Zion's Securities Corporation.
(Property values continue to rise at 10
percent each year by conservative
estimates.)
Meanwhile, several blocks northeast of
the Church's property, the Episcopal
Diocese of Utah, with less than 3500
members, has completed 20 percent of
the 10-story, 100-unit high-rise housing
project for the low-income aged. Unlike
Zion's Securities Corporation, the
Episcopal Management Corporation is a
nonprofit, humanitarian entity, backed
by a long-term loan from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). When the project
is completed this Thanksgiving Day,
tenants will pay one fourth of whatever
they earn monthly-the rest of the $400
monthly tab will be covered by HUD
subsidies.
The Diocese began the project after its
Committee on Aging discovered an acute
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shortage of housing for the low-income
aged in the Salt Lake Valley. The new
facility, which will offer some units for
the physically handicapped, is adjacent
to Taufer Park and to the Central City
Community Center, where a hot meal is
at noon every day. The
apartments will be open to anyone over
61 years of age, regardless of rebous
affiliation.

Saint Mark's Tower will, according to
Robert M. Gordon, executive assistant to
the bishop of the Diocese, "be a real asset
for the Diocese and a witness to this
community for a long, long time."
Ignoring the Aged
The project will be an asset to senior
citizens, whose National Council,
representing 3800 clubs across the
country, gave Mormon Senator Jake
Garn and Representative Dan Mamott
on March 21 a zero rating for their
voting on issues that affect the aged.
This sort of activism among the aged
may be important to their mental health.
University of Utah psychologist P.
Ronald Spinelli reports that senility may
be caused by a lack of
contads and
a lack of stimulation in the environment
rather than by chronological age only. In
a weekend workshop reported by the
Salt Lake Tribune April 6, Spinelli also
indicated that easy compliance was
gained from the aged who are treated as
helpless.
Mollie Orshansky, the leading authority
on poverty statistics who designed the
poverty formula for the Social Security
Administration 15 years ago, reported
new studies indicating that 21 percent,
rather than the official 14 percent, of the
aged are poor. The official figures
"conceal the large number of hidden poor
among the elderly," accprding to
Orshansky, who was quoted in the
April 14 Washington Post, because the
government lumps together the
of older persons Living with their
younger
determine whether
the entire household is below the
poverty line of $6200 in 1978, currently
$6700.
Orshansky cited statistics to show that
the aged will choose to live alone if they
have enough money. "Given the chance,

old people would prefer to live by
themselves," she said, "and I suspect
their children would like that too, in
many cases."
For whatever
have
turned away
reason,
from
aged
traditional
Americans
family solutions to the problems of
aging. They look increasingly to the state
for help. Associated Press writer David
Ammons reported from Olympia,
Washington, on what is considered the
C O U ~ ~ T ' S"premier" program for the
aged. The state of Washington provides
hot meals, transportation, free legal
advice, health care at home or at a daycare center (including preventive "health
screening" and mental health services),
help with household chores and with
shopping, as much as $800 in household
repairs, social activities, advocates to deal
with government bureaucracies, and
property tax breaks. According to
Charles Reed, who heads the
Washington Office on Aging, these
programs are designed to keep the aged
in their own homes as long as possible.
Extensive government intervention is
usually condemned by Mormon leaders,
who advocate a family approach, but no
official Church "program" or support
system has been promoted. In a
statement released in mid-April, the First
Presidency did urge support of the
Arthritis Foundation's annual Campaign:
"Approximately one family in three is
believed to be affected by the arthritis
diseases. Sometimes culminating in
death but more often resulting in chronic
disability and pain, these diseases can be
treated and serious crippling can be
avoided if early detection and PromDt
treatment are effected.
"We urge you to become involved i
effort of the Arthritis Foundation I
educate the public concerning the early
warning signs of arthritis and concerning
the avoidance of arthritis 'quackery.' We
also urge you to volunteer your time and
resources in support of thelChallenge
Arthritis'campaign of the Arthritis
Foundation scheduled for May 1979." No
outpouring of Mormon volunteers has
been noted.

Other Minorities
The failure to eliminate poverty,
unemployment, and substandard
housing for the aging and other
segments of the ~~~~i~~~ population
was cited by monitoring groups as one of
human rights violations in the
United States. Watch committees in
Washington and New York, which
monitor compliance with the 1975
Helsinki Accords, reported several major
violations: the sterilization of Indian
women, denying property rights and

self-government to Indian nations,
refusing self-determination to the
residents of Micronesia, secret
recruitment of university professors by
the CIA, refusing to ratify international
accords on genocide and on the
eradication of racial discrimination,
allowing inhuman conditions in jails and
prisons, and strip-searching of women
arrested for even minor traffic violations
in Chicago and other police misconduct
against minority groups.
According to the March 28 Daily Universe,
BW's student newspaper, a student
enrolled in a justice administration
course was allowed to work as an
"undercover homosexual" for college
credit. As a BYU Security intern, the
student, John David Neumann,
"indicated to members of the
homosexual community" that he was a
homosexual "in order to keep his cover."
On Feb. 12 Neumann met a 24-year-old
Provo man in the BYU Wilkinson
Center, rode with him toward Heber,
and told him about "homosexuals at
BYU." "He said it was possible to pick
them up in the Wilkinson Center and at
the Richards P.E. Building," said the
Universe article. Neumann claimed that
when the Provo man made sexual
advances, he "grabbed him by the wrist"
and signaled B W Security officers, who
cited the Provo man for reckless driving.
Two days later a warrant was issued, and
the man was later apprehended and
charged in Fourth District Court with
forcible sexual abuse.
The so-called "witch hunts" of Utah
Valley homosexuals, although widely
known, have usually not received such
forthright coverage in the area
newspapers.
Childrens Right
The Daily Universe has also prominently
reported the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU)suit against the Provo
Canyon Boy's School. The suit charges
the school with violating the civil and
constitutional rights of its students and
with administering "cruel and unusual
punishment." The ACLU sought an
injunction to close the school until the
suit was settled but was denied because
no clear and present danger to the
students at the school was established.
I
I The school retained in March as partner
and executive director Dr. D. Eugene
Thorne, a BYU psychology professor
who holds a law degree. In an interview
published March 21, the Universe quoted
Thorne on the legal questions involved
in the ACLU suit. "They're saying that if
a kid doesn't want to consent to his
parents' wishes that he stay at the
school, he should be set free." said
Thorne. "There's no precedent in the law

that says the parent can't intervene in
the welfare of the child."
The suit is part of a trend. Jacqueline
Trescott reported in the April 4
Washington Post that two teenage girls in
Tacoma, Washington, have sued their
parents for "mal-parenting," that a
member of the Unification Church
whose parents repeatedly attempted to
"de-program" her has sued the
deprogrammers and her parents for
violations of her First Amendment
rights, and that a 24-year-old Boulder,
Colorado, man is asking $350,000 in
damages for his parents"5nadequate
parenting and mental abuse." These
cases represent the ugly head of an
otherwise benign children's rights
movement. Organizations such as the
Children's Rights Center and the
National Center for Youth Law in San
Francisco and the Children's Defense
Fund in Washington are usually
interested in the poor or institutionalized
child. Benign or not, the movement has
its effect on the slowly emerging legal
framework surrounding the changing
American Family.
In March, the House of Representatives
refused 214 to 157 to continue the Select
Committee on Population, which was
formed during the last Congress. All of
the Mormon congressmen from the
intermountain states voted against the
committee, fearing the controversy that
might arise if the committee should
tackle family issues instead of its
mandated overview of world population
problems.
In the absence of legislative action, the
courts are taking the lead. O n March 24,
United Press International reported a 3-2
decision by the New Hampshire
Supreme Court which struck down a
provision of a 1977 law making parents
"responsible for any damage incurred or
for any violations of this chapter (on offroad vehicles) by any person under the
age of 18." The court noted that parents
could not be held criminally liable for
conduct that did not include "a voluntary
act or the voluntary omission to perform
an act of which he is physically capable"
(implying that parents may have neither
the ~ h ~ s i ccapability
al
nor the will power
to constrain their children). "The net
effect of the statute is to punish
parenthood," said the court. "Parenthood
lies at the very foundation of our
civilization. The continuance of the
human race is entirely dependent upon
it."
The Largest Minority
Another case that is further defining
human rights is the dispute between
Michelle Triola Marvin and actor Lee

Marvin. The decision, which awarded
less than the $1.8 million asked, was
hailed as a victory by both sides and
continued the trend to impose greater
legal implications on the act of living
together (cohabitation). According to Dr.
Robin Malouf, assistant professor of
family and consumer studies at the
University,of Utah, cohabitation has
taken on much the same legal
commitment as marriage, without the
legal ceremony.
"Courts have begun assigning a dollar
value to the unpaid domestic services a
woman may provide. Now that's being
extended to assign a dollar value to the
unpaid domestic services of an
unmarried woman," Malour said in an
interview with the Salt Lake Tribune
April 1."Historically, the legal aspects of
marriage have not pointed in the
direction of equality of the sexes," she
said.

Riding on the crest of the women's
rights movement, Mormons for ERA
published their first newsletter April 13,
principally to peptalk Mormon
feminists, to call for action and
donations, and to propose an agenda for
upcoming activities. The group has had
broad coverage in the media, beginning
with a confrontation between Mormon
Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah and
Mormon feminist Sonia Johnson at the
hearings on the ERA Extension Bill
before the Senate Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights. Subsequent
coverage of Mormon lobbying in
Virginia, charging the Church with
certain illegalities, was summarized by
Linda Sillitoe in the March and April
issues of Utah Holiday magazine. The
motto of the group, "Mormons for ERA
are Everywhere," was flown behind an
airplane over Temple Square between
the Saturday sessions of April General
Conference.
Posturing on both sides of the issue will
probably continue until active lobbying
can resume when the state legislatures
reopen in 1980. A week before April
Conference, the Western States Pro
Family Rally was held in Meridian, Idaho.
Principal speaker was Phyllis Scheafley,
whose Eagle Forum sponsored the event.
W. Cleon Skousen of the Freeman
Institute and Marian Boyer, first
counselor to the Relief Society general
president, were also speakers. The
activities of these and other Mormons
are widely considered to be opposed to
"human rightsn-a term that for most
people includes more than the right to do
missionary work and to hear the
restored gospel.
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MIXED MESSAGES ON
An Interview With Lester Bush

I

n 1973Dialogue: A Journal ofMormon Thought publishedan
extensive article by Dr. Lester E. Bush, Jr. entitled
"Mormonism's Negro Doctrine: An Historical Overview." A year after the Church's change in policy concerning the Blacks, Sunstone is pleased to print this interview
with Dr. Bush which reviews his earlier findings and
comments on the impact of the recent change. Dr. Bush
was interviewed by Thane Younglastaff member of BYU's
student journal Century 2. Special thanks are extended to
Century 2 for permission to print the interview in Sunstone.
As an undergraduate in the early 19609, Dr. Bush
became interested in the origin of the doctrine and since
then has continued to gather information concerning
Blacks and the Church. As a member of the Church and
native of the south, he offers a personal perspectiveas well
as a scholarly account of this doctrine.
Dr. Bush graduated in psychology and later received a
Doctor of Medicine degree from the Universityof Virginia.
He recently completed his Master's degree in public health
at Johns Hopkins University. He has served as United
States embassy doctor in Cyprus, South Vietnam and
Taiwan.
Dr. Bush has authored numerous essays and articles
including a study of Mormon attitudes toward birth
control, a history of the Spaulding manuscript and a lookat
the Mormon image in early twentieth centuryadvertising
of patent medicines. He is currently associate editor of
Dialogue.
Young: You have placed great emphasis on history. Why do

you feel the study of history is so important? How can the
history of Black involvement with the Church help us
better understand Church policies concerning Blacks?
Bush: I don't think we have any particular exceptionwithin
the Church to the importance of history in understanding
the present, even though we Mormons are inclined to
think that history is only for historians. Since the gospel is
timeless, many Mormons think it is irrelevant to know
when somebody said something. To them it really doesn't
matter if the social context of the time was radically
different from our own. They view all the statements of
Church leaders to be at least to some degree inspired and
not influenced by what would have been considered
common sense or conventional wisdom at the time the
remarks were made. Unfortunately, but understandably,
there are subjects on which these men heldverystrong but
erroneous opinions. Unless you look into the historical
context of their remarks and at the sequence of opinions
held by succeeding presidents, you are hard-pressed to
know whether a particular Church leader's opinion at a
given time is something to take very seriouslyor just alittle
seriously.
8
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I think the subject of the Negro doctrine is a classic
illustration of this point. Most of the books on the SI~bject,
fn
..., .even those back as far as Joseph Fielding Smith's !Wau
Perfection, tend to take things out of historical context. The
authors of these books have taken a Church lea(ier's
statement and dealt with it as if it had been made in 195'8or
..
in whatever year they wrote their book. Historians would
call that "presentism." By selecting the type of statement
useful to their argument, yet ignoring the historical
circumstances surrounding it, they can construct acasefor
whatever position they are trying to support. This was also
D

since
the gospel is timeless, many
Mormons think it is irrelevant to know
when somebody said something
done by John J. Stewart and William E. Barrettin Mormonism
and the Negro and John Lund in the Church and the Negro.
Equally suspect are the type of things therabidcriticsof the
Church did by selecting out of context other quotations
from the same leaders of the Church, attempting toshowa
racist trait persistent throughout the different generationsof Church leadership.
As I looked carefully at the wo groups of sources, it
became clear that the story was much more complicated
than either side made it sound. Based on the evidence
presented by both sides, I couldn't tell whether eiLL-CIleI
argument was really credible. It was also clear that 130th
arguments were far out of context of the time in whictI the
doctrine evolved. That is what provoked me to do my
research. Eventually, I had literally thousands of sou
which enabled me to read chronologically what had 1
said. At the same time, I devoted a considerable amoul
time trying to understand the role of Blacks in AmerlLall
history. I tried to put the intellectual history of that subject
into some type of meaningful juxtaposition with what the
Mormons were saying to see whether the two were
radically different or whether theChurch'sposition\
obvious position for it to have taken at the time.
interested in Your
did You
Young:
Blacks in the Church?
I

Bush: I was initially focused on it by the public debate that

surrounded George Romney and his activities when heran
for Governor of Michigan in the early Sixties. Like most
LDS undergraduates at the time I was interested in that
type of thing, particularly because it aroused a great dealof
national attention. I can't remember specifically now but I
think Time and Newsweek carried one-sided articles, and I
started searching around for something to explain Church
beliefs more satisfactorily.

THE NEGRO DOCTRINE
Young: What were the major informationsourcesyouused
in your study? How extensive and accurate are they?
Bush: Over the years, I went through all thematerialsIhad
relatively ready access to. Eventually, I went through the
principal published journals, such as the Evening and
Morning Star, the Messenger and Advocate, Times and Seasons,
the M~llennialStar and the Journal of Discourses. I also went
through much of the Deseret News, the Manuscript History
and the Journal History-documents the Church Historical
Department had. I also went through several special
collections at the University of Utah, the Utah Historical
Society and the Library of Congress.
The work in Utah was done in 1968and 1969,prior tothe
time professionally trained historians took charge of the
Church Historical Department. Because of the subject of
my study, it was quite difficult to get permission to look at
sources usually available to the public. It is rather ironic
because now you can go through dozens of very important
diaries if you have a legitimate interest in some historical
question. That was impossible at the time and it was only
because I came across special collections of letters and
minutes from the presiding councils of the Church in the
libraries at Brigham Young University and the University
of Utah that I was able to get into material that allowed me
what was being said in public with what was
to
said privately.
Young: Did YOU feel that those records which had been kept
dealt adequately with this particular matter? Was this
something that was discussed considerably during the
early days of the Church?
Bush: It was discussed relatively frequently and at some
length from the time of Brigham Young forward. A
significant portion of that discussion, at least prior to the
Civil War, dealt with Blacks in the context of slavery. In
Joseph Smith's time, that's the only context in which Blacks
were discussed. Overall I had enough different entries to
feel quite confident that I wasn't being misled about what
they thought. When you have so many even though some
of them are quite brief, the collective impact is pretty
overpowering. One of the things I did that apparently
wasn't ever done before was look at such a large number.
I also looked more carefully at the chronology to
determine if there really was any evidence that certain
things had happened as early as was asserted in recent
years, and to see if there was some evolution in the beliefs
that could be shown by careful study. I had so manyentries
that it was easy for me to do that. I was lookingatanalmost
week-by-week record.
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Bush: We can tentatively date the doctrine denying lacks
the priesthood at 1849, but there is no data about why it
happened then-*Theone thing we can say for sure is that
Brigham Young said Negroes could not hold the ~riesthood. If you consider why ~ r i ~ h aYoung
m
said lacks
the priesthood# there emerges a
spectrum of possibilities, none of which can be proved. The
traditional explanation is that President Young received a
revelation or that Joseph Smith received an earlier revelation which Brigham Young later publicized. ~~t there is no
record of such a revelation. There is not even any indirect
reference to a revelation on the subject during that
of time, nor is there any contemporary evidence whatsoever to suggest that Joseph Smith denied the priesthood to
all Blacks. Even Brigham Young, who people are fond of
saying learned everything concerning Church doctrine
from Joseph Smith, never attributed the doctrine to him.
The most plausible historical explanation for Brigham
Young's decision to deny Blacks the priesthood is that
Negroes were believed to be descendants of Cain. Young,
himself, said essentially this on many occasions. Scripturally, Negroes were also believed to be descendants of Ham.
ASdescendants of Ham, they were cursed to beslaves. And
because they were slaves, they were not to be given the
priesthood. Like most Americans at that time, Brigham
Young did not believe Blacks had the necessary capabilities
to be leaders and therefore should not hold office. This was
a secular belief which by itself seems sufficientground for
excluding Blacks from the priesthood. Many entertained
the notion that Blacks couldn't withstand the priesthood
power if it were given them. It is unlikely that that was an
*for an alternative perception, see Ronald K. Esplin, "Brigham Young
and Black Priesthood Denial," Brigham Young Unioersify Studies, Volume
X I X , Number 3.
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"official" claim, but it was yet another historical rationale
for priesthood denial.
Another obvious explanation for Brigham Young's
restriction is that in his day Blacks were considered to be
mentally deficient. Even now we don't give the priesthood
to mentally retarded people. A revelation was never
received on the subject of mental retardation, yet no one

Joseph Smith. While serving a mission in the South,
Abraham Smooth visited the Prophet and asked, "What
shall be done with the Negroes in the South?" Joseph
answered that Blacks could be baptized with theconsent of
their masters but that the priesthood should not be
conferred on them. Did Joseph Smith intend that southern
Blacks be denied the priesthood because of race or because
of their status as slaves?
Bush: This occurrence was related to Church lea
There is no contempora evidence to
1879 when Zebedee Coltrin and Abraham S m o ~
wcIc
~
suggest that Joseph Smit denied the
interviewed about their teachings on Blacks and the
priesthood to all Blacks.
priesthood. The interviews were not contemporary with
Joseph Smith. Both Smoot and Coltrin said the Prophet
questions that policy. Blacks were simply viewed by
told them that the priesthood restriction extended to all
Brigham Young in a context not so terribly different from
Blacks. But evidence refutes their testimony, particularly
Our view of
retarded people
In
Coltrints. Coltrin alleged he was told of the priesthod
Blacks were believed to be morally debased. That was the
restriction two years before he himself ordained a black
belief of leading Mormons and many others even in Joseph
Elijah Abel, to be a seventy. In 1879 he omitted
Smith's
Joseph Smith does not appear
reference to or misremembered this telling ordination.
have shared that view.
Abel correctly attributed the ordination toColtrin,and this
There are plenty reasons
Brigham Young
is
in the minutes of the meeting at which he was
not have given Blacks the priesthood, even without a
ordained.
revelation. There are also reasons why he wouldn't have
You have to bear in mind that this account was not only
felt it worth explaining if he were inspired to deny Blacks
made
after the fact but that the Church already had gone
the priesthood' It may have been such an obvious thing to
through thirty years of unequivocal priesthood denial to
do that it did not require special justification.
Blacks from 1849 to 1879. Smoot and Coltrin were
Young: What were other churches teaching about Blacksat
remembering something that supposedly occurred a decthe time?
ade before the beginning of this uninterrupted period of
priesthood
Bush: There were a few churches that allowed ~
l to ~
~
k denial.
~ We don't have any evidence at all that is
contemporary
with Joseph Smith to suggest that he was
have some position of stature but they were rare. There
restrictive with the priesthood On any grounds.
also tended to be division in churches along sectionallines.
involked the testimony of two Or
'Itrin
and
There were many church bodies that split off from their
three
others
who
also
claimed
to have been instructed by
parent organization. There came to be a southern group
Joseph Smith not to give Blacks the priesthood. But in all
and a northern group because of the slavery issue but
churches on both sides of the M
~
~ line ~
taught~the - cases.
D hearsay
~
~(which
~ these
~ were) or not, it wasinacontext
of
missions
in
the
South.
You can trace Joseph Smith's
standard Ham-Canaan Biblical genealogy.
instructions
to
Elders
on
missions
in the South growing
There was enough of a problem that the Blacks started
increasingly
restrictive
in
terms
of
whether they taught
some of their own congregations quite early on. In the
Blacks.
Initially,
they
were
to
teach
everybody.
Then only
South, prior to the Civil War when the slaves were
after
the
Elders
received
permission
from
the
slave
owner;
obviously slaves and there was no question about the
and
finally,
they
didn't
go
to
the
slaves
at
all.
It
wouldn't
be
Blacks having any special status, congregations were
"'
at
all
surprising
to
me
if
Joseph
Smith
said
that
if
t'
ney
- ala
integrated in some cases, but the status was not integrated.
get a blackconvert not togive him the priesthod.' t would
Servants were simply sitting with their masters. In other
have been a politically explosive thing to do otherwise. I
cases, there were special areas where the poor folk and the
why they
have
about giving a
slaves stayed. I suspect the evangelical groups mixed their
if he were a slaoe,It
Black
the
priesthood
in
the
first
place
congregations. It depended on where you were and the
would seem an unusual thing to do. In addition I can even
status of Blacks in thearea. If their status was especially low
imagine that free Blacks found in the South wouldnot have
there was less segregation than if it were somewhat
been
given the priesthood. I doubt that they would e---vrll
higher. It's argued that after the Civil War, a lot of the
have
taught
them,
because
a
major
problem
in
Miss(
~uri
segregation in the South became more pronounced bethe 'laim that the Mormons were bringing in Ifree
cause then there was some question about the status of
Black' and fomenting insurrection in Jackson CaulntY.
clearly defined as inferior because
Blacks. They
Surely they had been burned enough on the scorethat they
they were no longer slaves. I don't believe we really ever
weren't
about to go into the South to convert Blacks to
segregated our early Mormon congregations. I didn't see
Mormonism and make them priesthood leaders.
any evidence of that. The only time there was any
segregation in Mormon congregations was in the twentiYoung: Who were the Black priesthood holders in the
eth century.
days of the Church?
Y o u n ~ : Manv attribute the doctrine of priesthood denial to
Bush: As far as I know for certain, there were on19
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a child. Lewis is mentioned in passing by a member of the
Quorum who noted that he was an elder in the local
congregation-even after Joseph Smith's death-without any suggestion that there was anything abnormal
about that. The first time a question was raised about
whether he should be holding the priesthood was in a
discussion of the priesthood and interracial marriage.

If you exclude slaves, there weren't more
than a dozen black members up until the
time of Joseph Smith's death.

Courtesy of LDS Church Archives.

Blacks who were given the priesthood: Elijah Abel and
Walker Lewis. The Mormons made a lot of jokes about
Black Pete, an early member in Kirtland and one of the
people who received revelations in those early days of the
Church. He could have conceivably held the priesthood. In
one of the local newspapers Black Pete is described as a
leading Mormon, but it is not definitely known if he held
the ~riesthood.
~ k e r ewas only a handful of Black members of the
Church in those days. If you exclude slaves, there weren't
more than a dozen Black members UD until the time of
Joseph Smith's death. Only four or fivebf them were men.
Newel1 Bringhurst, who has also done extensive research
on this subiect. has looked into their individual histories.
He has an informative article on this in the forthcoming
Summer 1979 issue of Dialogue, which has several interesting articles relating to Blacks and the Church.
Elijah Abel joined the Church in 1832. In 1836 he was
ordained an elder in Ohio and apparently worked on the
temple. Later that year he was given a patriarchal blessing
by Joseph Smith, Sr. and was ordained a seventy. He
apparently baptized a lady by the name of Eunice Kenny
or Kennedy (there are different spellings). There is one
account of somebody challenging his activities while
teaching either in Canada or in the northern United
States about 1840. Apparently he was serving as a
missionary. According to Bringhurst, Abel moved to
Cincinnati in 1841 or '42. He was the subject of some
concern there because he was a visible Black Mormon,
and he was encouraged by Church leaders to be less
conspicuous. The Abel family did not move to Utah until
1852, after that critical period when the Church went
from Joseph Smith's leadership to Brigham Young's. Soat
the time the Church developed a clear position on Blacks
and the priesthood, there weren't any Black priesthood
holders around.
We know very little about Walker Lewis. He was
apparently baptized and given the priesthood by Joseph
Smith's brother William. He lived in Massachusetts
where he was married to a white woman by whom he had
-

-

The fellow who asked the question was the mission
president and was clearly offended by the discovery that
the couple had a child. He wrote Brigham Young in 1847
and asked about the position of the Church. Unfortunately, there is no record of Brigham Young's reply.
Bringhurst says the mission president, William Appleby,
visited Brigham Young and may have received a verbal
response. Walker Lewis eventually went to Utah to get
his patriarchal blessing. AbelandLewisarereally theonly
conspicuous exceptions to priesthood denial to Blacks,
and they are not really exceptions because there was no
policy to the contrary at the time.
There are a few odd cases such as the Black man who
was allowed to act in the office of a deacon. Samuel
Chambers, a prominent memberof aSalt Lake City ward,
was made an acting deacon and was permitted to do almost
everything the deacons were authorized to do. As I recall,
he was made an acting deacon after Brigham Young's
death. His wife was made an acting deaconess.
The few cases of priesthood ordination of Blacks after
Brigham Young became the President of the Church were
unmistakablv errors because after 1849 there was no
question abdut the Church's position. Either local leaders
didn't know the lineage of the man involved or the
ordination was done in some completely out-of-the-way
place where someone just didn't have the word.
Young: At the time of his death, Joseph Smith seemed to
have been a strong abolitionist. Did Brigham Young share
this conviction?
Bush: Joseph Smith was a gradual abolitionist. His presidenial platform proposed that Blacks be purchased into
freedom. At that time he spoke in terms of freeing slaves,
but he had made similar remarks a number of times before.
Evervone was ~ressedinto the service of his wlitical
campaign. Missionaries in 1844, including members of the
Quorum of the Twelve, tracted with a statement on
government which included an abolitionist lank. At the
"
time, Brigham Young made remarks about'equality and
freedom in a broad context that were essentially the same
position as Joseph Smith's. Church leaders made other
remarks along similar, idealistic lines immediately following Joseph Smith's death. But when they got to specifics,
particularly a few years later, it was entirely different.
Brigham Young believed slavery was divinely sanctioned, and if you read his contemporary Mormon
May-June 1979 II

writers you find they seemed toexpect that some type of
revelation would have to come before slavery could come
to an end. Brigham Young and others thought the Civil
War would eventually be extended into the international
arena. They were very millennialistic at that particular
time. I think they expected anarchy, perhaps after which

The whole notion of proof-text scriptures
is based on the assumption that any time
a word is used, it always means the same
thing.
the Mormons would ultimately triumph and return to
Jackson County. Clearly, Brigham Young did not expect
the Civil War to free the Blacks, nor did he expect the
Emancipation Proclamation to have any effect on Blacks
at all. He believed the North would not be victorious in
their attempt to abolish slavery because inasmuch as it
was instituted by God it would take an act of God to
rescind it.
In terms of the status of Blacks once the Church was
established in Utah, the Mormons debated whether
Blacks could be given the right to vote. Some people,
including Orson Pratt, actually supported that notion.
Blacks were not given that right, nor were they allowed to
hold office, be in the militia ordoa variety of otherthings.
In the area of Black civil rights, Mormons in Utah did not
distinguish themselves from people in most of the states,
North or South.
There is no question about the existence of slavery in
Utah. In 1849 Orson Hyde claimed that slaves were free
to leave-which meant that in a sense they weren'treally
slaves. In 1852 the Mormons passed a slave code for Utah
which prescribed penalties for certain types of slave
activity. I know there was a case of a slave who tried to
escape and who was tracked down and returned. Someone then accused the slaveholder of kidnapping the slave.
That would have been the case if the slave had really been
free to go, but the slaveowner was acquitted.
Young: Where was the first definitive statement restricting Blacks from holding the priesthood made?
Bush: The statement was made in such a peculiar setting
that it makes vou wonder if it was the first time it had been
said. It was in a meeting the day after Lorenzo Snow was
ordained an Apostle. Elder Snow asked President Young
about what he termed the "chances for the African."Elder
Snow wondered why Blacks had been cursed. Brigham
Young responded that someday Blacks would have the
same opportunities as Whites. Then he went on to say that
the descendants of Cain were not to be given the
priesthood. Some scribe happened to write this down and it
ended up in the Journal History. It could have as easily not
been in the records at all.
Even though the doctrine was not published in a Church
periodical until 1852, it was no secret at the time. As early as
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Courtesy of LDS Church Archives.

1849, travelers to Utah commented on the fact that Blacks
were not given the priesthood. Gunnison, the fanwus
typographical engineer, was there in the winter of 1849
and 1850. He noticed the restriction and noted it in his
book.
Young: Because they could not hold the priesthood, Black
men were denied access to the temple. Were Black women
ever permitted to enter the temple to receive their
endowments?
Bush: Jane James was an early Black convert. Her huslband
and children were also members. It is verv interestirIg to
read about her arrival in Nauvoo. She wis destitute, A,
was taken into Joseph Smith's home, where she was a
housekeewr. She worked with the Smith familv and
achieved a certain amount of prestige as a result of her close
contact with the Smiths. After the priesthood restriction
had been in effect for decades. she asked ~ermissionto
receive her endowments and was turned down repeatedly
but continued to press her case. Eventually, at George Q.
Cannon's suggestion, they made an exception and allowed
her into the temple to be sealed as a servant to Joseph
Smith.
As bizarre as it sounds, the ordinance was compatible
with their understanding of the Black and his relationship
to things. Clearly, Blacks were not going to be able to be
polygamists nor ever have celestial marriage. Without
celestial marriage they really wouldn't ever be anything
but servants in the celestial kingdom. SisterJames'sunique
endowment satisfied her for a while but ao~arentlvnot
indefinitely, because she later renewed her itquest. '
Young: Every prophet since Brigham Young has prophesied an eventual change in policy concerning Blacks. What
is the evolution of this policy?
Bush: That is probably the most significant current question. Brigham Young gave no major discourse on when
---.-a
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Blacks would receive thepriesthood,although hecommented on it parenthetically a number of times. President
Young stated that Blacks would be given the priesthood
after the penalty for Cain killing Abel had been paid. He
believed the descendants of Abel had been deprived of the
opportunity to hold the ~riesthood.Brigham Young
suggested quite strongly that Blacks would not be given
the ~riesthood until all of Abel's eventual posterity
received their due, after everyone had been resurrected or
smetime even more remote than that. The logical implication was that this would not occur until after everyone of
all other races received the priesthood. Joseph Fielding
Smith believed it couldn't even happen on this earth
because it had to involve Abel eventually getting married,
becoming a God, and having children on another world,
which children would then have the opportunity to hold
the priesthood.
Subsequent to Brigham Young, the people who stated
that Blacks would be given the priesthood at some point
were not really prophesying that that was the case any
more than Brigham Young was. They were simply
elaborating or repeating the established doctrine. Wilford
Woodruff did quote one of Brigham Young's statements
on the subject and was subsequently quoted by other
presidents of the Church in abridged form. The First
Presidency statement issued on the subject in 1949or 1951
quoted Wilford Woodruff as stating that some time in
God's scheme the Blacks would be given the priesthood,
but Woodruff was actually quoting Brigham Young. By
taking that little phrase alone, one gets the impression that
it was an ill-defined thing that would happen sooner aswell
as later. But if you look at all that Brigham Young said on
the subject, there is no suggestion that that interpretation
is warranted. Other more recent presidents and leaders of
the Church have turned to that expression, I expect,
because it was a nice thing to be able to say in face of the
negative publicity we were getting for denying Blacks the
priesthood. It may be that theywereinspired to believe that
that was the case. It was surely not the case that they were
reading accurately what Brigham Young said, and he was
the only source of information in the first place.
It is particularly interesting because Joseph Fielding
Smith was quite explicit on the subject and Bruce McConkie is relatively suggestive of the same position that Joseph
Fielding Smith took in suggesting that Blacks would
receive the priesthood sometime in the eternities. A book
like John Lund's Church and the Negro, I think, reasonably
debunks the notion that Blacks were going to be given the
priesthood any time in the near future because he takes at
face value the statements Brigham Young made. He's
guilty of "presentism" in the way he telescopes and takes
things out of context historically, but nonetheless his
conclusion is more reasonably based than those who
defended the Negro doctrine and suggested that a change
might come about in the foreseeable future.
The full-pagead in thesalt Lake Tribunethatwastakenout
by fundamentalists criticizing the Church's change of the
Neero doctrine makes ~reciselvthat mint. It chided the

Church News for putting together a series of quotations by
presidents of the Church allegedly showing that the
change was to be anticipated, starting with Joseph Smith
who looked forward to the day when Blacks would be
joined with the Saints at the temple. No mentionwas made
that there were no restrictions on Blacks going to the

the predominant contemporary image
is one of dixrimination~ that is
going to be an irnpechment to people.
temple in Kirtland or anywhere else under Joseph Smith.
They were in the process of building the Nauvoo Temple
when he made the remarks, in a more internationalgospel
context than a racial context. The Church News only gave
enough of a Brigham Young quote to indicate that the
change would happen someday, but not that he believed
that to be post-millennia]. The last example was David 0.
McKay's widely reported exchange with a reporter who
asked when the Blacks would be given the priesthood.
President McKay's response, according to the published
account of it, was, "Not in my lifetime, nor yours."
President McKay is dead now but the reporter probably
isn't. The Church News chose to print just the first half of the
phrase: "Not in my lifetime." There is good reason to be a
little bit skeptical of the notion that we're simply fulfilling
an expectation which one can justify from statementsof all
the prophets from the beginning to the present.
Young: Were there any Church leaders who believed that
the policy could be changed during our time, that is,
sometime before the millennium?
Bush: The topic has been debated by Church leaders since
at least 1879 when they talked with Abraham Smoot and
Zebedee Coltrin. Right after the turn of the century,
someone argued from within the Quorum that a person in
whom White blood predominated should perhaps be
considered White in terms of priesthood privileges. In the
1940s there was some debate about whether the time was
right for a change. The New Zealand Temple was to be
opened soon, and lineage posed a problem because of the
difficulty in identifying race for temple work. Similarly,the
opening of the temple in Brazil would have posed the same
problem.
I didn't study any minutes of council meetings held after
the 1940s SO I can't say with any confidence whether the
doctrine was discussed after that period, but I'm sure there
was some careful discussion in the 1960s when Hugh B.
Brown seemed to be periodically going out on a limb by
suggesting that a change was imminent.
Sterling McMumn, a Church educator, claimed in 1968
that President McKay told him in an interview in 1954that
the Church had "no doctrine of any kind pertaining to the
Negro" and that the priesthood restriction was a "practice,
not a doctrine, and the practicewillsomedaybechanged."It
is unfortunate that fourteen years passed before McMurrin ~ublished President McKav's comments. I asked
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Having said that, if the First Presidency, wiith the
authority it carries, calls something a doctrine c v .-..
cll
without defining the term, it is a doctrine. They called the
denial of the priesthood to Blacks a doctrine the very first
time they issued a statement on it in 1949. It is pointless to
argue, as many people did, that it was not a doctrine. The
a
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On the subject of the Negro doctrine,
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McMurrin about their accuracy and he told me he
accurately recorded President McKay's comments at the
time they were made. President McKay was pretty illwhen
the comments were published, and he never made any
public response to them. The paper reported that President
McKay confirmed the accuracy of the statement when his
son asked him about it. Others have suggested that during
the 1960s President McKay was inclined to terminate the
policy even without a revelation; however, I've never been
able to document that.
As I did my research, my own opinion about the
credibility of the Negro doctrine switched back and forth. I
honestly was not out to prove one side or the other.
Initially, and for most of the time, I thought the policy was
going to be doctrinely sound, that there was going to be an
original revelation. It really surprised me when I heard the
story attributed to President McKay. It moved me to a
position of neutrality which I think was beneficial in
analyzing the history of the doctrine. I found a great dealof
material after that, but that one incident alone was
sufficient to leave me uncertain about whether Mormons
should necessarilv be ~reiudicedin favor of the traditional
rationales.
Part of the problem was that the Church did not have a
clear definition of what constitutes a doctrine of the
Church. No one has ever defined in any kind of a rigorous
way what really constitutes Mormon doctrine, and what it
means to be "doctrinal." Elder McConkie speaks of
doctrines as "teachings" in the broadest sense and then
focuses it down to true teachings. True teachings are
defined by him as Mormon doctrine. The book he calls
Mormon Doctrine clearly extends to innumerable things
about which there is no consensus that there is church
doctrine-not the least of which would relate to Cain and
Ham and some aspects of the priesthood and Blacks. It is a
serious problem because who's to say what one means
when one says doctrine or policy?
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people
of high standing in the Church
taught things with great confidence
whch their successors rejected.
First Presidency said it was a doctrine. One can argue that
they shouldn't have said it was a doctrine, but then you're
in an area of selfdefinition of what defines Church
doctrine. But what precisely did they mean?
There are many t-hings we do in the Church with words
that lead to, rather than clarify, uncertainty. The whole
. ...notion of proof-text scriptures is based on the assumprlon
that any time a word is used, even though it may havebeen
a thousand or more years earlier and may have gone
through Joseph Smith and everybody else since then, it
always means the same thing. Our usage of "doctrines"
and "policies" is a classic illustration of this. In practice,
people say a policy is a man-initiated thing and a doctrine is
something more profound, a divine principle. If I were
forced tocome up with a definition I would say a doctrine is
probably some broad-ranging, eternal principle the
Church is enunciating. A policy is something we dc?rive
from doctrines, or from common sense, or from empirical
experience. If I had to classifypriesthooddenia1,I wouldsay
it was the policy of the Church that Blacks should not be
given the priesthood, even though it was called adoctrine,
but that the policy was based on the doctrine in the Church
that Blacks were descendants of Cain. Descendants of Cain
were not to be given the priesthood for various reasons
enunciated by Brigham Young; therefore, it was the pc~licy
not to give the priesthood to Blacks. And that was our
practice.
Young: What challenge to growth faced the Church prior
to the recent change in policy?
Bush: Clearly, we had a problem carrying the gospel to the
whole world. I'm sure that if President Kimball had a big
map, with pins for the different missions, aside from the
problem of missionary work in communist countries
(which has begun to change in the last two years), themost
conspicuous lack of representation was in black Africa. It
couldn't truly be a world Church with that major segment
of the world population excluded. We had previously been
unsuccessful in moving into Nigeria. With our teachings
on Blacks, it didn't seem we would in the near future get in
to any new country in Africa. because the Cain-Ham
theory is very offensive to an educated Black man.
I think the policy was an obstacle for a great number of
Whites as well. Members of the Church have this notion
that people who are truly ready will come illto the Church

i

regardless of the salesmanship or spiritual attributes of the
missionaries. However, any teaching of the Church which
a priori appears uninspired togoodpeopleisclearlygoing to
stand in the way of their listening to an introduction to the
gospel. Investigators often lookat the tangibleevidenceata
given point in time. For example, we say, look, we are good
people who live the Word of Wisdom and who are healthy.
That attracts some people and they later get the witness of
Joseph Smith and the ~ o o kof Mormon. But if the
predominant contemporary image is oneof discrimination,
clearly that is going to be an impediment to people.
Young: Brigham Young was quite vocal on the question of
miscegenation, proclaiming at one time that it was
punishable by "death on the spot." What is the Church's
present stand on interracial marriage?
Bush: I don't think we have an official position on miscegenation now. We had a policy on it before, but it was based
on the doctrinal consideration relating to Cain. "Death on
the spot" was punishment for mixing blood with the blood
of Cain. More recently, the empirical argument has been,if
you had an interracial marriage your children would notbe
allowed to be married in the temple or to hold the
priesthood and you yourself could not be married in the
temple. The removal of the priesthood restriction undermines all these objections.
There also has always been a social problem associated
with interracial marriage in the eyes of Church leadersand
many other people as well. They have counseled against
interracial marriage between Caucasians and Orientals,
for example-even at a time when there was no doctrinal
objection to such marriages within the Church. It was
socially unacceptable to enough people that for years
marriages between Caucasians and any other races was
against the law in most places, including Utah. Even then,
except for Blacks, it was not "illegal" doctrinally. For
example, a Caucasian and Oriental could get married in the
temple in California but not in Utah, because it was illegal
in the state of Utah. Clearly that is a social problem.
Now we are left with a situation in which the Church is
counseling only on social grounds. I have talked with a
number of people about it, including a member of the
Quorum of the Twelve who told me a couple of years ago
that he thought that even after Blacks were given the
priesthood, that they would be doctrinally unable to marry
Whites in the temple. But that has not proved to be thecase.
He was so firmlyconvincedabout theCain tradition that he
extended it independently of the priesthood restriction. I
don't know if that notion is still floating around amongany
of the Church leaders now, but I doubt it.
If you look at the handful of BlackMormons today, you'd
find that a surprising percentage of their marriages are
interracial. I have to give the Daily Universe credit for their
coverage of the revelation-they interviewed a number of
Blacks and their interracial marriagepartners.The Universe
reported the enthusiastic response of these people, principally in the context of marriage in the temple. That is what
mattered most to them.

By constrast, the Universe's openness on that was even
further heightened by the way the Church Newshandled the
matter, which was simply embarrassing. Not only did the
change in policy fail to make the front page, but under a
large headline on the second page of the coverage was an
article discouraging interracial marriage.

The history of the Negro doctrine
suggests that without a lot of study
people got mixed messages on it.
Young: Do you feel the study of historical aspects of a
doctrine is necessary to come toa meaningful convictionof
that doctrine?
Bush: We are told we can pray about things and the truth
will be made known to us. On the subject of the Negro
doctrine, however, people of high standing in the Church
taught things with great confidence which their successors
rejected-Brigham Young's support of slavery, for example. People of great faith, humility and divine attributes
considerably beyond my own had strong differences of
opinion on various aspects of the subject, as well as on its
fundamental validity. These individuals had presumably
expressed with earnest fervor their interest in knowing
the truth. The message seemed to be conflicting, so it
seemed to me that one had to do something more.
I believe you don't always get answers toquestionsif you
haven't studied them thoroughly. I have the impression a
lot of things require considerable study before one is
prepared to get a meaningful answer. At the same time, I
think in other cases a person doesn't need to understand
the history of a doctrine to be inspired. I don't suppose
Joseph Smith studied the anthropomorphic nature of God
or the doctrine of a separate Godhead. There is aprecedent
for an uninformed, barely educated individual getting a
message which is very profound.
However, the history of the Negro doctrine suggests
that without a lot of study people got mixed messagesonit.
Many bore testimony to the doctrine; others felt strongly
that the policy was not correct. I think most people were
saying they had a testimony that the Church would not
make a mistake, or that surely the prophet would have
been open to a revelation on the subject. I would be
surprised if there were many people who genuinely
asserted they had been given a witness that thewhole body
of beliefs we call the Negro doctrine was an inspired,
revealed facet of our religion. I think many felt threatened
to think something as significant as the Negro doctrine
could have been an error.
It is interesting that the revealed precedent for evaluating the truthfulness of a doctrine of the Church is not by
history but by thedoctrine's fruits. As theBookof Mormon
suggests, if it brings forth good fruit it is of the Lord. I've
never seen anybody assess the Negro doctrine by that
measure. It would be interesting to see how it would have
fared.
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The Light
Come Down
Bruce jorgensen
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Just a dusty country boy
Praying in the trees,
Knocked out flat and speechless,
Again up on his knees
And the light come down,
Lord, the light come down.
Sharper than suns he sweated in,
It slapped that April mud,
It withered the one that threatened him
And stunned him where he stood.
Yes, the light come down,
Lord, it did come down.
And he was just fourteen,
Mixed up, and read your book
And took you at your word
and asked-and Lord,
You let the light come down,
0 Lord, a comin down.
Old Adam had a farmer's son
And Abraham did tooAll made of mud but you made em good
And brought em home to you,
For the light come down,
It always did come down.
So Lord look down on country boys
That stink and puzzle and pray,
And strike the light to blind their sight
And make their night your day.
0 let the light come down,
Yes, bring the light on down.
And bless you, Lord, for country boys,
Each hungry mother's son
Treading the furrow his father plowed
Just like your single son
When you and him come down,
When you the light come down.
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arolyn laid the baby in the crib, quickly putting a
pacifier in his mouth. The crib sheet, she noticed,
was sticky where Jennie had been playing earlier
and dribbled orange juice from one of the baby's bottles.
She must remember to wash it. The baby was irritable
tonight. She'd kept him up purposely till after ten hoping
he would sleep through the night. Jennie, Becky, and
Kevin were already bedded down. Jeff was still over at
school practicing for the state basketball tournament and
Susan was spending the night with a girlfriend. Carolyn
felt a quick twinge of remorse for having let her go on a
school night. She switched off the light in the yellow

A Blessing
of Duty

DIAN SADERUP is an undergraduate in English at Brigham Young
University. She is from Salt Lake City.
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nursery and closed the door to the baby's tired fussing.
The pacifier had already fallen from his mouth.
Dr. Neilson wouldn't be able to see her until Friday.
Walking down the hall she checked to make sure the
night-light was on in the girls' room. In just the last few
weeks Jennie had become temfied of the dark. Carolyn
and Paul were wakened nearly every night by her screams.
Two days ago Paul had installed a night-light next to the
girls' trundle bed. It seemed to help. Carolyn hoped it
would work tonight. She was tired tonight.
Dr. Neilson's nurse had a pleasant voice over the phone:
"How 'bout 11:45 Mrs. Mecham? . . .Good. Well see you
then." The test would be quick and simple.

She watched him, then, weary, bent to wipe
the milk from the floor.
The front door opened. That would be Jeff or maybe
Paul if high council meeting had let out on time. She
padded down the hallway
"Hi, Mom."
"How was practice?"
"It's going good. We can take state this year. We're
playing Orem in two days. If we win we're in the finals."
"Good, Son. I'm sure youll win."
"Yeah, Oremll be no sweat. Is Dad home?"
"No, he's still at council meeting."
"0 yeah, I forgot." He turned and walked through the
living room into the kitchen. He was taller than Paul now.
Dr. Neilson had delivered Jeff. "Do we have any of that
cake left, Mom?" he called and she could hear him rifling
through cupboards.
"Shh. . .Jeff," she whispered loudly, following him into
the kitchen. "You11 wake the children. No, the cake is
gone. Kevin and Becky split the last piece watching Happy
Days. I didn't know you liked marble cake, Jeff. Last time I
made it you told me you were tired of marble cake."
"I know but I'm starving."
"Have a glass of milk." He went to the fridge and pulled
out a carton of milk. As he poured it he splashed milk on
the formica countertop and linoleum floor. "Be careful,
Jeff. I just waxed the floor today."
"Sorry." He guzzled the milk, spilling it down his chin
and basketball jersey. "Night, Mom." He walked from the
kitchen.
"Night, Son." She watched him, then, weary, bent to
wipe the milk from the floor. Jeff would be eighteen next
month, graduating from school in six. Dr. Neilson would
smile when he said, "Carolyn, you're pregnant again."
Gladys Mitchell's son had been killed in a car accident up
Millcreek Canyon two days before his eighteenth birthday. He'd been drinking. Jeff went to priesthood with Paul
every Sunday and blessed the Sacrament in the afternoon. Carolyn didn't think that Jeff drank but lots of
mothers didn't know what their sons were doing. Beth
Bower's son Mike, a friend of Jeff's and active in the ward,
had been arrested not long ago on a drug charge. But Jeff
was a good boy. He paid his tithing and went to church
and last week he had conducted family home evening.
Sometimes Carolyn wondered if Jeff parked with thegirls
he dated. She didn't want to be pregnant again. She was
thirty-nine years old.
18 Sunstone

A pile of freshly laundered clothes was heaped on the
table, whites, the last batch of the day. She sat down
heavily on one of the vinyl kitchen chairs, pressing her
face hard into the clothes. The soft cotton of a pair of
Paul's garments felt clean and comfortable against her
face. She turned her head to breathe. The zipper in the
garment bit her ear. She and Paul hadn't been to the
temple in over a month. Carolyn oftentimes slept during
parts of the endowment ceremony and, although she
didn't understand much of the symbolism involved, she
usually came home from a session refreshed and determined to be a better mother, make her home more a house
of God, like the temple. President McKay had said that a
good Mormon home was like the celestial kingdom. Paul
once told her that Gods never stopped having children,
that was what was meant by Eternal Life. He would be
happy if she was pregnant. This week she needed to go to
the temple.
The whites smelled of fabric softener. Everyday she did
at least six batches of laundry. She lifted her face from
the clothes and picked Paul's garments from the pile.
Then she folded Jeff's T-shirts and boxer shorts; and
stacked them separately and soon the table was linedl with
neat piles of panties, socks, undershirts, slips.
She gripped the edges of the vinyl chair and arched her
back. Her lower back ached every night now. David was
eight months old and big for his age. It strained her back to
lift him. When she'd been pregnant with him after the
fifth month her back had ached constantly. During the
last three weeks of the pregnancy the pain became so
severe that she'd had to stay in bed the entire time. Dr.
Neilson had prescribed a pill for pain and told her that
backache was quite common among expectant mothers,
especially in women nearing their forties.
She looked at the wooden plaque which hung above the
kitchen door. It read Choose The Right! Carolyn made the
plaque in relief society a year ago and presented it to the
family during home evening. Now and then she would
remind one of the children of it when asking them toclean
their room or mow the lawn. The phone rang. She F
herself from the chair.
"Hello?"

Paul once told her that Gods never
stopped having children, that was what
was meant by Eternal Life.
"Hello, Carolyn? This is Marge. Listen, I'm sorry to be
calling at this hour but we're kind of in a bind."
"That's alright, Marge. What do you need?" Marge was
the relief society president. She had five children. Each
month after the spiritual living lesson she bore her
testimony of the gospel and the joy of being a mother in
Zion. Motherhood, she told the sisters, was the noblest
and most joyous calling a woman could have.
"This is the situation, Carolyn. Trudy Hesser's been in
the hospital for three weeks with her gall bladder. She was
released today and is back home now. She really needs
someone to look in on her once in a while just to see how
she's doing. It11 only be for a couple of days and I thought
I'd call Zina Tate and Florence Anderson, too."
"I didn't even know that Trudy was in the hospital,
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Marge. I11 be glad to help out if I can. I've got to take Kevin
to the orthodontist tomorrow but that won't be until the
afternoon sometime."
"Oh Carolyn, you're a dear. It would really help us out if
you could stop by early tomorrow morning. 111 try to get
Zina to take care of it for the afternoon. After you get the
kids off to school would be fine."
"Okay, Marge. Tomorrow morning is fine."
"We really do appreciate it, Carolyn. I've called three
sisters in the ward already, but you know how it is trying
to find someone with the time. I knew we could count on
you."
"It won't be any trouble, Marge."
"Just check in to see how she's doing. See if she needs
anything. Let her know we're thinking about her."
"Okay, that sounds fine, Marge."
"Thanks again, Carolyn, and I really do apologise for
not calling sooner."
"Don't worry about it."
"Well, if you're sure. Thanks. Goodnight, Carolyn."
"Night." She placed the receiver back in the cradle. She
knew she would be sick in the morning. She'd been
nauseated off and on all day and thrown up three mornings last week. Sometimes when she was pregnant shegot
so sick she could hardly move. When Paul or the children
came into the bedroom toask her how she was feeling or if
they could get her anything she had to restrain herself
from crying out, "Don't touch me. Go out. Go away." It
came in wave upon wave of violent nausea and filled her
with festering hostility and sometimes she yelled at the
children.
Emma Riggs McKay, in The Art of Raising Children Peacefully had admonished good mothers to refrain from raising
their voices. She exhorted mothers to patience and tenderness toward their offspring. Once, when Carolyn had
been pregnant with Jennie, she slapped Jeff hard in the
face for walking across the freshly mopped kitchen floor
with muddy tennis shoes on. Afterwards, nausea churning her insides, she'd gone into the bathroom and thrown
up, then come out and apologised to her son. The next day
she made his favorite peanut butter brownies for dessert.

It came in wave upon wave of violent
nausea and filled her with festering
hostility and sometimes she yelled at the
children.
She arched her back then gathered up the neat stacks of
clothing, being careful not to mix them. Last Sunday in
Sacrament meeting Bob and Louise Chapman had given
talks on parenthood. Louise, who was in her early thirties
and had four small sons, reminded the ward members that
mothers were co-partners with God in creating new life.
In relief society during the mother education lesson she
once told the sisters that Bob gave her a special priesthood
blessing at the onset of each of her pregnancies and again
when she went into labor. The last blessing Paul hadgiven
Carolyn was over three years ago when she'd been
hospitalized with pneumonia. Carolyn still remembered
the sudden, surging comfort that had flowed through her
as he had annointed her head with consecrated oil. The
next morning her fever was down, the congestion in her

lungs cleared. She put the folded clothes away, quiet when
she entered the sleeping children's bedrooms. She wanted
to ask Paul for a special blessing now.
"Hush, David, Quiet, baby." The shrieking started a
dull throbbing in her head. "Quiet, Son." Fumbling, she
unsnapped the crotch of his sleeper and felt inside his
plastic pants. His diaper was dry. Maybe he was hungry.
She carried him out t o the kitchen. Hesucked noisily fora
few seconds on a bottle of orange juice, then pushed it
away and continued crying. She held him, rocking him for
five minutes. Her back ached. Her arms were cramped.
The noise pounded against her head and made it throb.
"I'm tired, David. Please, please stop crying."

She knew that children didn't come to
LDS homes by accident; that the Lord
sent them.
"Mommy, is David mad?"
"What are you doing out of bed, Jennie?"
"I want a glass of water. Will you get me a glass of
water?"
"Jennie, you know you can't have water before bed.
Remember when you wet the bed last week? Do you want
to wet the bed again?"
"But David woke me up and I'm thirsty."
"Go back to bed Jennie." David still cried.
"I'm thirsty."
"No, Jennie. I'm not going to tell you again. Go back to
bed."
"I wansome water." And she began to whine and rubat
her eyes. Carolyn grabbed her hand and pulled her
toward the hall.
"I told you to get in bed."
"I wansome water." Jennie was crying now. Carolyn
stopped. David still screamed. Maybe he was sick.
"Alright, Jennie." She heaved a sigh. "Alright. Stop
crying. You can have a glassof water."She walked back to
the kitchen and filled a plastic cup from the faucet."Here.
Now back to bed."
The little girl drank the water. "I won't wet the bed,
Mommy, I promise."
"Good, Jennie. Goodnight."
"Is David thirsty, Mommy? Is that why he's crying?"
"No, Jennie. I don't know why David is crying. It's late.
Now go get back in bed."
"Okay, Mommy. Night, night."
"Goodnight, Jennie." Then, sorry for her abruptness,
she kissed her free hand and pressed it to the child's
forehead. "Mommy loves you. Night, night."
She sank into one of the kitchen chairs, her shoulders
and arms and lower back in painful rebellion against the
weight of the crying baby. Carolyn remembered the
horror stories she had heard about the pioneer women;
how they had pulled hand carts when pregnant and
delivered babies within the freezing shelter of wagons
and tents. The women had large families. Brigham Young
said it was the duty of all good Latter-day Saint couples to
have as many children as they could. The Lord wanted to
send babies to Mormon homes where they could be
taught the gospel. Carolyn and Paul had never used birth
control except for the year after Susan was born when
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Carolyn had had some kidney problems. She knew that
children didn't come to LDS homes by accident; that the
Lord sent them. She whispered,"Stopcrying, David. Stop
crying." Blood pulsed throbbing through her temples.
She'd been surprised when seventeen months ago Dr.
Neilson, smiling, had said, "Carolyn, you'regoing to have
another baby." She was thirty-eight years old and it had
been over four years since Jennie was born. Shedidn't tell
Paul for three days. When she'd been pregnant with Jeff
she'd taken a girlish pride and excitement in her condition. With the others it was more and more a routine

She still remembered the strange joy that
had slipped suddenly from her.
discomfort, oftentimes brutal. But with David she was
different, obsessed, almost heady with the sense of her
womanhood. At night in the darkcoolof the bedroom she
would touch her abdomen and trace the curves of her
breasts with her fingers and sometimes she thought
about God. She was filled with infinite affection for the
embryo-child swelling her body and for Paul and the
children. During the day she felt an excitement and
energy unfamiliar to her. She watched her children with
tender awe. Sometimes she wanted to reach out to them,
to leff and Susan her eldest.and kiss their facesand stroke
their hair and press their bddies to her. he backaches had
started in the fifth month and then the overwhelming
fatigue. She still remembered the strange joy that had
slipped suddenly from her.
"Good, baby." David was beginning to quiet, just
whimper. She held him for several more minutes until his
eyelids began to droop and he droused. She filled a glass
with water from the sink and took twoaspirins from the
medicine cupboard and swallowed them. Her head still
throbbed though the baby had stopped crying. She
switched o u t the kitchen light and walked back to the
nursery to lay David carerully in his crib. Then she
continued down the hall, stopping to turn out the
bathroom light. The smell of a dirty diaper filled her
nostrils. She'd left the diaper earlier t o soak in the toilet
and then forgotten to rinse it out. David had haddiarrhea
for two davs. He hadasensitivestomach. For fivemonths
after he was born he'd had severe colic. All the children
except Kevin and Jennie had had colic. A baby with colic
sometimes screamed for hoursand nothing could bedone
to make it stop screaming. David had sometimes laid
awake all night crying.
She bent to pick the diaper from the toilet. Suddenly
she was sick, nausea flooding through her. Gasping, she
rushed to the basin and vomited. She retched into the
basin for a long time and afterwards sweat poured from
her face and her body was weak and trembling, her hands
pale.
David would still be in diapers when this next baby was
born.
She rinsed the basin, then turned and rinsed the diaper
and dropped it into the plastic diaper pail. She stood for a
moment arching her back, waiting for the trembling in
her body to stop, then turned off the bathroomlight.The
phone rang. She walked down the hall to the bedroom.
-
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"Hello?"
"Hi, Honey."
"Hi, Paul."
"Hey, we're kindof tieduphere, Carolyn. I just thought
I'd call to let you know so you wouldn't worry. I should be
home in half an hour. Forty-five minutes at the most."
"That's fine, Paul. Thanks for calling."
"If you're tired, Honey, don't wait up."
"Okay, See you in a little while."
"See you. Bye."
"Bye."Paulwasa thoughtful husband. Healwayscalled
to let her know when he would be late. Shirley Crandell
had married her husband Ray in the Logan temple. He
was inactive now and Shirley came to church every
Sunday with her threesonsalone. Carolyn had heard that
Ray drank beer and in the winter sometimes took his sons
skiing up at ParkCity on Sundays. Paulwasagoodfather.
He would ordain Kevin a deacon next month and he took
the boys and sometimes one of the girls fishing a1most
every Saturday during the summer. He would be h
,
to have another baby. When she told him he wou... ,
surprized and glad and would hold her, kissing the top of
her head and saying, "That's wonderful, Carolyn. I love
you." For several weeks he would be especially considerate, embracing her often and helping with the dinner
dishes. He'd always wanted a large family. His mother
had ten children and two miscarriages. He would be
horrified and hurt if she said to him, "I love you, Paul. I
love the children. I don't want another baby." Then
screaming, "I can't stand it! O h God, Paul, please understand! I can't stand it!"In her prayers every night she
thanked the Lord that Paul honored his priesthood and
then asked the Lord to help her be a more perfect wife.

For several weeks he would be especiall;
considerate, embracing her often and
helping with the dinner dishes.
She sat down on theedgeof the kingsize bedandarclher back, then unbottongd her blouse. Her abdomen v. -fleshy, her breasts shapeless, sagging. She'd put on ten
pounds during her last pregnancy that she hadn't been
able to lose. Before they were married Paul told her that
he found overweiaht women unattractive. Her once
slender hips now measured thirty-eight inches.
Stiff with fatigue, she slowly took off her clothes and
dressed for bed. Friday she would see Dr. Neilson. He
could prescribe a pill for nausea. The digital clock on the
nightstand clicked 11:03.David woke up every morning
at five-thirty crying to be changed and fed. She rose and
folded back the bedcovers and laid Paul's folded pajamas
on the dresser top. A framed photo of her and Paul on
their wedding dav, his arm around her, their smiles
radiant, was i n th; dresser. They stood in white on the
Salt Lake temple stair. Dr. Neilson would smile when he
told her she was pregnant again. She would ask Paulfora
blessing after Sacrament meeting this Sunday. And the
nurse with the leas ant voice would smile. too. and
schedule her for another appointment in one month. A
quiver passed through her arms and thighs as she knelt
beside the bed to say her prayers. She arched her back.

-
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What is there for me to tell you?
There is this--so let me tell it you
Before the mists that gather at the wrinkling ripples
Of the evening's sea-green skirt
Obscure the view completely
Where one might see land beneath
Her petticoats of serpentine and know
One verity, at least, remained.
This at least is certain--come near
And let me whisper you the secret.
But not let the evening hear:
She is a courtesan to court you to uncertainty,

Where Are the

All-Seeing
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"Wecannot argue with symbols; they find their way into
our hmrts immediately or not at all. Symbols am more
powetful than words. "1

T

he year was 1852. For t
lifted his small finishing
by three foot limestone block
for weeks. With a few deft taps of his
the final bits of Sanpete oolite and le
diminutive square marking a period
"DESERET."Rubbing his aching fingers be
to ease the stiffness, he steppedback toins
eyes traveled from left to right across th
At the uppper left comer, within a triangular recess, were
two hands in a shakinggrip. In the oppositecomer,a similar
triangle was overgrown with the luxuriant contents of a
cornucopia. Next came the central element of his composition: a large, semi-circular panel which featured under its
arch a rope beehive, sittingon a squat bench, and above it, an
all-seeing eye. Cutting through the rays emanating from
the eye was the motto, "Holiness to the Lord." An assortment of delicately carved flowers, leaves, and vines provided ornamental borders without detracting from the
major emblems, nor from the "DESERET" established in
bold Roman letters along the bottom of the warm-colored
stone. Ward did not bask long in his accomplishment.
Covering the stone with a woolen tarpulin, he sent a young
apprentice to fetch President Young.
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approval. Well done, Brother Ward. This suits ow kiqp
dom perfectly.See that you put it on the first ox traingoing
east," he r e d . A few days later the carefully
treasure bqgmitslong journeyto thenation'scapitolwh
it was ewntually laid up in the monolithic shaft of the
Washingbn Monumentalong with carved stones from the
other states and territories.2
The fact that Ward'semblematicstoneisstillextantiacthe
WashingbnMmumentand that his experience as as^
naka was not uncommon among the Mormon artisms
between l W d the early twentieth century raises s m
interesting questions for Momorts today. What were the
majar LJX symbds? What were their ori@a a d p w poses? What dad thcy htend to signifysignify terns s b d m
and v h ? What mk did they play in the formation ard
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The Origin,Use
and Decline of
Earlv Mormon
Symbolism
I

-
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understanding of Mormon theology andlor culture? And,
most importantly, is there value in symbolism and if so,how
does one account for the seeming absence of significant
symbols in contemporary Mormondom?
Purposes and Value of Symbolism
Lewis Mumford has remarked that "By the a d of
detachment and abstraction, man gained the power of
dealing with the non-present, the unseen, the remote and
the internal: not merelv his visible lair and his dailv
companions, but his ancekors and his dependents and th;!
sun and the moon and the stars: eventually the concepts of
eternity and infinity. . .he reduced a thousand potential
occasions in all their variety and flux to a slngle symbol that
indicated what was common to them alL"3 Thus have
groups or individuals attempted to invest material objects,
emblems or designs with a symboliccharacter, intended by
their creators to represent meanings, principles, or ideas
not inherent in the things themselves. So, to the early
American gravestone artist a trumpet may represent the
day of judgment, to the Roman Catholic painter an
equilateral triangle may symbolize the Trinity, and to the
Jewish engraver the six-pointed star may refer to God's
attributes of power, wisdom, majesty, love, mercy, and
justice.

Similarly, nineteenth-century Mormons felt the need to
express their shared values in iconographic symbolism,
ranging from the didactic, institutionally sponsored sun,
moon, stars and all-seeing eye on early temples and ZCMI
signs to quasi-religious symbols such as the beehive and
clasped hands whose function was primarily ornamental.
Early Mormons under Joseph Smith and Bngham Young
were a heterogeneous lot. Diverse backgrounds and varying levels of understanding and commitment presented a

Mormons had a predilection for
symbolism. As millennialists, they
regarded the visible world as a
metaphor for religious truths.
most perplexing problem: how to make persons who had
migrated to unfamiliar surroundings feel as at ease as
possible, to feel a part of the whole. One of the most
straightforward ways of effecting thedesiredacculturation
was to display instructive visual symbols, so apparent as to
be comprehended by everyone, regardless of backgrounds.
These symbols, in an immediate and uniform way, conveyed essential messages and reminders of community
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The ornamental tra pings planned for
the Salt Lake Temp e demonstrated a
continuing implementation of Joseph's
selected Masonic symbols.

P

qualities to all viewers. Said Brigham Young: '1will do my
best to break down everything that divides. I will not have
disunion and contention,and I mean that there shallnot bea
fiddle in the Church but what has 'Holiness to the Lord'
upon it, not a flute, nora trumpet,norany otherinstrument
of music."'
The symbolic messages conveyed covered the spectrum
from implorings to deal honestly with manand God (Hisallseeing eye watches everyone)to reminders that the faithful
would meet Christ and inherit his kingdom (clasped hands
through the veil). One observer aptly summarized the
Mormon view of didactic symbolism:
Mormons had a predilection for symbolism. As d e n nialists, they regarded the visibleworld as ametaphor for
religious truths, and saw in all objects in nature and
events in society the workings of divine purpose.5
Symbolist F. L. Brink suggests that Joseph Smith successfully created an "innovative and intricate symbology" that
suited well the psychic needs of his followers.6 Following
Smith's lead, scores of LDS artisans were guided by the
principle that "If one is an artist, he is often a symbol maker
and uses his talents to propagate his ideas.'"
A further objectiveof Mormon symbolismwas to express
the uniqueness (and, by implication, truth) of the restored
Church. The Lord instructed Joseph Smith to build the
Kirtland Temple "not after the manner of the world."8
Truman Angell wrote of the Salt Lake Temple: "The whole
structure is designed to symbolize some of the great
architectural works above."g Clearly Brigham Young and
Angell, Joseph Smith and William Weeks understood the
dual value of symbols as a means of graphically expressing
24
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the distinctiveness
of t h e m communitywhileath .
.
time summatl~ngcertain truths important to MOM,

belid.
Chigins of Mormon Sy~nbo1ism

From the organizationof the Church in 18~tlmmghh
years in Kirtland, there is little if

bank notes, furniture, stationery,
signs of self-amscious concrete s
ideas which were to find expression in physical symbt&h
Nauvoo developed in Kirtland. Among them wem t&
concepts of m i l l e ~ s m
and the three degrees of j$oq.
Even more important was the reinstitution of the anderq
concept of the temple.10 As Joseph Smith approached the
budding of the first Mormon temple in Kirtland he saw his
building as a legitimate successor to Solomon's Temple,
described in the Old Testament. Even his deacriptwc
terminology, perhaps influenced by writings in I
linked the building to ancientscripture.Nevertheless, itwa#
a temple without ostensible symbols.
Why, then, within a space of ten years, was a d
temple built that differed so greatly, not only in style,W$
the presence of a symbolic decorative vocabdaqFt lt is
very likely because in Kirtland neither JosephSmithmwthe
temple's principal desmers, superintendents, and b&W
em-Sidney Rigdon, Frederick G. Williams, and &tams
Milk-were yet involved in Freemasonry, an i n s t i w m
which, in Nauvoo, provided the primary graphic Ianfar Morncon symbolism.
While Mormonism's official connection with Masonry
began 15March 1642whenalodge was foundedinNauvao,
many Mormons had been Masons before joining the
Church. Joseph Smith himself had some farnibky with
the sodety previous to Nauvoo. Hynun had received the
first three degrees of Masonrywhile thefamilywaslivixtgin
Pdmyra and Joseph may have known Masonic martyrI
Captain W&m Morgan, as he was one of the *em
of a
petition asking relief for the widow?
Despite this earlier involvement with Masonry, the full
impact of the secret society was not felt by c d d e

Mormonism until the Nauvoo period. Within three months
after the founding of the first lodge, eleven of the twelve
apostles had joined, including Brigham Young. In a short
time, five Mormon lodges had been formed, claiming 1366
adherents. By 1844 a three-story Masonic temple had been
constructed. About the sametimeJosephbecame immersed
in Egyptian and Hebrew studies, both interests of Freemasonry. Even at their martyrdom both Joseph andHyrum
were wearing Masonicjewelry.13 One Mormon scholarhas
been moved to make this controversial assertion:"l believe
that there are few significant developments in the Church
that occurred after 15March 1842which did not have some
Masonic interdependence."l4 The remarkable similarities
between the Masonic temple ceremony and the Mormon
endowment have led others to accuse Smith of plagiarism,
denying any divine inspiration in his work.
It is true that the artwork, particularly in the literature of
the two groups, is sometimes amazingly indistinguishable.
Masonic handbooks clearly show that the three most
important Masonic symbols (three great lights) are the
Bible, square and compass. Next in importance (threelesser
lights)are the sun, moon and stars.15 All of these have place
in the Mormon symbolic vocabulary as well (although the
Bible is rarely depicted symbolically by the Mormons). In
addition, the all-seeing eye, clasped hands, and even littleused symbols of Mormondom such as the mitre, crown,
clouds, dove and heart, may be found on frontpieces of
Masonic books.16
Although Joseph Smith freelyadmitted relating Masonry
and Mormonism, to assert that Joseph's Mormonism was
simply the direct product of borrowed Masonry is too naive
and incomplete a conclusion by itself. Joseph's Masonrywas
not a conventional one. He attempted to restore it in much
the same way the gospel was restored. That is, he saw
Masonry, like Christendom, as possessing some important
truths which could be beneficially extracted from what was
otherwise an apostate institution. Mormons, with the
restored priesthood, had the "true Masonry," even "Celestial Masonry." Joseph claimed to have received someof the
'lost keys" which would permit him to purify Masonry and

Mormon ambivalence toward symbolism has penetrated the intellectual
community as well.
return it to its state of ancient perfection. His free use of
Masonic symbols, then, reflects Smith's feeling that he had
a legitimate right to employ these divine emblems of
antiquity."
Furthermore, the question of origins is virtually impossible to fathom. The beginnings of Masonry can be traced
back to at least the early 18th century when several lodges
were operating in Europe. Some Masonic historians allege
that Masonry was founded by King Solomonabout the time
his temple was built and that the 133,000 masons who
worked on the project later dissemanated a knowledge of
the brotherhood throughout the civilized world. Masons
further claim (obviously without documentation) that
Adam created Masonry and that it was modified into its
sectarianJewish form by Moses; that Noah, the Essenesand
other important persons and groups of antiquity were
Masons; that the Bible was written by Masons and is
therefore a Masonicbook.Masons especiallyrely on literary
references and art fromancient Egypt for their symbolism!s
Clearly, the Mormons, too, trace their origins to Adam and
the Hebraic nation which for centuries was closelv intertwined with the Egyptian race (Solomon and ~hebH,etc.).
Thus the question of which symbolswere created by which
groups is indeterminable histonorgraphically.
The Development of Symbols
". ..we see no incompatibility between believing that LDS
authorities benefit from divine inspiration and recognizing
that they also have their eyes open to what isgoing on in the
world generally."l9 Supplementing revelationswith material pulled from his immediateenvironment,Smith, through
a process we might call synthetic eclecticism, created a potpourri
of beliefs and practices, accompanied by didactic instruments-symbols-to
visibly remind the Saints of their
identity, goals, and commitments.
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He attempted to restore Masonry in
much the same way the gospel was
restored.
Symbolson buildings, in literature, stampedon manufactured goods, etc. were not endemic to Mormons and
Masons but were common throughout allaf mid-nineteenth century American society (as even a cursory inspection of books, posters, buildings and photos of the periods
will bear out.) So, assuming Smith felt a need tocommunicate specific principles to his Saints, he might naturally
develop a set of easily understood symbols as were already
in familiar use about him. The choice of Masonicreferences
may have been self-conscious,expedient, or may have been
a deliberate shunning of Christian symbols. Laurel Andrew
explains: "Since Mormons did not embrace conventional
~hristiantheology, normative architectural forms and
symbols necessarily underwent some transformation or
were entirelysupplanted by those having more appropriate
associations for Latterday Saints."20 Unfortunately, Smith's
appropriation of Masonic designs may have confused both
LDS Masons, who had to distinguish between two sets of
meanings for the same symbols, and newcorning foreigners, who hadn't the American background to comprehend
them at all.
Symbolism continued in Utah through the efforts of
Brigham Young who caused its usage to expand-bothas to
variety and frequency. While Young had been a Mason and
personally owned Masonic handbooks, after Nauvoo troubles with Gentile Masons (including their probable participation in the martyrdom and subsequent persecution and
expulsion of the Saints), he had no love for the group. Yet
the ornamental trappings planned for the Salt Lake Temple
(originally extensive but much diluted after his death in
1877) demonstrated a continuing implementation of Joseph's selected Masonic symbols. Even more dramatic was
Young's extensive use of the all-seeing eye motif on signsof
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ZCMI stores during and after 1868.21Though the parallel
with Masonry is obvious, some say Brigham could have
obtained his ideas from the EgyptianBookof Breathings. Orson
Pratt and W. W. Phelps have also been considered possible
sources for symbolism of the astrological type.22 Whatever
the actual source, Young, l i e Joseph, was open in his use of
symbols and did not feel that he was borrowing from
Masonry (which did not exist in Utah for severalyearsafter
1847) but was rather employing metaphors belonging to
the universal body of truth.
Truman 0.Angell, in response to an inquiry by Franklin
D. Richards as to why the Salt Lake Temple had Masonic
symbols on it, wrote that they had nothing to do with the
Masons but were derived by President Brigham Young
after an intensive study of scripture, particularly the Old
Testarnent.23 Although many Mormon symbols can be
related to the Old Testament (seethe captions accompanying the photographs) the influences of Freemasonry are
clear and were felt in connection with the design of the Salt
Lake Temple as late as 1886.
That year as the temple was being pushed to completion,
Elder Richards observed two things which disturbed him.
Firstly, basic architectural changes had been made apparently without authorization, i.e. leaving out windows
which appeared in the original design. More bothersome
were certain symbols seemingly of Masonic design. Richards took the matter up with Truman 0.Angell, Sr., the
original architect, who by then was an old man in faihg
health. Angell defensively responded that all changes had
been authorized by Brigham Young (who had died in 1877.)
To justdy the simplification of certain symbols, he explained that "by order of President Young, the originalplan
contemplated adobe walls trimmed with freestone (easily
carved sandstone),accordinglythe plan shows more enrichment in the trimmings than practicable with granite to
which walls and trimmingswere subsequentlychanged."24
He did not explain why certain symbols were left off
entirely and denied that Freemasonry had anything to do
with the designs. In a letter to John Taylor, Angell then
denied even discussing Masonry with Richards, "I made no

.

reference to Free Masonry when conversing with Brother
Richards on the subjed."25 Richards, however, mentions in
a letter to President Taylor that part of Angell's reason for
omitting certain windows was "that is was not Masonic for
l i t to be received from the North."26 Taylor, upon
receiving that remark, clearly expressed his view that
Masonic considerations should have no part in the temple's
design: "It may be true, as lie (Angell) says, that in Free
Masonry the light comes from the East, but we can scarcely
recognise that as a reason why our Temple built for the
administration of the Ordinances of the Most High God
should be erected accordingtoits rules."27Taylorinstntcted
Richards to instruct Angell to follow faithfully the design in
the 1850ssteel engraving and not to make changeswithout
prior approval. It was, however, too late to return to the
earlier design. Ironically, such a reversion would have
resulted in more, not less, Masonicsymbolism (compassand
square, saturn stones, etc. were planned) and consequently
greater confusion as to origins.
Later Attitudes Toward Early Mormon Symbolism
It seems ironic that later church leaders looked backupon
the symbols of earlier generations of Saints with embarrassment, suspicion, even disdain. In this regard the writings of
Anthony W. Ivins may be characteristic. In his book,
Mormonism and Freemasonry, Ivins attacked a book written by a
Mason entitled, Mormonism and Masonry. His comments are
terse and defensive. Of the All-seeing Eye he said:"That the
Lord sees us, that his eye is constantly upon us, and to keep
us reminded of this, the symbol of the All-seeing Eye was, in
certain instances, placed over the doors of business houses,
a place, all will agree that it is needed."zs However,
concerning the claim that the symbol appeared "over the
doors of several of the business establishments conducted
by the Church,andovertheentrancesof thechurch tithing
offices, and on (Church)stationery,"Ivins responds, "They
were at no time in general use. . .It (the Eye) was never used
generally over the entrances of the Church tithing office
houses. ..nor on Church stationery.. ."Hecontinues,"The
use of the symbol of the All-seeing Eye and clasped hands,

The most convincing reason for the
disappearance of symbols related to the
changing needs of the Mormons as a
group.
emblems of faith and fraternity which existed among the
people at the time when they were in use, have long since
become obsolete. They have no other meaning than that
stated. ..There are not in the Salt LakeTemple, or any other
temple of the Church, a series of stones inemblematicaland
significant designs."29
Ivins denies the prominence of the Eye symbol, fails to
explain why the symbols of faith and fraternity could have
become obsolete, and makes one wonder if he had ever
looked closely at the Salt Lake Temple, close enough to see
the still extant clasped hands and All-seeing Eye.
Furthermore, Ivins claims that the "astrological figures"
represent "groups of heavenly bodies" but that these
symbols "are without significance to Church members."If
they were meaningless, why were they included in the
temple's design for all humankind to see? He concludes,
"While these are small matters, and of no real importance,
the fact that they are so misrepresented in 'their' relationship to Mormonism makes reference to them necessary.
They may be similar to Masonic symbols; if so the writer is
not aware of the fact."30
Ivins' mildly paranoic attitude is not isolated and other
attempts to disassociateMasonry fromMormonismare not
wanting. In front of the restored Masonic Hall in Nauvoo is
the inscription, "Cultural Hall," an attempt to conceal the
original use of the building. Leaders had the symbols of the
square and compass defaced from the Spring CityuEndowment House," a building not owned by the Church.31 On a
model of the Nauvoo Temple in the Nauvoo Visitor's
Center, a weathervane depicting an angel, holding a square
and compass in Masonic fashion, was removed the dayafter
the Center opened (although the bronzed version on the
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Contemporary symbols seem
intentionally naive, safe, and lack depth
when compared to
provocative earlier
temple grounds, constructed by the late T. Edgar Lyon,
faithfully displays the controversial emblerns.)32Guides on
Temple Square, when asked to explain the meaning of the
star of David in the east wall of thesalt Lake Assembly Hall,
respond that the star has no significance. All-seeing Eyes
have been painted out of the St. George Tabernacle, Salt
Lake Assembly Hall, and other Church buildings.
Mormon ambivalence toward symbolism has penetrated
the intellectualcommunity as well. In his booklet,'What isa
Temple?" Hugh Nibley suggests that the purity of temple
rituals is dependent on the fact that "no moralallegoricalor
abstruse symbolismhas been read into these rites.33 Yet in
the same document he uses the reverse argument by
insisting that, on the exterior of true temples, symbolismis
essential. Equally confusing is his statement that the
architectureof the world is "an exotic jumble, a bewildering
complex of borrowed motifs, a persistent effort to work
back through the centuries to some golden time."34 Observers familiar with the evolution of LDS architecture and
MormonlMason connections have used language very
similar to Nibley's in describing Mormon Temples.
D ~ S ~ P P ~ ~ I ' of
M Csymbol^
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Although conscious attempts to eliminate graphic symbols undoubtedly contributed to their demise, no slngle
cause can be held responsible for the loss. For despite early
efforts to phase them out, Mormons continued to employ
symbolsuntil the early twentieth century. Theirdisappearance occurred gradually, and roughly corresponded to such
historical events as the death of Brigham Young, the end of
Mormon isolationism and the beginning of standardized
architectural plans. Symbols were absent in St. George,
Manti, and Logan temples, for example, but continued to

appear on tabernacles and meetinghouses until modem
styles and the new church building committee caused their
discontinuance after about 1910.
With the declineof the ZCMI movement in the 1870s,the
all-seeing eye signs were removed from storefronts in
downtowns of LDS communities. The 1921 policy of
housing all church organizations under the roof of one
multipurpose meetinghouse ostensibly did away with Relief Society halls, tithing offices, stake office buildings,
granaries, prayer circle buildings, socialhalls and other early
types of Mormon buildings which had frequently displayed
decorative symbols.
The funerary use of symbols continued but with designs
of a more contemporary nature. Of the many original
symbols, most have totally disappeared. The beehive has
best been able to survive as a symbol and, though used
ubiquitously on signs, stationery, flags, bedsteads, building
plaques, logos, newspaper mastheads, governmental seals,
ad infinitem, its symbolic message has changed from a
r e k o u s to a secularized or popular folkway one.
Perhaps the most convincing reason for the disappearance of symbols relates not to pressure from Church
leadership nor to changes in architectural policies, but
rather to the overall changing needs of the Mormons as a
group. Klaus Hansen has observed that the twenty years
after 1900 "marked Mormon history. . .conclusively and
permanently because they witnessed thedeclineandvirtual
disappearanceof the idea of the politicalKingdom of God."35
An originalpurpose of symbolism was to achieve community solidarity in the Kingdom through a sense of shared
values. A second objective was to demonstrate that the
Kingdom was unique and other-worldly as expressedby its
distinctive means of decorating buildings and other elements in the Mormon's manufactured environment. Thus,
as the initial survival needs of the Kingdom were met, and
its philosophical basis was forcibly altered in the postisolationyears after 1890,the perceived need for symbolism
diminished. With the gradual integration of the Mormon
and American societies, newer churchmen looked to new
mediums of communicationto express emerging needs and
challenges assodated with their times.
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The Value of Symbolism Today
Though it was claimed that Brigham Young developed
his symbolism through a systematic study of the Old
Testament, no uniform, internally consistent system of
symbols emerged. Instead we find an odd assortment,
gathered, as suggested previously, from Masonic and other
sourcesby a method of synthetic eclecticism.If there werea
method involved in the collection, it is not readily apparent.
For example, why were traditional Jewish and Christian
symbols, e.g. geometric shapes (triangle=Trinity, circle=
eternity), numbers, the cross, fish, and others passed
over136 And why were theologically obscure motifs such as
the mitre, compass and square included?With the exception
of the sun, moon, and stars and beehive, most early symbols
had little basis in LDS theology. Considering their
significance and excellent possibilities for graphic imagery,
why were the liahona, iron rod, olive tree, rainbow, Urim
and Thummim and tree of life not employed symbolically?
One wonders what may have resulted had a uniform
approach to developing a program of didactic symbols been
attempted. If, for example, using all scriptures and the
corpus of authoritative teachings, the most important
Mormon doctrines, practices, or events had been identified
and a symbol developed for each, what legacy of graphic
imagery would we be left with today l
It is futile to look back with an eye to what might have
been. We may more profitably look to our present symbols
and examine their successes or failures. Firstly, it is
apparent that we have few visual symbols today. The Salt
Lake Temple, depicted either in elevation or perspective, is
the most prominent image identified with Mormonism.37
Along with the trumpeting Angel Moroni, mini-models of
the temple have found their way into stationery, church
pamphlets, Christmas cards, retail packaging and tie tacks.
The bas-relief worlds on the mammoth Church Office
Building may also be considered symbols of the burgeoning
international Church.
AU of these symbols, however, seem intentionally naive,
safe, and lack depth and vitality when compared to the
theologically provocative all-seeing eye, clasped hands, and
sun, moon and stars, all of which, scripturally founded,
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If there is a uniqueness which binds us,
it ought to be expressed graphically.
beckon us to search for truth and to improve the quality of
our lives. Our symbols of today are not intended to remind
fellow Saints of our common worship and heritage as much
as to display a particular image to those outside the faith.
Our art, music, architecture, graphics, books, periodicals,
advertisements, and television spots are programmatically
designed to put forth a corporate image of Mormons as
clean, happy, unique, superlative,"All-American" yet 'Worldwide." The attempt is to underscore Mormon orthodoxy
and inspire conformity.
Saints of 1979 have needs auite different from those of a
stmgghng colony of ~ i n ~ d o rbuilders.
;l
Mormonism is an
established rehgon; we are greater in number and are
geographically diverse. Yet if there is a uniqueness which
binds us, it ought to be expressed graphically. A symbology
based on LDS scripture, history, beliefs and practices, and
directed towards the actual needs of present Latter-day
Saints holds promising possibilities. How better might we
encouragefaithfulnessand personalinspirationthan through
the liahona symbol, or trueness to the word of God than
through an iron rod symbol?The depth of our spiritualheritage could be well represented by the olive tree; Joseph
Smith used his ring to signdy eternity and the rainbow to
symbolize our covenentialrelationshipwith God. The Urim
and Thummim point to divine insight. The tree of life,
seagull, and appropriate older symbols from pioneer times
could be called upon.
As long as collectiveMormonism has need to improve and
beautdy itself, symbolism will be valuable as it has been
from the beginning of recorded history. It will be there,
trying to turn man to God.
ALLEN ROBERTS is former architectural historian for the state
of Utah and currently preservation consultant and designer with
Wallace N. Cooper & Associates, Architects. As ownerdeveloper
he is also restoringlrenovating historic buildings in Ogden and
Sanpete Co., Utah.
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The f h i a g cap~rrlcsgivebncf historical and
intrrpretiw overuiclos of several impmtant
Mmmon synzbds. Unfootmted quotations arr
largely taken from the reference books on symbolism
listed at the md of this article.

sun,Moon,dStrta
Hugh Nibley is among the proponents of
the idea that Mormons created for their
early temples an integrated system of
cosmological symbols. The "cosmic plan,"
i.e., the symbolic concept that the earthly
temple is anNintellectualimage of the
celestialpattern, the earthly
exemplification of celestial regions in theii
revolutions, the supernal Jerusalem. ..,"is
to Nibky essential to the true "temple
idea."= The Salt Lake Temple, says
Nibley, "perfectly embodies the temple
idea" because of its three levels,
orientation as the center of Zion,
monumental batdemented architecture,
the North Star, font on the back of twelve
oxen, and series of sun, moon and star
stones. As Solomon's temple presented "a
rich cosmic symbolism which was largely
lost in later Israelite and Jewish
traditions,"39 so must the valid temple of
the restoration by requisite provide sun,
moon, and stars, etc.
To Mormons, the sun, moon, and stars
together represent the three degrees of
giory in the resurrection.40 The individual
symbols also have didactic meanings of
their own, the sun, for example,
d g d j h g the Celestial Kingdom. The sun
has universally represented God,and to
Christians, both God the Father and
Christ the Son.
In Mormon rhetoric, the moon stands for
the Terrestrial Kingdom. The moon was
one of two primary dieties worshiped by
the ancient Egyptians and also played an
important r d e in Hebrew festivals and
holidays. By withdrawing its light, the
moon presages important events. In some
cultures, the moon has figuratively
represented mothers or the passage of
time.
Stars have signified children, an& to
Mormons, the Telestial Kingdom. The
stars forming the Ursa Major on the west
central tower of the Salt Lake Temple
represent the priesthood. Why the five
pointed stars point downward on the cast
and west facades and upward on north
and south walls has never been explained.
Euth,ads,d Saturn
Other cosmological symbols occupying
key positions on the Salt Lake Temple are
earth and doud stones. In 1874, Truman
Angell offered that the earth stones
reflected that "the Gospel has come for
the whole earth,"" a non-cosmological
explanation that seems unrelated to the
rehgious meanings associated with the
other planetary symbols. From their
positions in the lower buttresses, the

light, Salt Inkc Tnapk,

earth stones seem more a reference to the
lowly, unglorified state of our worldly
realm. The doud stones (with what
appears to some to be rain beneath) are
said to actually represent "rays of light
streaming from the midst of clouds,
indicating gospel light dispels the clouds
of error which had enshrouded the
worM."u
Clouds are mentioned frequently in
scriptun, u s d y symbolizing an
obscuring veil of some type. Two principal
ideas conveyed by clouds are: 1) the
presence of God who, not showing
himself fully, meets man or converses
with him from a hidden medium between
the terrestrial and celestial realms (thus

we are told the Lord will come in clouds,
the Saints will meet him in clouds, angels
and Christ have descended and ascended
in clouds, and clouds came into the
temple); and 2) the dark veil of ignorance,
sin, disbelief and disobedience which
covers the mind of man. The Salt Lake
Temple clouds seem to depict both of
these meanings.
As originally drawn in 1854, Truman
Angell's clouds were shown with
emergent hands holding trumpets, a
feature also associated with sunstones in
Nauvoo.43 It is commonly believed that
the trumpets signify the day of judgment.
A mysterious symbol-the planet Saturn
and its rings-was originally designed to
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example, albeit one wherein the two
symbols appear separately and on opposite
ends of the carved stone inscription
plaque.
Masons relate their derivation of the
compass and square symbol to Solomon's
Temple where architect Hiram Abiff
employed the instruments to exact
accuracy in masonry craftsmanship. The
tools also point allegorically to God, "The
One Great Architect of the Universe," to
the act of creation, and the building
principles of geometry and architecture.
To Masons, the square and compass as
describers of lines and implements of
proof also stand for morality and
judgment. The square teaches Masons to
"square our actions and to keep them
within bounds." The compass, which
draws a perfect circle, also serves to
remind that the passions should be bound.
The circle, long a symbol of divinity, also
suggests eternity without beginning or
end, and the infinite, perfect, limitless
mind.
Thousands of years ago the square
represented the "seat of Osiris" in the
Egyptian Judgment Hall.It reminded the
judges "to bring the material into perfect
form, and to reject that which was not
perfect." It also signified Ptah, the great
Egyptian mason-builder. Paul, in writing
to the Ephesians, swaks of the church as a
buildink as he meiaphorically compares
the auostles to the foundation and lesus
~ h r i sto
t the "chief corner stone8'& the
church.47
Mormon literature about temples and
physical symbols leaves us guessing as to
the meaning of the compass and square to
Latterday Saints. The endowment
ceremony and temple garment, however,
still symbolically apply to the compass and
square as separate elements, each
reminding the devout Mormon of
important gospel principles.
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above the sunstones on the south wall of
the Salt Lake Temple. These stones were
never implemented and we are left
without information as to why. Saturn
has no apparent significance to Mormon
theology. It was, however, an object of
great interest to Thomas Dick, a
philosopher contemporary with and
possibly influential on Joseph Smith. For
what reason were the Saturn symbols
planned to occupy places higher on the
temple than the other symbolic stones7
Laurel Andrew conjectures that Saturn
may have been intended as a reminder of
"the ultimate destiny of man, which was
to become a god himself and rule over his
kingdom. . . ."44

The compass and square, particularly as
shown together in Masonic fashion, were
infrequently used by the Mormons and
then mostly in connection with exterior
temple decoration. Early elevational
drawings of the Salt Lake Temple show
that Masonic arrangements of compass
and square were planned to appear along
the lower sides of the elliptical windows
along the second and fourth floors." The
same symbols appeared on part of Joseph
Smith's temple robes in Nauvoo and were
prominently displayed on the angel
weathervane on the temple's tower.de The
Utah use of the compass and square is
nearly non-existent, the Spring City
"Endowment House" providing a rare

Abundant mentions of hands are made in
the scriptures. The "hand of God,""right
hand,""dean hands," "putting on of
hands;" each has its own symbolic
meaning. Shaking hands or hands clasped
in particular grips are also described."
Among the most archaic symbols, joined
hands have come to suggest union, virile
fraternity and solidarityin the face of
danger. Friendship, trust, and, in
theological contexts, the leading of the
righteous by God, are also common
meanings.
Truman 0.Angell's 1854description of
the Salt Lake Temple explained that fhe
linked hands located in a first-floor
archway on the eastern wall represented
thewextendingof the right hand of
fellowship."49 Said Joseph F. Smith, "The
clasped hands are emblematic of the
strong union and brotherly love
May-June1979 31

characteristic of Latter-day Saints,
through which they have been enabled to
accomplish so much both at home and
abroad.90
The shaking hand symbol also appears on
an old banner of the tnd, 3rd, 4th and 5th
Wards, with the inscription, "Union is
Strength." Artiit Dan Weggleland
featured the same symbol, connected with
the words, "Blessings follow sacrifice" on
a painting of the pioneers of 1847. Hands
gripped in a handshake were featured on
the obverse sides of all Mormon gold
pieces starting in 1849 and, in 1852,
William Ward placed a pair a shaking
hands on his carved stone for the
Washington Monument. The symbolic
hands were a favorite motif of Meadow
woodcarver, Joseph H. Fisher and are also
found on the carved stone plaque in the
tower of the Manti Tabernacle. These
latter hands appear to extend from the
arms of temple garments.
While joined hands are hardly endemic to
Mormons, their dressing in funerary art
is unusual. As found on old gravestones in
the Mormon cultural region, clasped
hands often portray one person in temple
clothing (the Lord) and the other in
ordinary popular clothing (the deceased).
Sometimes the hands are reaching
through the veil, represented in sto:.: as a
parting curtain. Of significance is the fact
that although shaking hands, as well as
hands linked in certain grips, were used
by all Freemasons, and were freely
illustrated in their literature, few if any
old Mormon tombstones depict anything
other than the predictable handshake
gripe.
Individual hands often appear alone in
Mormon funerary art, usually signifying
the receiving or instructing hand of God,
or reunion in the next life. In the Manti
cemetary, one stone displays an
undressed hand with its index finger
pointing heavenward, whiie another
gravestone has a hand, apparently in
temple clothing, with its index finger
pointing downward. One is left to
conjecture as to possible meanings.

m-sceineEye

Holy writ is replete with references to the
eye of God which is described as "pure"
andUpielring."The idea that his eye is allseeing or "all-seardring" is well expressed:
"The eyes of the Lord are in every place,
beholding the evil and the good."51 Power
is also implied: "With one glance of His
eye he can smite you to the dust."sz God's
meting out of salvation or judgment, and
His communication with man are other
scripturally derived meanings related to
the eye. In the scriptural writings of
Joseph Smith, another dimension is
added-that of the eye surrounded with
light or flame,-an image portrayed in
LDS-made all-seeing eyes.53
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The all-seeing eye has been in popular use
for thousands of years. From the Egyptians
to the Masons and Odd Fellows, it has
represented the omniscient, omnipresent
and omnipotent nature of God. An eye
enclosed by a triangle is a symbol of the
Trinity and originated in 16th century
Christendom. On the great seal of the
United States, the all-seeing eye appears
as a reminder of the many times
Providence has come to the aid of the
American people.
Because the all-seeing eye depicts certain
aspects of God's character, as well as an
actual part of His physical person, the
symbol proved useful to the Mormons.
LDS symbolists created imposing eyes on

early ZCMI signs, gold pieces, Nauvoo
Legion flags, The Mormon and The Seer
(newspapers), diplomas and certificates,
Salt Lake Temple platters, plaques on the
Manti, St. George and Ogden tabernacles,
and the Washington Monument Stone.
Mason W. H. Cunningham has described
the eye as "sovereign inspection whom
Sun, Moon and Stars obey, and under
whose watchful care even comets
perform their stupendous revolutions,
pervades the inmost recesses of the
human heart, and will reward us
according to our merits."54
Beehive
The beehive is undoubtedly the most
enduring of Mormon symbols. Mormons

Mishna, including it in the design of the
vestments of Jewish priests. Too, bees and
their hives have come to represent such
diverse ideas as the laws of nature,
farsightedness, receiving the word of
God, eloquence and exaltation.
The less mystic idea of industry and
diligence now associated with bees is a
relatively recent concept, one that may
have been developed by the Christians
during the Romanesque period. The same
meanings, along with connotations of
regeneration, are expressed in Masonic
ritual and literature.

In Utah, Mormons also related their
"deseret" symbol to industry and related
pioneer virtues of thrift and perseverance.
Usually pictured on a small bench or stool,
the beehive or skep was chosen as emblem
of the State of Deseret in 1848and was
maintained on the seal of the State of Utah
when it was created in 1896. An official
pronouncement later explained: "In
founding this state, the pioneers,
encompassed by a desert, had very few
implements with which to work, but had
unlimited industry coupled with their
faith. The honeybee seeks its
maintenance from the air, soil and water,
so likewise our pioneers took from the
resources around them material with
which to build their homes and villages.
Utah is called the 'Beehive State' (meaning
industry)."58
Brigham Young made extensive use of the
beehive symbol. It appears on the cupola
of his "Beehive House," on his Frenchmade mirror, bedstead, on the Eagle Gate
and Utah's stone in the Washington
Monument. He may have been aware of
another meaning connected with the
symbol, one held by general Christendom,
that of community, obedience and unity.
To a man responsible for the lives of
thousands of dependents, these principles
were essential and needed to be
emphasized continually.
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point to a single verse in the Book of
Mormon as reason for their use of this
symbol: "And they did also carry with
them deseret, which, by interpretation, is
a honey bee; and thus they did carry with
them swarms of bees. . ."ss Consequently,
the word"deseretMis generally associated
with the beehive symbol. Don L. F.
Nelson has documented scores of uses of
the beehive and "deseret" in connection
with company names, buildings, songs,
associations, societies, clubs, an alphabet,
and so forth.56 Hugh Nibley has offered
that "deseret" was an Egyptian word,
transcribed without vowels, but
represented phonetically by sounds
corresponding to our "d," "s," "r," and

"t."57 The word referred to the "Red
Crown," a symbol of the bee which itself
was considered too sacred to be written or
described literally. To the Egyptians and
the nations they influenced, i.e., the
Hittites, Assyrians (and perhaps
Jaredites),the bee represented "the agent
through which the dead king or hero is
resurrected from the dead." Thus royalty
and the resurrection were characterized
by the red mown and honey bee or "dsrt,"
all interrelated symbols.
Among the Greeks, the bee was a symbol
of obedienceand purity. In Orphic
teachings the bee also represented the
soul of man. The Hebrews also utilized
the beehive symbol according to the

Visual reminders on church buildings
(Spring City Endowment House; Levan,
Providence and Provo 6th meetinghouses;
St. George Temple; Logan Tabernacle;
Ephraim United Order Co-op and Relief
Society Hall, to name a few) had a
utilitarian value beyond the surface of the
decoration. Temtorial certificates,
stationery, newspaper mastheads, Salt
Lake Temple platters, political banners,
street markers, book covers, the top of
the Hotel Utah, ad infinitem-the beehive
was found everywhere a person turned.
Although its deeper symbolism (i.e.
resurrection, the word of God, exaltation
and so forth) is lost on contemporary
Mormons, we are still subtly cajoled to
good works by ever-present beehive
symbols.
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Mitn md Cmwn
Mormons today may be surprised that the
mitre, a tall, flat cap with two points, was
ever an important Mormon symbol. Yet it
appeared on the reverse sides of all
Mormon coins minted in Salt Lake City
beginning in 1849. In each case, the mitre
appeared above an all-seeing eye.
The mitre played an important role
among the Hebrew priests of the Old
Testament and was sometimes connected
with a aown.s9 At his ordination, Aaron
wore the "Urim and Thummim,
breastplate and. . .(Moses)put the mitre
upon his head; also upon the mitre, even
upon his forefronts did he put the golden
plate."m On the plate was inscribed
"Holiness to the Lord." This motto
appears with the mitre in Mormon usage
also, and appears in variety of ways with
several other Mormon symbols.
If Brigham Young extracted his system of
Mormon svmbols from the Old
~estameniasAngel suggested, Mormon
usage of the mitre would appear essential,
particularly because it links the priesthood
of the Old Testament with that of the
current dispensation. Mormons view the
Presiding Bishopric, overseers of such
temporal affairs as minting mitre-faced
coins in pioneer times, as roughly
equivalent in priesthood authority and
role to the bemitred Aaron and the
ancient priests of the tribe of Levi.
Other religions have also utilized the
mitre symbolically.Roman Catholic
bishops wear the mitre, believing its two
points suggest the two rays of light that
reputedly appeared from the head of
Moses when he received the Ten
Commandments.
Generically related to the mitre, the
crown is a common Christian emblem of
victory, honor, human sovereignty,
royalty, and victory over death. Although
the crown is freauentlv mentioned in
scriptures, it w i rare& used symbolically
by Mormons. The best example features
k c r o w n s in a plaque on the western
interior wall of the St. George Tabernacle.
w
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A church which was ushered in amidst
angelic visitations, received its new
scriptures through an angel and its
priesthood authority through angelic
representatives, would likely make good
use of the angel symbol. Angel symbols
are rare among Mormons, however.
While there is a statue of Angel Moroni
on the Salt Lake Temple, it is more
referential than symbolic, intending to
remind viewers of the angel mentioned by
John in Revelations 14:7. Two angels
found by this author-the horizontal
angel weathervane on the Nauvoo
Temple and a similarly prone angel on an
1885 Seventies License-are both
34 Sunstone

blowing long trumpets and are wingless.
If they are not Moroni, they may stand
for the other angels in Revelations which
announce the 'Second Coming and Day of
Judgment. The idea that contact with
divine beings is an important reality in the
Church is also implied.
Angeis are symbds of great antiquity and
are represented in the artwork of virtually
all historic civilizations. They appeared,
for example, in Solomon's Temple.
Traditionally shown with wings, angels
are messengers, bearers of tiding,
supernatural beings which provide a
communicative link between God and
man.

w e
The eagle was an ancient military ensign,
having served emblematically for the
Roman, Persian and Assyrian armies. A
symbol of Jupiter, employed personally by
Napoleon, the eagle signifies victory,
authority and power. The majestic bird
aptly represents early Mormonism, a
revolutionary movement which had many
militaristic aspects. Considering its
generals, legions, battlementeJtemple
architecture and Old Testament-inspired
militaristic terminology, it is not
surprising to find eagles on Nauvoo
Legion drums, the logo of The Mormon (an
1850s newspaper), the Eagle Gate, the top
of Hotel Utah, the territorial and state

mentioned in Ezekiel 1:10 and Revelations
4:7, and interpreted in Doctrine and
Covenants 77.
In reality, the eagle of the Bible was
probably a griffon vulture. Nonetheless,
in Christian art, the eagle became a
symbol of St. John, denoting Tnsight into
heavenly truths.. .because he was allowed
to mount in spirit into heavenly places."
The soaring bird has also come to
represent the Resurrection among some
Christian groups. Although no mention
of eagles appears in the Book of Mormon,
Joseph Smith appreciated the bird in a
metaphorical sense.61

Lion
Best known as the "King of Beasts," to
John, the lion represented Christ;62 and
for Mormons, Brigham Young wasd8the
Lion of the Lord." The lion, with its
majestic bearing and qualities of strength,
fortitude, valor and courage may be
considered the early counterpart of the
eagle. Lions are thought to be always on
guard; vigdant protectors as expressed in
statuesque symbols at entrances to public
buildings, churches, and, in a Mormon
usage, Brigham Young's Lion House.
When seated, the lion suggests that the
"King is in," an idea perhaps appropriate
to Brigham Young.
For the Egyptians, the lion was the
"natural lord and master," and was used
to represent those"in possession of
strength and the masculine principle."
The context was important in terms of
whether the lion was young, old, bold or
tame. An old or infirm lion represented
one's "setting sun."
The Greeks, Assyrians, Hittites and
Chinese in various ways used lions as
symbols of power, superiority or glory.
In addition to William Wards's carved lion
couchant over the Lion House entry,
Mormon gold pieces featured a reposing
lion on their reverse sides in 1860.The
idea of the lamb and lion lying peacefully
together in not represented in LDS
symbolism.
I
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seals of Utah, the logo of Zion's 1st
National Bank, and even on Brigham
Young's carved bedstead.
For many governments, ancient and
recent, the eagle has been a nationalistic
emblem. After becoming the official
symbol of the United States of America in
1782, the eagle appeared on many state
seals and certificates, including those of
the State of Deseret and Utah.
Remembering the tremendous conflicts
between Mormondom's theocracy and the
federal government, the frequent
positioning of an eagle (the national
symbol) on top of a beehive (the Mormon
kingdom symbol) in pre-accommodation

years is ironic. Perhaps the eagle was
pefieived as a dual symbol, representing
the Kingdom of God on earth and, only
incidently, the faraway, unprofitable
national government. The earthly
Kingdom of God has been viewed by
many groups in Christian history as
having militaristic qualities (even responsibilities). In this role, the eagle may
have been apropos.
Mormon symbol makers may have been
aware of some of the Biblical passages
referring to eagles in literal and figurative
ways. Particularly significant is the Eagle,
one of the four beasts or "living creatures
(along with the ox, lion and man)

Dove

The dove was in wide use among those of
Judeo-Christian persuasion long before its
adaptation by the Saints. The mild
mannered bird was commissioned by
Noah to find land after the flood and
returned with the proverbial olive leaf.
Representing the purity of the future
Messiah, the dove has been offered in
sacrifices by the Jews for millennia. It was
"like a dove" that the "Spirit of God"
descended upon Jesus followinghis
baptism.63 The d w e has since been
associated with the Holy Ghost, as well as
the human soul and the spirit of the body
leaving at death. In this last sense, the
dove is frequently found in early
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American funerary a r t a n d o n M o r m o n
gravestones, sometimes flying
horizontally, o t h e r times pointed directly
downward, and sometimes fallen and
crumpled. A s a symbol of peace and love,
doves were employed, along with roses
and shaking hands, a s a n emblematic
motif in pulpit fronts and plaques made by
Mormon woodcarver, Joseph H. Fisher i n
Meadow, Utah.

Lamb
Considering t h e profuse references t o
lambs in t h e Bible, it is surprising t h a t t h e
lamb symbol does not occur more
frequently among t h e Mormons. T h e
ideal Christian symbol, spotless young
male lambs w e r e used a s sacrificial
offerings in t h e Old Testament and
represented Christ and His sacrifice.
taketh
was nthe lamb of God
away t h e sin of t h e world."64 In Christian
symbolism, t h e reclining lamb
represented wounded flesh. This usage
appears frequently o n M o r m o n
gravestones. Symbolic of t h e death of a n
innocent one, this emblem usually marked

t h e departure of a baby or young child.
T h e lamb h a s also come t o represent
innocence, docility, temperance, charity
and providence. It may be i n connection
with o n e of these principles t h a t t h e lamb
became t h e central symbol in t h e seal of
Salt Lake City.

Wheat Sheaves
A sheaf of wheat, bound and falling, w a s a
common symbol in America during t h e
placid Victorian era. Although rarely seen

in
country'
interesting
extant examples a r e t h e cornerstone of
t h e Levan Ward Meetinghouse (1904)and
t h e tombstone of Jane Rice (1896).In t h e
first instance, t h e sheaf seems t o signify
t h e bounty of t h e earthly harvest and,
implicitly, God's goodness t o man. In
funerary use, t h e sheaf is depicted i n a
fully fallen position and represents t h e
divine harvest of mortals, and, in a
broader sense, t h e passage of time.
Bread, t h e byproduct of wheat, h a s n o t
proved artistically suitable a s a symbol.
Thus, wheat has become a substitute
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Signs and Their Meaning by Arnold Whittick, London, 1960).
4Women's Exponent, XII, p. 57. The idea of imprintingdidactic messages
on goods was also reiterated by this statement of Brigham Young: "We
will build a city of righteousnesswhereeven the bellson thehorsesshall
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1836)
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symbol for the body of Christ. Figurative
metaphors such as ChristJs"I am the
bread of life,"65 would seem to endear the
wheat symbol to Mormons. Aside from
the use of bread in sacramental rites,
however, little symbolic use is made of
wheat.
Unleavened bread signifies sincerity and
truth to the Jews.
Miscellaneous Symbols
Symbols which appear infrequently in
Mormon cultural art include the rose (and
other flowers), open book, temple,
cornucopia, heart, oak cluster and the tree
of life. Most of the symbols are in
universal use outside of Mormondom and
are more ornamental than didactic. Their
meanings are quite transparent, and,
because their existence is incidental to
Mormonism, appear to convey no
religious precepts unique to the Saints.
The possible exception is the temple
symbol. Models or depictions of temples,
however, are symbols of symbols. They
serve to remind the Mormon viewer of
the value of the temple idea and its
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concomitant principles of salvation. To
the non-Mormon, the Salt Lake Temple
represents Mormonism itself. A most
interesting mimic is the stylized Salt Lake
Temple atop the truncated tower of the
Logan 6th Ward meetinghouse.
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same time,I suppose,
nightmares had they as;perhaps a distant dream
of "writima b k someday. . .or something" but never a
movie. Then I was called to be ward Relief Society
president in June 1977, a job for which I felt particularly
unsuitecE, but the challenge had been givenand it had to be
met. Quite suddenly it -&emed th&e ideas moved into
sharper focus. Observations had been piling up to reinforce them and the cumulative weight caused an inner
confrontation w h i , in my new position, was inescap
able.
The Church had been receiving a good deal of adverse
publicity in o w area because of the ultraconservative
stand attributed to many Mormon women during the
international Women's Year conferences. That Mormon
women were being viewed simplisticaUy was disturbing,
but even more disturbing was the polarization occurring
within the Church. The stereotypes of "obedient cookie
cutters who submerge their individuality and talents" or
"selfish career women out to destroy the family" were
caricatures it is true, but they were dangerous. They were
dividing wmm instead of helping them understand each
other; they oversimplified issues instead of acknowledging the immense complexities that modern women face;
and they tended to rob women of the dignity which is part
of any intelligent choice based upon personal values.

'had offered women mat opportunities for development,
whatever the talent or situatbn. in fact, part of my own

.

conversion had been an awakening csnsdousnms of
myself as a person, enrichment for our already happy
marriage. Seeing this new polarity saddened me.
The film just did not happen overnight, however. It :
evolved from suggestions for a Relief Society opening
social in September 1977. The idea of producing a videotape featuring every sister in Relief Society had occurred
to us, but the notion was shelved because d summer .
vacations and other limiting factors. So we compromisecl .
with a collage of photographs encircling the theme; '
You
Are unique
In mind, in M y , in spirit.
Together
We can become .
. ,
A ridr tapestry.
From this concept, together with the desire to involve
our sisters in some major creative project, the film "just :
growed." The fact that my daughter, Lynda Taylor- mother of two and a filmmaker working at home-had _
offered her services as our direct-or mgde the whole
.- thing .. .
seem feasible.
The first steps included broaching-the matter to our. ..' bishop, who gave his ap roval provided we did not allow - - the production to inter ere with the Relief Sodety program
itself; to a wonderful stake Relief Society president, '.
That Mormon women were being viewed who understood
fully what we were about and who :
simpbWy was disturbii but wen
encouraged US to go on; and finally to the women in our .. ,
more diswas the polarization
ward, none of whom expressed,any kind of disapprovaldirectly, that is. It was not until Jater that adverse
O [ X U within
~
the ChUTCh.
reactions filtered back to me. Many of the younger sisters - '
I sensed a-defensivehess in some women, inhibiting had shown real excitement but some of the older women . '
felt uncomfortable with this "change." Why couldn't we
evert their preparation for the inevitable "empty nest"
y e w . Others, converwly, felt an equally defiant need to be content with just the Relief Societyiprograms? Not ' "
prove thsmse1ves. Confusion and uncertainty touched 'only did some of them feel that refurbishing the ward
the untried, yet t h e WJU evidence of a hapw-g~lticky kitchen might be a more worthwhile reason for raising
funds, they also felt quite comfortable with the very + .
strength in those who, refusing to measure themselves by
stereotypes that were making me uncomfortable. As - s o m e ~ ~else's
e
yardstick, had worked out their own
womcn they were well taken care of and they had no wish :
solutions. The Church, in my pwn experience as a convert
to be disturbed. I could hardly blame them. The whole
in England in June 1955, had provided for diversity and it
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a narrative otlce t&

I$kk@qg .bed

b@&M*
- - ,
.
d it€&+a-dn,~ e t r a d ~ ~ h L g n d i r , w ) P o # n S ~ ~
m e - &.a idad ~ Q W Our
Irmquenses for her anhatian work,
afuerae~mths'anawv@-d
Fate
IQPW~BCYW~
had
bwn kifbd ia lplgQnghesto a pw
q q m ? & & c ~ ~ r r nthan-am*th
s a g e . " P e ~ & ~ ~ t b e c m n e s p l e a~ ~ ~~ ~S dh u l s n W o o d a , a ~ c a a
of values, hsd6pmt~BnorPahjinIndia
of itwarmest &at c o d leut to a
m ae wr=bd'-k T ~ H waegmhaw
m ~ ~ a u w a ~ o f ~ r s o n s i n ~ t~ h~m t
~ .~ ~~? ?
n o~o C
studant in ron\municathm; she aged ts hdp us with
rdutioa
'
s o u n d n e p r ~ . D n t o f a u ~ r m ~ i t k e $ i ~ , ~
Ckhgthmugh t h e d e s a f t s p e u ~ a t s @ ~ s t ~
an e x p r i e d intewiewm, was the other tnent h e - c o d g ka& am umharabk task at th3* stage
B
b e r a u a e s f * ~ h t i a l ~ a ~ u n ~ f ~ o ber
f ~of~aur
~ .produetion team. We had phnncd ten Q ~c$:
shootirrg, tb+e or kur days af direct bkrvfew with
~~eKkadm*-by*-m
The #hap 8 f : f k fib wa:riuithg me ntil+jr dwpk y n e h d oaurrd, and the rest s h n t &wage Hi& the
4 to be reawded later. Aa of this was to taka place
n3gkt.~,a n d * - - p i i n . o f ' b ? q p k r t d a ~ ~ v prmess
e
within an insWuW -ngwas
~~w~
I had during &ge recess b accommodate our ~hnklane,WY
M
El&
asda$%&, ~ ~ T O I Of c&I ~&tSwUtk,nL
~
d
~M placed an order to rent the necessary equipment zlnd
scheduled our bmviews Sn the womta"e braes.
ahd sftllctwes 4 truth a h d y
which Iw its
*d wi& the id&, with what glrgkf
&find-mw
Lt w a ~exdting to begin. We had, h w pammirted
k are dealing dth what is,
to be. Bltt ia
I*,
our#hrrrtaanryhdey~deandoar~by
f.Uiru * r a * d * t S - t
a+. b u t h g the bu
naw was mare than seven month pregnant. l h r h g
theyran~ii3t;rezt~dnd~c0v~db~n\k%*anlytheirt b ten days sha Ehased ova gmter L a Aivgde,
vdk#o te swi%k*m.
gbliviarzs d her condition, t d y immersed in
the task at hand, 4dromghly lnjayine the challenge.
Pcople did not, sf c a m e J resp~ndexacvlyirs they had in
our original reoeoffh where 4that was 4was the
qtmtbft Wow do yrw kel as a woman7 fw*h Wb open. Some were cam@-shy
or kaqpe-tiffd at
t. There wer?cm y mbfngmroments. We talked with
fife irh the
sister who had had a
l%e&-W~& ~
'
sTm not~ sure &t,
~ P W M am % ~ - p a r - o l d
Ctr&
-and~~munl.ty;
she dedcled h a y that her
hiwt*&tmr.U&Bill,*ta*m*
b i i i y rapr?esenkrl the most hgortant and h e happiwit
*&asls&rt*mican~mc?hb8Eovdd
patt d hw ljarg and varied experience. There ws the

r

5 - - -

r~dai),y~un~"batta-edwiWwh
a we fm heneH a d her a d hughtar.
There w e e eome hamorws mmnts, t e a wiMy W y
irr her eighties, qaite at ease in front of the cameraZd o
m~rtatncct&e whoic mew; or a young m o t h dl-t
s t a d 8 on her head answeringthe bu9.fnrss pbm while

&
g
Z-

tfDls h w

a;

y
1Ys my turn now 0
#*.*
cmnmidebtmi nonart* alm&r&-snd
pob&?s. ,Ata--tofpaa*itw13nrrtifyC
dqwt1~
why erirludhgsur rmmmM.WedecidPd

QuF*

her two-)"card b d y "fifedud
her papm. At b t , after
two norp weeb tapins thr!dialogue for our dent fmt-,it rm,allWre.WehadbeeRpdeasedwidrdili11m~but

as, '
I
$aY titvid of seeing that woman fddhg Wes,"
which t&e me wardw how the sister felt d o was
atuaily dt)ing the $&ding. Somebne said, "Ithought m e
Qf the weman went an a bit," which I felt was sigpiicant.
But mast wre idtcrested and some were very c&husiastic. ORe d o w "stars," irn eighty-year-okd sister, &
me that next clay-adtdd of the many w b had embraced
her aftqwads, and of her son who had said, " M r ,
you are wombrful!" Another lovely young mother .of
four, who appeared in o w film, was exuberant. Originally
when interviewed, she had said, "Oh,, I have nothing to
my. My Me is so ordinary." Now, h e saw her life in
greater peqwtive. Her earlier miki m w ~f nbenion
dh w
QC being trapped had &mimished with a
new kihts Qb s&-mrth. She matized that her choices
hadbeen stegermind~byher m n love and cantenr for her
eldrkewi. lhr swmald the women, this h a d h the.h t
t3nqe t h y had ever been asked how they #el6 most f d t
new p e r s c d *due and &&y as they saw how they
were deafing with i W s challenges.
Far .themeed, more than fifty sisters were hvdved in
the
During those nine monkhs, in addition to
ths dmt d a film, b k s were born to seven 4h
wonwn, inctdmg ogr dinxbr. Twelve nonmembers
played 6
pmt'in our project and with ecrdr we
devebped a red camaraderie. AIl were i m p d ' thpt we
wwe making aand afl were equally comaaitted.20the
pirpase~k&d
it-to -.
understanding in place of

1

The Questib~8We Asked

'
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I

I
I

. -

1. W e e you raked in a home where m n ' s role w m nrpa&d?
What~did~rh~(.rhawonyou7
a -1 bw&
&$ YQI~Cpanhi-have for yeu? Dtd they
inBu*aCe penrt
Me**? r-zowt
3. W& r n ~ ~ e a k m a k i lilP-sryb
ve
e p t h g t~tosntom~n
tDBajr6atw
y w ever tataptd to c h a ~ ywrs?
~c
How?
4.~t
gPoreses in
life made you perceive y o w a d
* & m t
s.Are y& anam of any apparent cbngen in y w r thinkingdue to
theof the me& V.V-, n a g a newspaam. movhll

I

~ H a . b p r M ~ ~ m e y ? A r e y a u s r ~ a W d w l a a t
wohld'hppenbyw &neit haw emugh money?

I

l d a m w w m ~ a

e.

division.

kdwomen said that'& film Mped
themxwdqpizedrattheyhadxnade
choices bacsed m their vdus.

13.Wtptt QHectdaei(did)ymr h u s b a t w f s a t t i t u d e m d ~ n
have on yvu?Haw does(did) it affect you p m o r d y as a d e a d
molkr?
14.What-*husbandhamm kawym-bout
&ysW&X @, g,Dma he make you k
iattra&we, etc.2

~~~fCadkl~f9d&t~mfQt-ImextenhI~
appub@,~~a~ptroonin~oslr~@P
l6.RoywWrwd4pWdsk-*?
I?.What m4v#d& topp~iorjtiesin your
m.~eraLs&yrsct(W~A1popt0beerd~*~?
of
'19. What activiw dmddyorsr em&, mid&, or &

We karned mudr mare than simply "how to make a
movie." Ohe exhilaratingdiscowry was our r e hW n uf
a wider spiritual &s~hoad,We had a dearer visian of
W Bcoarplexity, a deepened awareness of the d u e of
se&honesty, and a great reaffirmatim a# the dignity and
m t h
women. For me, at least, there was
a sounBIng o#d@ which was pain of a new kind; but in
otlr honer&e ~ c h l n g
we all gained a greabr knowledgeof
ourselves and our values. Perhaps, when all is said and
done, the process itself was just as important as the
product.

w*?
20. Whirt mpW+s b you hwba
ddarySliaer?
Ztih~atw&f~wrnMfy-bk&pau?bwhat
woyr dB yeu w ~ t to b8ifkrmt2
h
& jroitdtm kaw?
3%.Aw yendoitrg an#ir~g te prr~tanferthe drly
tfaaaeftipdf+#rq8aGbb
1.What&alw@gwd in ywtkfe?
z , W i d r m ~ ~ l i i a - s t y t e e o p m i n g ~ t o ~ ~ y ,
kas tfib a&&d pBIy-OT g d ?
3. Rms T.V. (er mnriep, magazines, etc.) have m y &%ct

what you want out of Me?

4.IJoyeuwPlrttogobCdegd

I

I

I

5. ryhpt &!id of ~ t u d pinterests
.
you?
6, Do you thirrk college is was@ upongirls who just want to get
lnarried and havea famiby?
I
.
Ify w wapt *have &&hn, what would be your greatest hop
~
~
Z
A A son?
~
Q
~
?
& DB p u emr feel lonely? What do you do at that time?
9. Ro yau kel you have any codrol ovm your Ek?Or do you do

whrbiad?
~.ffmd&npumrm,~uldyw~~tasharet~wihyonr
k u b n d - h m him Mv- you
in the h e and have a part-time or
-

ftdI-.arr*you&
11. Do y a u t b k a husband should help in the home?
u.Duy w think a fa& ~houldhelp in child-fearing, hcfdng
saraedthechoresP
13.What iuoulr2y s u ' k to be most rememberedb?
14Do you mad? Brmfcd hbgaztnes? bwqapers?
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Humanity

the Gosp61
by ELDER STEPHEN L. RICHARDS
EDITOR'S NOTE. The following address was given by Elder Stephen L.
Richards on April 9,1932 at the 102nd Annual Conference of thechurch.
t is presented here not only because of the profound and still t~melv
hought that went into it, b"t also because Elher Richards himself was
uch a eiant of ins~irationand strength within the Church that it seemed
ppropriate, on the centennial of his birth, topublishsomethingrepresenative of his wisdom and humility. Sunstone is confident that it will be
eceived by today's audience in the same spirit that Elder Richards
lelivered it.
Ider Stephen L. Richards was a prominent educator, attorney and
Church leader. Born June 18,1879, he graduated cum laude in 1904 with
the first graduating class from the University of ChicagoLaw School. He
practiced in Salt Lake City and wasamemberof theuniversityof Utahlaw
faculty for ten years. In 1917 he was ordained a member of the Council of
the Twelve Apostles of the Church, and in 1951 he became First
Counselor in the First Presidency, under President David 0. McKay.
Prominent alsoin numerous business and civic affairs, he died on May 19,
1959.
Elder Richards' address is remarkable for the forthright yet humble way
that he reminds us of our duty, asfollowersof theChrist, toconsider the
far-reaching implications not only of our actions but alsoof our attitudes.
A copy of this speech is located in the Archives of the LDS Historical
Department. However, there are other copies of the talk in general
circulation.
(Addressof Elder Stephen L. Richardsat the 102ndAnnualConferenceof
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, April 9,1932.)
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want to say something to promote better understandings in the Church. In so doing, my chief fear is that I
myself may be misunderstood. I have never felt more
:he need for the aid of our Father's Spirit and the faith and
sympathy of my brethren and sisters. I pray that Imay have
:hem.
As a preface to the specific things I wish to mention, I
desire to set forth some fundamentalprinciplesas Iconceive
them.
I interpret the gospel in terms of life. It was brought to
lumanity; it is our duty to bring humanity to the Gospel.
3lection, not compulsion is the genious of Christian philos~phy.Ridicule and ostracism often amount to compulsion.I
deplore their existence. I fear arrogant dogmatism. It is a
tyrant guilty of more havoc to human-kind than the despot
ruling over many kingdoms. I have pity for the disobedient,
not hatred. They deprive themselves of blessings. The
lisobedient punish themselves.
I believe that the dignity of the Church should be
naintained, and the purity of gospel truth preserved without dilution. But man, after all, is the object of God's work.
"This is my work and my glory, to bring to pass the
immortality and eternal life of man." The Church is Godb
established agency to this high purpose.

F
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Transgressions involving moral turpitude are heinous in
the sight of God. Such transgressions are sinfuland involve
the fundamental relationships between God and man and
between man and his fellow man. The Ten Commandments are comprehensive of the chief sins. They are the
basis of true morality-the modernists to the contrary
notwithstanding. They were not abrogated by thegospelof
Jesus. "Think not that I am come to destroy the law." They
were but extended and applied in a new spirit, the kind,
merciful spirit of the Savior. Even some of the major sins
were forgiven of Him. "Go thy way and sin no more," was
His gentle rebuke. The doctrine of repentance instituted
with the attestation and cleansing process of baptism was
the epitome of the new Gospel. "Repent and be baptised,"
was the cry of Christ's first disciples. The promise of the
new gospel was abundant life-more joy, more friendship,
finer relations, peace on earth and eternal life in heaven.
When the Gospel was restored in thisage all thegoodness
and mercy of Christ was restored. The Bible was accepted,
the Ten Commandments were still the law, but they were
to be expounded and enforced in the spirit of Jesus,and not
in the rigorous, unrelenting, unmerciful spirit of those who
crucified the Savior. The powers of the Priesthood were
restored, but with a constitution defining the nature and
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procedure of this divine authority so explicit, so kind and
merciful. and so beautiful as to stamv it with the unmistakable signature of the Christ himself. '~heessenceof the new
constitution of the Priesthood, as of the whole restored
gospel, was and is election without coercion,persuasionnot
compulsion, no unrighteous dominion, only patience, long
suffering, meekness, kindness, and love unfeigned.
With the restored Gospel came also new and enlarged
knowledge and conceptions of God and man. A new
philosophy of life arose. Man's place in the universe, the
beginning, end, and purpose of his existence, were better
understood. Some new laws were given, new ordinances
and new commandments-not new in the sense that thev
had never existed before, but new to the knowledge of th;!
people.
The revelations of God which restored the Gospel and
breathed new life and vitalitv into it were excevtionallv
straightforward and plain, fa; freer from ambibity and
uncertainty then are the revelations of the Bible generally
speaking. Nevertheless, the revelations of the new dispensation, as well as those of the Bible, were in the beginning
and are now interpreted by men, and men interpret in the
light of experience and understanding. A prophet can
receive and deliver the express word of God in the precise
manner in which God chooses to express himself, but the
application of God's wordin thelives of menisdependent on
the wisdom of men. The svirit of God will influence the
judgment of a good man and augment his wisdom, but the
finest of human wisdom is to be distinguished from the
word of God. One mav fail.. the other never.
No man lives or has lived whose judgment is perfect and
not subject to error. To accept the doctrine of human
infallibility is to betray gross ignorance of the divine plan of
human life-the fall, mortal probation, repentance, and
final election. There could be no election with perfect
knowledge, omniscience. We walk by faith in mortality and
by faith we exercise our agency.

Election, not compulsion, is the genius
of Christian philosophy. Ridicule and
ostracism often amount to compulsion.
The Church believes in new and continuous revelation,
and ever holds itself in readiness to receive messages from
the Lord. To that end the people sustain the President in
particular, and others of the General Authorities, as the
media through which God's word may be delivered. A
revelation to our living president would be as readily
accepted and become as much a part of our scripture as the
revelations given to the Prophet Joseph.
In the absence of direct communication from heaven,
however, the Church and its people must be guided by the
revelations already given and the wisdom and inspiration of
its leadership. I have great confidence in the wisdom of the
presiding authorities in all departments of church service,
first, because they hold the Holy Priesthood, and second,
because I know them to be good men. There is virtue in the
endowment of the Priesthood. It brings to men who receive
it and appreciate it an enlarged conception of iife and an
altruism that is Christlike in character. It brines sviritual
'
knowledge and power, and the judgment of a presiding
officer holding the Priesthood is generally an inspired
v
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judgment. It is the product of noble motive and fervent
*vraver.
,
In matters of church government and discipline, and
judgment of presiding officers is mandatory and controlling. In matters of individual guidance to members, their
counsel is directory and persuasive only. In the interpretation of scripture and doctirine, they are dependent on their
knowledge and experience and inspiration.
I make this frankavowalof my ownpersonalunderstanding of these fundamental principles as a premise to certain
observations and conclusions I desire to present.

Not that ultimate fact and law change,
but our understanding varies with our
education and experience.
First, I hold that it isentirely compatiblewiththegeniusof
the Church to change its procedure and interpretations as
changes in thought, education and environment of people
from time to time seem towarrant, provided,of course, that
no violence is done to the elemental concepts of truth which
lie at the basis of our work. I would not discard a practice
merely because it is old. Indeed,I believe that oneof the tests
of worth is the test of time. But on the other hand, I would
not hang on to a practice or conception after it has outlived
its usefulness in a new and ever-changing and betterinformed world.
Old conceptions and traditional interpretations must be
influenced bv newlv discovered evidence. Not that ultimate
fact and law change, but our understanding varies with our
education and experience. One man sees the meaning of a
scripture so clearly and definitely that he exclaims with
comtemptible deprecation of a contender's view, "Why, it's
as plain as the nose on your face," and the otherreplies,"It is
silly and foolish." Both are sincere. Who is right? What
position does the Church take? Generally, I think, the
Church takes no official position and ought not to, in the
large majority of mooted questions. Men are permitted to
hold individual views and express them with freedom so
long as they are not seditious to the basic doctrines,
practices, and establishments of the Church. When men
lose their regard for the Church, of course, they are no
longer entitled to place and influence in it.
I believe it to be a generally accepted proposition in our
church that no man's standine is affected bv the views
which he may honestly hold withvreferenceto t6e beginning
of man's life on the earth and the organization of the
universe, or the processes employed in the working of the
miracles of the Bible. Personally, I find more peace of mind
and comfort in what may seem a rather lazy disposition to
attempt no explanation of these seemingly inexplicable
matters. But if anyone holds views and gets satisfaction
from them, I say let him have them, and for one I won't
abuse him for them.
I do think, however, that one who has real affection for
the church and regard for its members willnever urgeviews
which may tend to undermine the faith of members,
particularly the young, in the fundamentals. I regret deeply
that there are. in some of our schools. vrofessors and
teachers who take advantage of their posiiions to project
their theories upon young, unseasoned minds, in total
disregard of the effect on the religious faith of these
students, and in some cases I fear with malignant intent to

destroy it. Tax-paying supporters and patrons of public
institutions have just cause for complaint in such instances,
for while it is not the function of the public school to teach
religion, it surely has no warrant to lull it.
Another aspect of the changing process that must necessarily go forward in a live, vital institution such as the
Church is, relates to the modification of forms and procedure. We do not have a great gody of set forms and rituals, I
am glad to say. The very elasticity of prayers, ceremonies,
and procedure is additional evidence to me of the adaptability of our religion to human needs, and therefore of its
divinity. Some important changes have been made in recent

I am not afraid of change; it is the
mother of growth.
years. In some instances they have considerably disturbed
some members of the Church. Iamsure that theconernand
alarm so created have been unwarrranted. The critics have
failed to recall that the items which have been modified
were originally interpreted and adapted by good men
occupying the same ecclesiastical positions and endowed
with the same power as the good men now occupying these
positions. Personally, I highly approve of the changes that
have been made, and I hope and believe that the presiding
authority will be led to make other changes along various
lines that will advance the cause we represent. I am not
ifraid of change: it is the mother of growth.
But even more important than change of conception,
orm and procedure in our church as in any society, is
change of attitude. How do we feel about things? Have
more education, more knowledge, and wider experience
broadened our sympathies or contracted them?
In application of this question, I must mention some
delicate matters. I call them delicate because I run a great
hazard of being misunderstood when I discuss them. Take
smoking for instance. Is there more or less tolerance for the
user of tobacco by the Church, as represented by itsofficials
and the faithful membership, than there was twenty-fiveor
fifty years ago? I cannot say. I have no way of knowing. We
feel that it is wrong and we inveigh against it. Men often
construe the Word of Wisdom as a commandment against it
and invest the practice of it with the stigma of sin. I thinkmy
own preaching against it may be so construed. Am I right?
Are all of us right? Have not some of our people failed to
distinguish between the offense and the offender?
I do not mean to say that I doubt the wisdom of the Word
of Wisdom. I know that it contains God's wishes and
direction for the welfare of His children, and I am sure that
those who fail to heed the teaching of it willlose blessingsof
great worth, but I am not sure that we have not estranged
many from the Church or at least contributed to their
estragement by attributing to violation of our standards of
health, harmful as it may be, a moral turpitude and sinful
magnitude out of proportion of the real seriousness of the
offense. Maybe I amwrong. Idonotclaim that myanalysisis
correct, but I think it worthy of your attention.
I am sure that many young people feel themselves
ostracized from the Church by reason of the emphasis and
the somewhat intolerant attitude some of us have shown
toward the user, not the use, of tobacco. I believe there are
some good people in the Church to whom theuseof tobacco

is so repugnant and who are so offended by those whouseit
that they may actually develop a feeling akin to hatred
toward the smoker. This state of mind, to my thinking is
regrettable and dangerous-dangerous to the individual
who harbors such thoughts because it tends to make him
illiberal and intolerant, dangerous to the unfortunate who
succumbs to a bad practice in that he instinctively sets up a
resistance to the man who dislikes him, and dangerous to
the church because such people characterize it with a
reputation for dogmatic intolerance that weakens its influence with its members and in the world.
In lesser degree the same attitutde is manifest toward
those who use tea and coffee and other harmful beverages,
and toward those who play cards, pool, billiards and some
other games which havecontributed to bad associationsand
undesirable practices. I heartily approve of the church
cousel that has long been given regarding these matters. I
believe it is sound and amply sustained by long experience.
But I am not sure that I accord with the attitutde of mind
toward and treatment of these subjects which have in some
instances been manifested in the Church. I think that these
items have been invested not infrequently with a morallydegrading character which has been responsible for irritated feelings, strained and unpleasant relations, and a lack
of respect for ecclesiastical authority. This lack of respect
has been the underlying cause of many a spiritual downfall,
for no one can maintain the true spirit of a Latterday Saint
without a wholesome respect for our leaders.
It is difficult for many to understand how a diversion so
apparently innocent as a game of cards or a game of pool
seems to be, can take on the aspect of moral delinquincy
merely by church pronouncement. In fact, many do not
accept such doctrine, with the result that with them, all
pronouncements of the Church are deprecated, and they
find themselves out of harmony with the Church and its
leadership. When they reach such a conclusion, their activity in the Church is immediately affected and their faith
begins to wane.

But, dear young friends, do not think
your church will disown you.
Perhaps I overdraw the picture. It is difficult for me toget
the facts. I find that the people express themselves more
freely among themselves than to their leaders. I am sure,
however, there is enough of truth in it to warrant our
consideration.
Now someone naturally asks, "What are you going todo
about it? If the situation is as represented, would you
abandon the campaign against cigarette smoking, tea and
coffee drinking, and withdraw counsel againstcardplaying,
pool and billiards?" My answer is, "No, certainly not." The
Church is far too interested in the temporal salvation of its
members to pass by these items. But I would surround the
campaign and the counsel with safeguards which I think
have often been lacking.
I would like the church to continue to say to its young
people: "Boys and girls, don't smoke. If youdo you will bring
great injury to yourselves. Your bodies are the tabernacles
of your spirits. You cannot take poison into your bodies
knowingly without weakening themand offering affront to
your God, who is the father of your spirits. So you will hurt
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yourselves physically and spiritually. You injure yourchances for success in life. You commit an economic wrong. You
-spend for something worse than useless. You weaken your
moral fiber and decrease your power of resistance. You
become slaves to a habit; you are not free. You hazard the
best and safest companionships. You sadden the hearts of
your parents, to whom you owe yourlifeandopportunities.
You are ungrateful. You put yourselves out of harmony
with the counsel of those who love you most-your parents, your church, and its leaders.
These things you do if you smoke. But, dear young
friends, do not think your church will disown you. Your
church sympathizes with you in your weakness. It recognizes the courage and resistance you require to withstand
the tremendous temptations to which you are subjectedthe appeal of brilliant, seductive advertising, the universality of the practice, the ridicule you must endure tostandout
almost alone. Your church understands, boys and girls, and
it wants to help you. It invites you to come to its sunday
schools, its mutuals, its sacrament and other meetings, to
take part in its activities and share in its spirit. Don't stay
away because your fingers are stained and your breath
smells. You may still enjoy brotherhood and sisterhood in
the Church. You have deprived yourselves of somepersona1 blessings, but you may still regain them, and when youdo
you will be happy indeed. We all need to repent of something, and we can help each other. Remember there is
always a welcome for you."
I would like to say something comparable to those who
have succumbed to the tea and coffee habit, and to theolder
folk I would add: "Brethren and sisters, be careful of your
example. Remember that some boy or girl is watching you.
Your actions may be the turning point in the youth's
resistance. Some day in this life or the life to come he may
accost you with words like these: 'I might have done great
things in life. I had high ambitions, my intentions were
good, but I watched you, I followed you, and you led me
astray.'" Such a rebuke will not be pleasant. I trust it will not
come to many.

I have no intention to lower standards;
I want only better understanding.
And even for those of maturity long confirmed in regrettable habits I wish to extend sympathy, deep sympathy,and
few there are who need not repentance and forgiveness for
some act either of commission or omission.
To the card players, the pool and billiard players, may not
we say: "Dear friends, time is precious. It is the stuff life is
made of. Waste none of it. TheChurchneedsvou. the world
needs your ability. Do not squander your effort. You need
diversion, you need recreation, to enhance the pleasure of
living and to recuperate your strength. Let your diversions
be wholesome, not sapping your strength but renewing it,
not enslaving you to a habit and unprofitable pastime, but
freeing your powers for worthy pursuits. Beware of cards.
Of themselves they may be an innocent device for amusement, but their use is often abused and perverted to
gambling and an obsession most wasteful of time and
energy. You may think you will be moderate, but you may
not be. Be careful. Of course, you may not have committed
sin in the playing of a game of cards or a game of pool, any
<
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more than in playing a game of golf or basketball.You know
when you have done wrong by gambling or wasting time.
You are your own judge." The Church has no discipline or
punishment for the card player as such. The Church merely
offers its warning, based on long observation, that the
practice is attended with danger. It goes no further. Fellowship is not affected, nor good-will withheld.
Now, some may see in the position I have taken an undue
liberality, a retractionof long-established rules, andaletting
down of standards. I have no intention to lower standards. I

Fanaticism and bigotry have been the
deadly enemies of true religion in the
long past.
want only better understandings. The more sympathy and
mutual helpfulness; the more true spirit of the Gospel we
the attitude of the Master.
have, the more we avvroach
..
Jesus in his ministry forgave transgressors even of the
major sins-lying and unchastity. Shall we be intolerant of
those guilty of infractions of our counsel?
I want us to continue to lay emphasis on good, clean,
wholesome living, but not in such a way as toinany manner
obscure the primary objective of our work, which is to open
the doors of the Celestial Kingdom to the children of our
Father. We do not know how manv will enter. We h o w for
all. For my part I desire to deny none entrance for weaknesses of the flesh if the spirit is willing. Yet I do not believe
in indulgences. I believe that the new and everlasting
covenant is inclusive of all thelawsof theGospeland that no
one can be broken with impunity. Everyone who does
wrong in any degree will forfeit a blessing. But God is our
judge, and as I expect mercy, I want to give it.
I have been filled with trepidation as I have delivered these
words, fearing that I might be misunderstood, but my
resolution has been fortified by my conviction that my heart
and purpose are right. I believe I do not need to protest my
fealty and love for thiscauseamong my brethren and sisters
here assembled. I have borne my humble testimony throughout the Church for many years. I believe that you know that
I know that this is God's work and that Joseph Smith is his
prophet, and that the governing priesthood is now held by
worthy successors.
I have said these things because I fear dictatorialdogmatism, rigidity of procedure and intolerance even more than1
fear cigarettes, cards, and other devices the adversary may
use to nullify faith and kill religion. Fanaticism and bigotry
have been the deadly enemies of true religion in the long
past. They have made it forbidding, shut it up in cold grey
walls of monastery and nunnery, out of the sunlight and
fragrance of the growing world. They have garbed it in
black and then in white, when in truth it is neitherblacknor
white, any more than life is black or white, for religionislife
abundant, glowing life, with all its shades, colors and hues,
as the children of men reflect in the patterns of their lives
the radiance of the Holy Spirit in varying degrees.
I pray that men may understandGodand theChurch,and
I pray that the Church may understand men and human
nature. With such understandings there must come sympathy and love. Truth and love will save the world. May they
ever be our portion, I ask humbly, in the name of Jesus
Christ. Amen.

Report of Fourteenth
Annual Meeting of the
Mormon Historv
Association
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by Lavina Fielding Anderson

hy don't you come down with us?" invited one
of the determined tourists trampling through
a Missouri meadow's waist high nrass and
thistles. He was one of the nearly three huGdre2 persons
attending the Mormon History Association annual meeting
in Lamoni, Iowa, May 25-28. His destination was a bluff
overlooking Crooked River, the place where a clash between Mormon and militia-mob resulted in the death of
three Mormons including an apostle, David Patton. The
invitation was addressed to the Missouri landholder who,
with pipe in teeth and baby-cradling wife at his side, leaned
on his fence and watched the procession. "No thanks," he
drawled back. "I'm afraid of snakes."
The whoop of laughter that greeted his sally may have
been tinged with uneasiness. D. Michael Quinn, commenting on one of the papers, had quoted British historian
Arnold Toynbee: "Historians generally illustrate rather
than correct the ideas of the communities within which
they live and work." He added: "Consciously or unconsciously, communities and institutions use history to justify
'heir existence and current identity. Whether the commulity and institution are looking inward for self-justification
r outward for approvalandexpansion, the'impartial' judge
d the past (the Historian) is expected to illustrate and
reinforce the assumptions of the institution and community."
Going in search of historical truth may, in some respects,
be going out on a bluff to see-for the first time-this
perspective on the Battleof Crooked River. (Itwasn't quitea
first time; President and Sister Kimball had been there first
last year.) The possibility exists of disturbing other creatures who feel that the territory is theirs and should remain
undisturbed.
As it turned out, there werenovisible snakes on thebluff.
The papers, many of which did provide new perspectives on
istorical landmarks, provoked at best lively discussions
nd at worst nodding heads from those who had indulged in
timulating conversations too long the night before. But
unanimously a deeper commitment to the historic community of Mormonism emerged.
Graceland College, the Reorganized Church's four-year
pollege, was hosting the conference and passing out wooden
ickels in honor of Lamoni's centennial to be celebrated the
reekend after the conference. It was spacious, green, and
ery quiet, its buildingsdotted aroundgentle swells anddips
I the landscape and its sidewalk luring members out into
xploratory walks.
The intellectual fare was heavy and steady. Thirty-six
,resentations were crammed mainly into Saturday. Also
presentations and lectures were given on the bus tours that
took visitors to the sweeping panorama of Adam-ondiAhmanlvast enough that two hundred peoplecould have a

private experience at this "once and future" site, to the
courthouse lawn at Gallatin, the overlooks at Crooked
River and the Clay County border, Liberty Jail, the RLDS
Auditorium, the site of the Baptist church that sheltered
Joseph Smith and others from the storm at Fishing River,
and the courthouse steps and cemetary of RichmondWhitmer country.
The papers themselves were presented at five plenary
sessions. At the first, President Wallace B. Smith of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
welcomed the historians to the campus, described the
records management program being set up for the official
RLDS records, andconfessed hisown ambiguitiesabout the
idea of taking himself seriously enough to consider his
doings and sayings "historic." That evening Richard L.
Bushman challenged the idea that Joseph Smith may have
written the Book of Mormonout of 1830scurrentevents by
showing that two extremely popular subjects-anti-Masonry and the Indians as remnants of the ten tribes-were
not primary reasons why converts accepted the Book of
Mormon. The next morning Alma Blair of Graceland
College described Lamoni's special feeling that it was "the
center place,"even after Joseph Smith IIImoved himself and
Church administration to Independence. Reviewing its
history, he identified the sense of nostalgia, of living
history, that pervades the town, and the sense in which it is
still an experimental Christian community. Nancy Hiles
Ishikawa, an honors graduate at Graceland, presented a
paper on Alice Smith Edwards, daughter of Joseph Smith
III's oldest son, Frederick Madson Smith, and hence his heir
had she been a boy. Also wife to F. Henry Edwards, an
apostle and member of the First Presidency, Alice was both
grounded in her RLDS heritage and restricted by it. Alice's
husband and children were in the audience. After lunch
editors of a half dozen Mormonpublicationsdescribed their
history, their goals, their audiences, and what they were
trying to do. Mary Bradford of Dialogue, Charles Tate of
BYU Studies, Judith Dushku of Exponent 11, and Allen Roberts
of Sunstone-all LDS publications-were joined by Roger
Hershey, associated with the RLDS' defunct quarterly
Courage and by Richard Sadler of the Journal of Mormon
Hisfory. After the evening business meeting and awards
presentation Milton V. Backman, Jr., outgoing president,
delivered the traditional president's address, reporting on
his intensive research to establish population statistics for
Kirtland during the Church's crucial Ohio period.
The rest of the sessions, frustratingly but temptingly,
were concurrent, running four and five at a time. Participants discussed such diverse topics as millenialism, philosophy, Emma Smith, the Walker War, the Ghost Dance
religion, pioneer lawyers, the territorial probate courts,
the Mormons in England, Tonga, Hawaii, Tahiti, Iowa,
such dissidents as Benjamin Winchester, John C. Bennett,
John Noah, and James J. Strang, Mormon attitudes towards the Blacks in bath churches, a report on the restoration of Nauvoo, twentieth century attitudes toward social
conditions, and economic efforts in California and Utah.
Even a sampling of topics was intriguing.
Linda King Newel1 and Valeen Tippetts Avery, coauthoring a biography of Emma Smith, suggested that James
Arlington Bennet, a charismatic convert, may have been
the real author of the New York Sun letter. Printed over
Emma Smith's signature eighteen months after Joseph's
death, the letter called Church leaders "petty tyrants,"
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stated her intention to stay in Nauvoo, and described
Joseph as "laboring under a diseased mind." The second
paper on Emma probed her second marriage and found a
happy and loving relationship with Lewis C. Bidamon. He
admittedly drank but was neither lazy nor a poor provider.
On the contrary he was energetic, ambitious, and wellrespected in the community. Emma was his third wife and
Val pointed out the "vast irony" of Emma living the
practice of polygamy by raising one of Lewis' illegitimate
children, born after his marriage to Emma. The fact that
this infidelity did not disrupt the marriage tells us much
about the strength of their relationship.
Thomas B. Alexander of BYU's History Department and
Redd Center described the history of the Social Advisory
Committee, an inter-auxiliary board operating in the
1920s that encouraged action on socialissues. In addition to
the all-too-familiar emphasis on dress and dance styles, it
also recommended such services-still not available-as a
Church-wide program on sex education.
James Hilmer Backman of BYU's J. Reuben Clark Law
School traced the rise of lawasa"respectable"professionin
the Church. Ironically it dates to the time when law was
primarily the Church's enemy-during the polygamy trials.
Kenneth L. Cannon of BYU's Child Development and
Family Relations Dept. reported some research on Mormon students' attitudes toward such practices as Word of
Wisdom and morality. Questionnaires first administered
in 1935 and again in 1972 show that, in marked contrast to
the increasing secularization of society, Mormonism is not
only holding the line with its young people but actually
increasing the strength of their beliefs.
Howard A. Christy of BYU Press analyzed the bloody
1853 Walker War between Indians and Mormons and
concluded that Brigham Young consistently worked for "a
humanitarian strategy" against the opposition of the settlers and the military. Despite his determination, however,
local militia units disregarded his ordersand caused most of
the deaths of that war.
J. Kenneth Davies of BYU's EconomicsDepartment took
another look at the Church's open opposition to participation in the Gold Rush and discovered that between fifteen
and twenty-five percent of thepioneersof 1847endedupin
California, mostly in the gold fields. This represented as
many as a thousand Saints. Not only were they present at
Sutter's mill when gold was discovered there, but they
were involved in discovering gold in many places, from
Carson Valley to Sacramento. Between 1848 and 1851as
much as $100,000 in gold entered Salt Lake from men that
Brigham Young had authorized togo--not for themselves
but for the Kingdom. Had it not been for this Mormon gold,
such vital ventures as trade, missionary support, and
investments would have been seriously jeopardized.
Don Enders of the LDS Church Arts and Sites Division
compared the proposed plat of Nauvoo with its broad
streets, landscaped yards, and carefully maintained sidewalks to the reality as revealed by archaeologicaldigs. The
results show that Nauvoof'was toobusy growingtoadhere
to the ideal." The large one acre lots were subdivided.
Buildings trespassed on property lines. Some areas of the
city never had their streets aligned with the original plat.
And sidewalks and roadways were considerably more
haphazard than the plan.
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Elizabeth Dutson Gee, a graduate student in BYU's
History Department, examined the frequent complaint
that Utah County's Probate Court-like other territorial
courts-picked Mormon judges and juries that discriminated against non-Mormons. The results? Court records
show that decisions, punishments, and money awarded in
civil suits simply do not show favoritism to Mormons.
Stanley B. Kimball of Southern Illinois University's
Historical Department gave a map tour of the Mormon
trails in Iowa. In addition to the famous trail of 1846 he
detailed the "virtually unknown" trail followed by the
Mormon Battalion south to Missouri and Kansas until it
picked up the Santa Fe Trail and a second "unknown"
trail-the handcart trail from Iowa City to present-day
Lewis in Cass County.
Robert L. Lively, Jr., of the University of Maine, compared Mormonism with Irvingism (the Catholic Apostolic
Church), both competing for English converts in the
nineteenth century. Both were established in the early
1820s, had charismatic leaders, believed in the gifts of the
spirit, claimed revelations and prophecy, preached that it
was restoration of the original church, featured twelve
apostles, and looked forward to the millennium. But the
Irvingite Church is, for all practical purposes, extinct.
Lively claims that Irvingites "sought to restore the past,"
while the Mormons "were a forward-looking, expansionist, populist movement on the frontier of the New World."
J. Keith Melville of BYU's Political Science Department
took a look at Mormon-Gentile relations in Iowa, a stopping-off place on the way west, and discovered signs that
the same ominous bad-neighbor pattern was repeating
itself. Mormons voted as a bloc in the 1848 election,
resulting in a violent exchange among all the partisan
newspapers in the state. In-fighting existed between two
Church leaders, Orson Hyde and Almon W. Babbit. There
was polarization on the "Mormon problem" in the state
legislature, and a Congressional investigation into which
candidate should be seated.
David Whittaker of BYU's Religious InstructionDepartment examined the life of Benjamin Winchester, a Philadelphia missionary who helped convert about eight hundred and published early Mormon periodicals. He was
excommunicated in September 1844 over issues involving
"the increasing powers of the Quorum of the Twelve and
the rumors of plural marriage." He spent some time with
Rigdon's movement as an apostle, operated a cigar shop in
Pittsburgh, and lived in Iowa from 1854 until his death in
1901.
James B. Allen of BYU's History Department looked at
economic life in Utah through William C1ayton's"questfor
economic well being." He had many projects going but
despite investments and paper profits never became wealthy. Nine wives and forty-two children "could drain it all,
and in Clayton's case apparently did."Nearly everything he
owned was sold to pay his debts when he died.
The indisputable high point of the annual meeting was
the Sunday morning devotional which began with Paul
Edwards, vice-president of Graceland, greeting the group:
"We meet in the name of Restoration, and surely one of the
things being restored is our fellowship after a very real
exile." He lingered over "the beliefs held common and the
unbelievable willingness to accept and understand each
other despite the very real incompatibilityof other beliefs."

In an understated, direct, and personal way, Dr. Edwards, Linda Newell, Val Avery, and Lyman Edwards,
Paul's brother and an RLDS minister, shared what it had
meant to them personally and professionally to come to
Graceland. They recalled, with gentle affection, moments
of personal meaning: F. Henry Edwards leading family
prayer "with naturalness" in Leonard and Grace Arrington's Salt Lake home, Val standing "with foreboding and
terror" before the Auditorium and entering it to find
welcome and acceptance, Paul Edwards meeting for the
first time with other Mormon historians and hearing
someone blandly tell the waitress,"Noone at this table will
have coffee.""I think I learned more about me and outsideness at that moment than I thought possible." Paul commented. He termed the Association a "larger and more
dignifying experience than a single mind and heart looking
for a single explanation."
The program had begun with a solo saxophone playing
"Lead, Kindly Light," providing its own meditation for
Mormons of all descriptions by theauthor,an Anglican just
baotized Catholic. It ended with "The S ~ i r iof
t God Like a
Fire Is Burning," a totally Mormon experience for both
groups, and Lyman's thought that led into the closing
prayer: "One of the things that really brings us together is
knowing that God is so real that when we come into
hispresence, the past and the future feel different. Our
Dast can be absolved. it can be okav. And our future can be
iossible; it can be victory." The tears and embraces that
followed were a seal on the service.
Next year's annual meeting will be held May 1-4 at
Canadaigua's Sheraton Inn in New York, near Palmyra.
Jan Shipps, the new president, reported on arrangements
to hold Sunday devotional in the Sacred Grove and drew
uproarious laughter by adding, "And we think we can
promise you a couple of really special things there."
-

~

LAVINA FIELDING ANDERSON is a freelance writer & historica:
researcher in Salt Lake City.

Newly Elected Officers of MHA
PRESIDENT:
Jan Shipps, HiStorylReligious Studies, Indiana-Purdue at
Indianapolis
PRESIDENT-ELECT:
Dean C. Jessee, LDS Church Historical Department
VICE-PRESIDENT:
William Russell, Graceland's History Department
SECRETARY-TREASURER:
Larry C. Porter, Chairman of BYU's Church History and
Doctrine Department
NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS:
Everett L. Cooley, Curator of Special Collections, University of Utah
Kenneth Godfrey, Area administrator in Utah for Seminaries and Institutes
CONTINUING COUNCIL MEMBERS:
Jill Mulvay Derr, LDS Historical Department
Richard P. Howard, RLDS Church Historian
William B. Smart, Editor, Deseret News

MHA
AWARDS
BEST BOOK
Richard H. Jackson, ed., The Mormon Role in the Settlement of the
West, published in 1978 by Brigharn Young University Press
BEST DOCUMENTARY OR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL BOOK
Chad J. Flake, Mormon Bibliography, 1 8 3 0 - 1 9 3 0 , Published in
1978 by the University of Utah Press
BEST ARTICLE BY A SENIOR SCHOLAR
Lester E. Bush, "Brigham Young in Life and Death: A
Medical Overview," Journal of Mormon History 5(1978): 79104
Eugene E. Campbell & Bruce L. Campbel1,"Divorce among
Mormon Polygamists: Extent and Explanations," Utah
Historical Quarterly 46 (Winter 1978):4-23
BEST ARTICLE BY A JUNIOR SCHOLAR
Danel W. Bachman, "New Light on an Old Hypothesis: The
Ohio Origins of the Revelation on Eternal Mamage,"
Journal of Mormon History 5(1978): 19-32
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT
Steven L. Olsen, candidate for the Ph.Dat theuniversityof
Chicago
The following special citations were also given:
To the late GUSTIVE 0 . LARSON for his service to the
cause of Mormon history, his scholarly publications in that
field, and for his years of service as a teacher and a friend to
students.
To the late DR. T. EDGAR LYON for his service to the
Mormon History Association, for his scholarly contributions to the field of Mormon history, and for his years of
service as a teacher and a friend to students.
To the late DR. DAVID E. MILLER for his service to the
Mormon History Association, for his scholarly contributions to the field of Mormon history, and for his years of
service as a teacher and a friend to students.
To BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY PRESS for its
encouragement of the art of history through publishing
four fine works of Mormon history during 1978-Utah's
History, The Mormon Role in the Settlement of the West, AntiMormonism in Idaho, 1 8 7 2 - 1 8 9 2 , andSisterSaints-as wellas for
its continuing involvement in the publication of B Y U Shrdies.

To GRACELAND COLLEGE and its administration and
staff for their generous and gracious offer to host the
Fourteenth Annual Mormon History Association meeting
and for their outstanding attention to our needs and
comfort.
Gordon Irving
Chairman, Awards Committee
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After that, when Bo Mason comes
back from a helpless and maudlin
crying jag in the toilet, Bruce can
announce that he is leaving for good:

Recapitulation
Wallace Stegner
Doubleday, 1979
278 pages, $8.95
he title of Wallace
R
Stegner's twelfth and

the book recapitulates
the Salt Lake City
adolescence and young
manhood of Bruce
Mason, the autobiographical survivor
of The Big Rock Candy Mountain (my own
favorite Stegner, with Angle of Repose
and The Spectator Bird tied for a close
second). In that earlier novel, still one
of the best novels of the American
west and of the American family,
Bruce Mason, for all his resemblance to
the author, was kept carefully
peripheral to Elsa and Bo Mason, the
parents at the center of the book,
which left Stegner lots of room to
retell Bruce's Salt Lake story in the
new book without repeating himself
overmuch. Here again are Bo's
bootlegging, Elsa's slow attrition by
cancer, and Bo's murder-suicide in a
sleazy hotel lobby, but seen at
moments o r from angles not used
earlier, and recalled by a fully matured
Bruce Mason who thought he had
permanently buried his past. And here
is a great deal we did not see earlier of
Bruce: more of his solitary and painful
adolescence; his gropings after sexual
knowledge among the crowds at
Saltair; his friendships with Mormons
Jack Bailey and Joe Mulder; his
collegiate dalliance with Salt Lake
bohemianism; his poignant, abruptly
and obscurely broken love affair with a
mixed-up Mormon girl from Wayne
County-in short, his discovery of
himself, or at least of some version of
a self that can leave Salt Lake and
move on into adulthood, the future.
"Recapitulation" in a second sense: The
book also dexterously incorporates and
thus "retells" three earlier short stories
Stegner wrote out of his Salt Lake
City experience-"Maiden in a Tower,"
"The Volunteer" and "The BlueWinged Teal." (The first and third have
always seemed particularly fine stories
to me). Now Chapter 1 of Part 1 in the

---
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novel, "Maiden in a Tower" gives us
Bruce Mason's re-entry into the city of
his youth:
The highway entering Salt Lake
City from the west curves around
the southern end of Great Salt Lake
past Black Rock and the ratty
beaches, swings north away from
the smoke of the smelter towns,
veers toward the dry lake bed
wherealongtimeagothedomesof
the Saltair Pavilion used to rise like
a n Arabic exhaltation, and straightens out eastward again. Ahead,
across the white flats the city is a
mirage,
towers, or
then
a mural:
houses metropolitan
and channeled
streets, and then the mountain wall.
Driving into that, smelling the foul,
exciting &-flat odor, Bruce blason
began to feel like the newsreel diver
whomthereversed~rojectorsucks
feet first out of the splash. (p. 3)
Here in a funeral home on East South
Temple, the very house with a tower
where the desperately loveless maiden
Holly had reigned over crowds of "Jazz
Age bohemians crawling in and out,"
and where now the aunt who was the
only other survivor of Mason's family
lies in the back parlor ready for burial,
Mason first feels "the pressure of a
crowd of ghosts" that will haunt him
throughout the novel. The small story
both enriches and is enlarged by its
new context.
This is even more true of "BlueWinged Teal," which as Chapter 2 of
Part 4 in the novel, gives us Bruce
Mason's last remembered encounter
with his worn and despairing father-a
"duck feed" in a dingy poolhall that
becomes the only family love-feast this
father and son can share, a repast of
mingled rage, love, pity, repudiation.
Bruce Mason sees his father in a
moment of merciless and pained
clarity, which permits him to imagine
the old man's emptiness:
For a moment, in the sad light, with
the wreckage of the duck feast at
his elbow, he wondered if there was
anything more to his life, or to his
father's life. . .or to anyone's life,
than playing the careful games that
deadened you into sleep. (p. 262)

But he did not say it in anger, or
with the cold command of himself
that he had imagined in advance. He
said it like a crv, and with thefeeling he might have had on letting
go the hand of a companion too
weak and exhausted to cling any
longer to their inadequate shared
driftwood in a wide cold sea. (p.
263)
I had always felt that this story,
despite its differently named characters
and careful avoidance of place-names,
belonged to the Mason family cycle
and to Salt Lake City; it is good to see
itinwhatseemsitsrightfulplace.And

here, besides being a farewell to his
father, it also becomes Bruce Mason's
penultimate farewell to what has
become "this hateful city."
It is a farewell Mason never really sets
aside; so the latent pun in "recapitulation," a re-surrender, never quite
becomes an active sense of the title in
the book, notwithstanding that Mason
immerses himself in his past so deep
andsooftenthatbothheandthe
reader risk losing sight of what little
there is for him to do in the present.
The Bruce Mason at the end of Big
Rock Candy Mountain had seemed a
version of the artist-the artist as
memory, the surviving consciousness
that held his family's experience and a
piece of history and could say, in a
human echo of the Artist of Genesis,
"It was a good thing to have been
along and seen." But the older Bruce
Mason of this novel, "the ex-m~bassador, the editor, the expert on Middle
Eastern oil" called to do diplomatic
troubleshooting at the OPEC meeting
in Caracas, is (or is dead-set on
becoming) thoroughly the rootless,
future-oriented man of the midtwentieth century erasing the last
vestiges of his past. Mason carries a
little black book in which he jots
,,appointments, reminders, obligations,t
and then, when they are taken care of,
solidly inks them out "so blackly that
they could not be read;" his friends see
him as a man "indifferent to where he
had been, interested only in where he
was going" (p. 237). That is temporarily untrue for the duration of Mason's
stay in Salt Lake City, but when he
has buried his aunt, he inks out both
the memoranda of his short sojourn
and "Bruce Mason as he once was" (p.
278). Like each of us, Mason may be,
in Bergeson's phrase, "a thing that

lasts;" but for him, lasting does not
depend on any connection with the
thing he was.
The Bruce Mason of Recapitulation may
superficially resemble the senex iratus
narrators Stegner has used in his last
three novels-he's getting old, and
plenty bets angry a t (salt ~~k~
urban renewal, for one thing). But
finally he does not appear to be as
a spokesman for StegnerJs own
values and
wisdom as are
joe ~ l l (A//
~ thet fithe
~ ~i~~
~
and
The Spectator Bird) and Lyman Ward
(Angle of Repose); for in his nostalgia and
"disgust for the shoddy present"
(which Stegner says are "not enough"
in his essay, "History, Myth and the
Western
he seems determined
not to have any "sense of a personal
and possessed past." Stegner has witnessed our need to "rig up. . . a line
between past and
to help us
"make it from shelter to responsibility
and back again;" Mason has cut the
lines, done with shelter, lives and
responds only forward. As Benjamin
DeMott pointed out in the New York
Times, he represents us not only in that
"we can't bear connection" (D. H.
Lawrence's insight), but also in that
"we find continuity still more endurable." Maybe it's in the genes: is Bruce
Mason the logical limit of the belated
pioneer instinct that turned his father
into a permanent hobo, the "Bo" who
never could get home?
Sunstone's Mormon readers may want to
know what the novel has to say about
a more limited
M~~~~~~~~ is, in
a sense, all around Mason, but it is
decidedlyperipheral. The novel gives
us a shrewd and selective
view of a segment of Mormon time
most of us will never know. It can
strike us with an image of "the temple.
. . spiny as a horned toad" (p. 25) or
beguile us with it extended cinematic
treatment of a Mormon non-temple
wedding against the red rock backdrop
of Southern Utah, or puzzle US (as
Mason is puzzled) with the enigmatic
Nola Gordon, Mason's forsaken first
love (another in Stegner's gallery of
credible women characters). The best
and worst characters in the book are
jack-Mormons-Joe Mulder and Jack
Bailey, Bailey is an all-too-familiar type
even now: a roaring boy whose father
and bishop hustle him into a mission
he promptly ruins and comes home
from in disgrace so he can go on
roaring. Stegner, I'd guess, stays with
the Mormonism he knows best, and
handles it well, but he hasn't much to
say about the life of orthodox
Mormons.

O r has he? Orthodox Mormons caught
up in the "lengthened stride" of
accelerating "activity" in an "expanding
~ h ~ r c h(expanding
''
like the universe
blown out from its center in all
directions infinitely) know something
about blotting out the past and sense
of deracination that can entail (last
decade's razing of the Coalville Tabernacle was one symbolic instance; the
recent "renovation" of the Logan
Temple is another). Perhaps this is one
reason for increasingly frequent exhortations to recapitulate our own personal i ~ n dpossessed Past. Bruce blason
shows the way we may be going if we
don't.
Bruce W. Jorgensen
BRUCE W. JORGENSEN is Assistant Professor of
English at Brigham Young University. His story
"Three in the Morning-A Song for O n e Still
Voice" won first prize in the short story division
of the 1979 All-Church writing contest.

the church sent Hyde on several
missions, during which he was a
companion to both Samuel and Hyrum
Smith. In 1833 he was sent by the
Prophet to Missouri to petition the
governor of that state for redress of the
Saints'grievences there. Later he
volunteered to go with Zion's Camp on
its march to Missouri in 1834.Following
the trials of Zion's Camp Orson was
found worthy to be called to serve in the
Quorum of the Twelve, which was just
being organized. In his role as an apostle
he traveled with Heber C. Kimball to
England to begin the missionary effort
there in 1837.In 1841 Orson Hyde left
on his famous trip to Palestine where he
dedicated the Holy Land for the return
of the Jews.
Despite his involvement with the
momentous events that were part of the
early growth of the church, orson
Hyde was often at odds with the
leadership of the Church. In 1835 he
was briefly disfellowshipped, and again
in 1838 he was excommunicated from
the Church for siding with Thomas B.
Marsh against the Prophet during the
turbulent events that surrounded the
Saints expulsion from Missouri. In both
cases Orson came to deeply regret his
actions, and regained his membership in
the Church and his position in the
Quorum of the Twelve.

Orson Hyde
Howard H. Barron
Horizon Publishers
336 Pages* $6.95
Who was Orson Hyde?
' This question has
undoubtedly been asked
many times by
Latter-day Saints who
have encountered his
name while reading
Church history. The
passage of a century has
the
accomplishments of the man whose life
Following the death of Joseph Smith in
was so closely entwined with the
1844 Hyde continued to take an active
development of the Restored Church in
part in the leadership of the Church. He
its infancy. Howard H. Barrons attempts
returned once more to England with
in this book to bring attention to the
John Taylor to preside over the Saints in
career of a man long neglected by
the British Isles, where he also served as
Mormon writers.
editor of the Millennia1Star. Upon
'
~ America
~ he was
~ sustained
~
Orson Hyde was born in Connecticut in
President the Quorum of the
1805,but after the death of his parents
Twelve, a position he held for over
was raised for seven years by foster
twent~-fiveYears. President H ~ d e
parents. At age 13 Orson left with this
remained Iowa to direct the Saints in
family to settle the virgin lands of Ohio's
that
state to prepare for immigration,
Western Reserve. At age 18 he decided
and also to speak for the Church
to strike out on his own and settled in
through the pages of the Frontier
Kirtland, Ohio, where he worked for a
Guardian, of which he was editor. During
time as a clerk in the Gilbert and
this
period he had the opportunity of
Whitney store. While at Kirtland he
baptizing Oliver Cowdery back into the
came under the influence of Sidney
~
~a prominent
~
carnpbellite
d
~ min~
, Church shortly before Cowdery's death.
Orson Hyde finally saw Utah in 1852,
ister, which eventually led Orson to
and was
sent Out
help
embrace the Campbellite teachings and
the Saints establish colonies in the
become one of their preachers. was in
0'Jtl~i"g areas of the Territory, eventhis capacity that he first encountered
tually to spend the last years of his life in
the elders of the L.D.S. Church in a
Spring City in the Sanpete
public debate in which he attacked the
new religion's claims. Ultimately Orson
Without question Orson Hyde's life was
Hyde was won over to the Mormon
as intimately connected with the
cause after meeting with Joseph Smith,
restoration of the Gospel as a man's
its prophet.
could be, and certainly worthy of a
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thorough biography. Unfortunately,
Mr. Barron has produced more of a
religious history than a biography. The
reader learns quite a bit about Orson
Hyde the public figure but woefully little
about Orson Hyde the man. Orson
Hyde the husband, father and friend is
well hidden in this book, while a
monument has been built to Orson
Hyde the Apostle. Mr. Barron turned
out a work that will build testimonies
but avoid the very taint of controversy.
Orson Hyde, however, was a very
controversial figure; a product of the
times in which he lived. Although raised
to high station in the Kingdom, he was
not above condemning the leadership
that placed him there, hence his
excommunication in 1838. The author
lightly passes over the rift between
Orson Hyde and Brigham Young, which
may have begun in Missouri when
Orson turned against Joseph Smith.
With just a little research into some
obvious primary sources the author
would have realized that Brigham
Young considered Orson Hyde unfit for
his calling, saying: "He is no more fit to
stand at the Head of the Quorum of the
Twelve than a dog. . . .He is a stink in
my nostrils." Mr. Barron makes no
mention of Orson's rebaptism in 1856,
which Brigham Young required of him
in hopes that he could regain the spirit
of the calling. The author also claims
that Orson Hyde was called to preside
over the Sanpete Stake because of his
great experience with colonization,
whereas in reality he was more or less
retired to the position because Brigham
Young considered him no longer able to
handle difficult assignments. The most
amazing of Mr. Barron's oversights,
however, was his uncritical acceptance
of Brigham Young's reordering of the
seniority of the Quorum of the Twelve,
which conveniently kept Orson Hyde
from ascending to the Presidency after
Brigham Young's death in 1877.
The problems with Mr. Barron's
biography of Orson Hyde primarily
stem from his almost total reliance upon
published sources for his research.
Where are the quotes from Hyde's
correspondence with Brigham Young
and other prominent pioneers? Where
are the quotes from the journals of
Wilford Woodruff and other Church
leaders? In their place we find lengthy
extracts from Orson Hyde's conference
addresses and public speeches. The end
result is a book that provides insight into
Orson's theology, but too little insight
into his life.
David L. Washburn
DAVID L. WASHBURN is a graduate student
and archivist at the University of Utah.
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Sunday School Supplement
In general the "Supplement" this month
will deal with the Kirtland period.
Included is a bibliography and some
supplementary material relating to the
physical and spiritual milieu of
Kirtland.
The Church in Kirtland
Max H. Parkin, "The Nature and
Causes of Internal and External Conflict of the Mormons in Ohio between
1830 and 1838" (M.A. thesis, B W ,
1966).
Robert Kent Fielding, "The growth of
the Mormon Church in Kirtland,
Ohio" (Ph.D. diss. Indiana University,
1957).
Max H. Parkin, "Kirtland, A Stronghold for the Kingdom," in McKiernan
et. al, The Restoration M m m t , pp. 6398.
Max H. Parkin, "Mormon Political
Involvement in Ohio," B Y U Studies 9
(Summer 1969): 484-502.
T. Edgar Lyon, "Independence,
Missouri, and the Mormons," B Y U
Studies 1 3 (Autumn 1972): 10-19
April 1979 Ensign.
R. Kent Fielding, "The Mormon
Economy in Kirtland, Ohio," Utah
Historical Quarterly 27 (October 1959):
331-56.
R. Mark McKiernan, 'The Conversion
of Sydney Rigdon to Mormonism,"
Dialogue 5 (Summer 1970): 71-78.
Dane1 W. Bachman, "New Light on an
Old Hypothesis: The Ohio Origins of
the Revelation on Eternal marriage,"
Iournal of Mormon History 5 (1978): 19-32.
B W Studies, Summer 1971, is devoted
to the Kirtland period and includes the
following: "The Chronology of the Ohio
Revelations," Earl E. Olson, "The
Meaning of the Kirtland Egyptian
Papers," Hugh Nibley, "Kirtland: A
Perspective on Time and Place," Robert
L. Layton, "The Writing of Joseph
Smith's History," Dean C. Jessee, "The
Impact of the First Preaching in Ohio,"
Richard L. Anderson, "Kirtland as a
Center of Missionary Activity, 18301838,"Davis Bitton, "An Impressive
Letter from the Pen of Joseph Smith,"
LaMar C. Berrett, "Sources on the
History of the Mormons in Ohio: 1830-

38," Stanley B. Kimball.
BYU Studies, Summer 1972, contains
articles on the later Kirtland period
including: "The Quest for a Restoration:
The Birth of Mormonism in Ohio,"
Milton V. Backman, Jr., "The Kirtland
Diary of Wilford Woodruff," Dean C.
Jessee, "The Kirtland Temple," Lauritz
G. Petersen, "Oliver Cowdery's
Kirtland, Ohio, 'Sketch Book,'" Leonard
J. Arrington, "The Kirtland Safety
Society: The Stock Ledger Book and the
Bank Failure," D. Paul Sampson and
Larry T. Wimmer, "The Failure of the
Kirtland Safety Society," Scott H.
Partridge, "The Waning of Mormon
Kirtland," Davis Bitton, "A Bibliography
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints in New York, Ohio, and
Missouri," Peter Crawley.
Environment
Robert L. Layton in his article "Kirtland:
A Perspective on Time and Place," BYU
Studies 11(Summer 1971):423-38, details
the sights and circumstances which
greeted the earliest Mormons in Ohio.
He makes the following important
statement:

The general lay of the land and climate
were familiar to those members of the
church who had come from New York.
As it had been farther east, the forest
was the major physical reality which
faced new settlers-a familiar obstacle
which would not be the challenge in
later settlement in the Great Basin and
even in the prairies of Missouri.

Layton describes the forests and the
process of clearing for planting:
It seems doubtful that any of us
today can really appreciate the
overwhelming impact of the forest
in the settlement of America.
Forests were both a blessing and a
curse. The forest provided lumber,
medicines, nuts, dyes, fuel, fencing,
wagons, ships, tools, sugar, tannin,
and even roads. When the first
settlement of Americans reached
the grasslands of the west, they
were lost without wood. O n the
other hand the forest was a barrier
to road building, a problem to clear
for farm land, and often thought to
harbor disease, or to change the
climate for good or bad if cut away.
Ohio was an area of superb forest.
Except for areas of swamp and very
limited prairies, or open grass areas,
the entire state was covered with
oak, maple, black walnut, black
locust, walnut, wild cherry, and
many other trees and shrubs. The
sycamore is noted as the king of the
forest, and one contemporary account relates a measurement of
fifteen and one-half feet in diameter
for one of these trees. Most trees
were smaller, but many reached two
or three feet in diameter and were
difficult to remove. When Governor
St. Clair was ordered to cut a
thirty-foot road through part of
Ohio in 1791, he found it far easier
to cut three ten-foot roads and thus
avoid the larger trees.
To clear land for agriculture took a
man three to four weeks of dawn'till-dark labor for one acre. Once
fifteen to twenty acres had been
cleared and agriculture begun, many
settlers hired a professional slasher
to clear additional land. The slasher
would study carefully the prevailing
winds and the slope of the land,
then carefully notch the larger trees
over a long strip about thirty feet in
width, cutting so the trees would
incline toward the center of the
strip, and deepening the notches as
he moved windward. Upon finishing
the strip he waited for a favorable
wind, then felled the "starter" tree
against the next in line and so felled
a number of acres at one time. The
trees were then allowed to dry for
two or three years, following which
they were fired to burn the
branches and brush. The large
trunks were cut into logs, either
with an ax, or by building a fire on
and around the fallen trunk and
burning through the log. The latter
was known as "niggering" and an

experienced man by attending a
number of fires and by "sawing" the
burning poles against the log to
remove the charcoal, could obtain
logging lengths more rapidly than
was possible with an ax. At this
point the neighbors would often
hold a logging bee, and men and
oxen would assemble to remove the
logs for later use as lumber or fence
rails. Finally there remained the
problem of removing the stumps,
which were burned as much as
possible, and then left to rot.
Clearing was a long process requiring years of labor before the land
could be plowed without difficulty,
but clearing increased the value of
the land sufficiently enough that
some settlers supported themselves
by taking up new land, clearing it,
selling to later amvals, then moving
on to repeat the process in newer
lands to the west (pp. 426-427).
Journals and Diaries
One of the most effective ways of
introducing a student to the events of
history is through an absorbing journal
or diary. Hearing of events from a first
hand observer makes otherwise distant
happenings seem more immediate and
real. There are many such journals
available for an enterprising teacher.
The most valuable resource in helping to
locate such journals is Guide to Mormon
Diaries and Autobiographies compiled by
Davis Bitton.
The Kirtland diary of Wilford Woodruff
covering his six-month stay in Kirtland
prior to his departure for a New England
Mission on 31 May 1837 is aptly
described as a "significant mirror of the
men and institutions of Kirtland" by
Dean Jessee in "The Kirtland Diary of
Wilford Woodruff," BYU studies 12
(Summer 1972): 265-399. Share, for
example, Woodruff's excited report of
his first glimpses of Kirtland after an
absence of over two years:
Ther is an enjoyment in meeting our
brethren & companions in tribulation
that the world knows not of because
it flows from a Celestial Source.
After spending a short time in
conversing with my friends a more
important scene was now to open to
my view than Kings ever saw or
Princes ever Knew in this generation
which was to visit the Temple of the
Lord & its contents Elder Smoot and
myself visited each appartment of the
House accompanied by Elder Parrish
& I must confess the scenery is
indisscribable. When I entered the
threshhold of the house & Passed
into the lower room their was great
solemnity if not awe immediately

overwhelmed me 1felt indeed as if
my footsteps were in the Temple of
the Lord After walking into the
Pulpets erected for the Priesthoods &
viewing the curtains all bespeaking
that grandure, solemnity & order
that nothing short of wisdom from
God could invent. We then visited the
upper rooms & there viewed four
Egyptian Mumies & also the Book of
Abram written by his own hand &
not ownly the hieroglyphicks but also
many figures that this precious
treasure contains are calculated to
make a lasting impression upon the
mind which is not to be erased many
other important views I was Privileged with in the upper story the
school rooms. belfry &c. All
indicating great architecture &
wisdom we then spent some time in
visiting the Bank & Printing office
But wonder on wonder strikes my
sense to look into the casket of the
great work of Israels God in these
last Days as the prophet exclaims he
does things we looked not for. Two &
a half years since I left Kirtland with
my ~ r e t h r e nin their Poverty to go
fourth to visit our brethren in
tribulation in Zion then our Brethren
in Kirtland were poor. Despised. &
even looked upon By the pomp of
babylon with disdain & disgrace who
stood waiting with eager eyes to
behold them sink into forgetfulness.
But how changed the scene now I
behold a cheerfulness beaming upon
every countenance that indicates
Prosperity & the noise of the ax &
the hammer & the sight of their walls
& dwellings newly erected & their
Bank & market & esspecially house of
God speaks in language loud as
thunder that the saints will have a
City in prosperity in spite of all the
fals Prophets of Baal or even earth or
hell because God is with them & his
Temple stands in honor of his
Kingdom while babylon begins to
wonder & will soon perish (p. 371)
Listening to Woodruff's accounts of the
powerful experiences of worship in the
Kirtland Temple, it is easier to
understand the zeal and commitment
which fired these early converts. On 23
March, 1837, he recorded:
I repaired to the house of the Lord at
an early hour in the morning to
spend the day in prayer and fasting
with the saints in Kirtland, as this
was a day set apart for that purpose.
Immediately after entering the house
in company with several other Elders,
I went within the veil and we bowed
down before the Lord in the Aronic
stand & offerd a morning sacrifice, &
the Spirit of God rested upon us with
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joy to our Souls. I was Called upon,
by the Patriarch JOSEPH to read a
chapter in the book of Mormon; I
then read the third chapter of the
Book of Jacob, which contains the
parable of the tame olive tree likened
unto the house of Israel as was spake
by the Prophet Zenos. The same God
that touched Isaiahs lips with
hallowed fire, gave Zenos great
wisdom in setting forth this parable.
After I had made some brief remarks
upon the subject the congregation
took their seats, for the services of
the day, in the following order The
house being divided into four parts
by veils, the females occupied two
parts & the males the others. Some of
the presidency presided in each
appartment The time was taken up
during the day in each appartment in
singing, exortation, & prayer, some
had a tongue, others an interpetation,
& all was in order. The power of
GOD rested upon the people the gifts
were poured out upon us some had
the administering of angels & the
image of G O D sat upon the
countenances of the Sants. at 4
oclock PM. the Veils were all rolled
up together which brough the whole
congregation in full view of each
other and while the presence of the
LORD filled the house the congregation of the Saints fell upon their
knees & all as one man, vocally
poured forth rejoicing. supplication &
Prayer, before the God of Israel
which closed the services of the day,
after contributing for the support of
the poor (3 lines in shorthand). (pp.
385-386)
On the seventh anniversary of the
founding of the Church, 6 April 1837, he
recorded the events in the Solemn
Assembly in the Temple and bore his
testimony of the Prophet Joseph Smith:
After the washing of feet, the veils
were rolled, which brought the
congregation into one assembly, the
stand of the Priesthood were still
coverd with the veils the Presidency
stood in the lower stand & President
Joseph Smith jr arose and addressed
the congregation for the term of
three hours clothed with the power,
spirit, & image of G O D he unbosomd
his mind & feelings in the house of
his friends He presented many things
of vast importance to the minds of
the Elders of Israel. 0 that they
might be written upon our hearts as
with an iron pen to remain forever
that we might practice them in our
lives That fountain of light, principle
& virtue that came forth out of the
heart & mouth of the Prophet
JOSEPH whose soul like Enochs
54
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swelld wide as eternity I say such
evidences presented in such a forcible
manner ought to drive into oblivion
every particle of unbelief & dubiety
from the mind of the hearers, for
such language sentiment principle &
spirit cannot flow from darkeness.
Joseph Smith jr is a prophet of God
rised up for the deliverance of Israel
as true as my heart now burns within
me while I am penning thes lines
which is as true as truth itself (pp.
390-391)
Many spent the entire day in the temple.
In the evening the Prophet advised those
who "felt disposed to return to their
homes and the rest, wrote Woodruff,
"might spend the night in the house of
the Lord in Prayer, & exortation#praise
& thanksgiving" (p. 391). Woodruff also
described the evening meeting:
At about candle light the meeting
commenced with great interest
Joseph requested the congregation to
speak their feelings freely & pray
according to the spirit the saints
began to open their mouths & they
were filled with language unto
edification one a prayer another an
exortation some a doctrin & a psalm
others a toungue. some an
interpretation Prophecy was also
poured out upon us & all things was
done decently & in order & the night
was spent gloriously by the Saints
much of the gifts of the gospel rested
upon us. One Brother clothed with
the gift of tongues laid his hands
upon my head and prophesied great
blessing upon me another Brother
possessing the interpretation uttered
it unto me to my joy & consolation
with the many blessing pronounced
upon m head he rehersed the blessing
that Jacob pronounced upon the
heads of Joseph & said that I should
possess the blessings of heaven & of
earth & be much blessed in my
ministry &c. much Prophecy was
uttered upon the heads of many of
the Saints in other languages & was
interpreted which was glorious, thus
was this day & night spent gloriously
& those scenes will long be
remembered Rejoice 0 , earth &
shout 0 heavens for the natural fruit
of the tame olive tree is again
manifest in the earth. the fig tree is
puting forth leaves. The Church of
Christ is travling out of the
wilderness with her gifts & graces
which edify the body of Christ. The
house of God is reared in beauty &
splender according to the pattern
given by the vishions of heaven & the
revelations of Jesus Christ 0,ye
gentiles come & receieve the gospel
repent & be baptized for the

remission of your sins & recieve the
Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands
& partake of the blessing of God with
Israel that you may be hid under the
shadow of the ALMIGHTY in the
day of GODS wrath & indignation
upon babylon which is at hand. The
meeting continued until break of day
when we all dispersed to our homes
with great Joy & consolation May the
Lord bless the Saints & have mercy
upon the poor the sick & the afflicted
& deliver Israel from the gentile yoke
for Jesus sake amen (pp. 391-392)

politics
Joseph Smith's revelation regarding the
secession of South Carolina from the
union which he received in 1832 has
often been cited as a prophecy of the
civil war. account published in the
Philadelphia Sunday Mercury May 5,1861
(Vol. 11, No. 18)agreed with this
interpretation. Quoting the text of what
is now D & C 87 the newspaper made
the following comment:
We have in our possession a pamphlet, published in Liverpool, in
1851, containing a selection from
the "revelations, translations and
narratives" of Joseph Smith, the
founder of Mormonism. The following prophecy is here said to have
been made by Smith, on the 25th of
December 1832. In view of our
present troubles, the prediction
seems to be in progress of fulfillment whether Joe Smith was a
humbug or not:. . .The war began
in South Carolina. Insurrections of
slaves are already dreaded. Famine
will certainly afflict some Southern
communities. The interference of
Great Britain, on account of the sale
of cotton, is not improbable, if the
war is protracted. In the meantime,
a general war. . . appears to be
imminent. Have we not found a
prophet among us?
Max H. Parkin (see bibliography for
"Mormon Political Involvement in
Ohio") has provided the following
background for the revelation:
The Mormons in Ohio first showed
interest in national politics when the
Democratic president, Andrew Jackson, whom they supported, was
forced to act on two vital issues of
his administration-those of nullification and the Bank of the United
States. In 1832, a year and one-half
after Joseph Smith and the New
York Mormons had arrived in
Kirtland, President Jackson faced the
problem of nullification which had
been festering since his election; in
1828. Congress passed a protective
tariff which proved detrimental to
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cotton-growing states in the South.
The South Carolina Legislature,
which took the lead in resisting the
effects of the tariff, on November
24,1832, declared that the federal
tariff was invalid within its sovereign boundaries after February 1,
1833. The act of this legislature, if
honored. would have eiven the
states the power to n i l i f y federal
laws to which. they
would
not
.
.
ascribe and thereby threaten the
union of the states. Moreover,
South Carolina threatened instant
secession if the national government
attempted to blockade Charleston
harbor or to use force to collect the
tax. President Jackson, an avid states
righter, but one who opposed
disunion, warned South Carolina
against nullification and secession.
"A high duty ebliges me solemnly t o
announce that you cannot secede,"
he wrote. "Disunion by armed force
is treason. Are you really ready to
incur its guilt?" questioned the
president. Notwithstanding this
sobering appeal, South Carolina
refused to pay the federal tariff, so
the president ordered Fort Sumter
and Fort Moultrie reinforced and
revenue cutters dispatched to collect
duties if the federal custom officials
were resisted. South Carolina's
threatened secession had relevance
in Mormon escatology when it
prompted a classical latter-day
prophecy-ostensibly, the first reference Joseph Smith made to a
national political issue. While the
country was under the strain of the
nullification problem, the P r o ~ h e t
lose~h~ m i t 6received the foliowine
reveiation on Christmas Day, 183s
Verily, thus saith the Lord concerning the wars that will shortly come
to pass, beginning at the rebellion of
South Carolina, which will eventually terminate in the death and
misery of many souls;
And the time will come that war
will be poured out upon all nations,
beginning at this place.
For behold, the Southern States
shall be divided against the Northern States. . . .
The following months (with the
problem still unsettled) a Church
editor, W. W. Phelps reported that
"the dissolution of South Carolina
from the Union." alone with
manifestations of other plagues and
disasters, was evidence that the end
was near. In time, Congress' graduated reduction of the tariff schedules placated South Carolina, and
she did not secede. But twelve years

later, the Prophet added a reinforcement to his prophecy of 1832 when
he wrote:
I prophesy, in the name of the Lord
God, that the commencement of the
difficulties which will cause much
bloodshed previous to the coming of

the Son of Man will be in South
Carolina.
It may probably arise through the
slave question. This a voice declared
to me, while I was praying earnestly
on the subject, December 25,1832 (D &
C 130: 12,13) (pp. 485-486, Parkin).
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Own Your Own
Piece of History
A new book, Confronting the Older House, A Home
Owner's Guide, is now available to assist you in analyzing
your house and its placein the streetscapeto makethe most
of its architectural and historical character. The book
includes a brief description of Utah architectural styles.
Written by Kip K. Harris, a Salt Lake City intern architect
and resident of the Avenues historic district, the book has
just been published by the Utah Heritage Foundation as a
guide to owners of older homes throughout the state.
It is available from the Foundation for $3.00. If ordering by
mail, write 355 Quince Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84103
and please add 75 cents for postage and handling.
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BYU Press: A leader
in Mormon history publications
The Mormon His tory Association, at its annual meeting held in lowa recently, awarded Brigham Young University Press
special recognition for their contributions to the field of Mormon history.
Ofparticular notewas theawardfor "Best Book in Mormon History for 1978" bestowed on Richard H. Jacksonfor his BYU
Press publication Mormon Role in the Settlement of the West

Mormon Role in the Settlement of the West

Through Camera Eyes

.Ninth in the series of Charles Redd Monographs in Western History. Discusses the aspects of travel on the Mormon Trail, early
Mormon interest in the Colorado River, settlement patterns, and much
more.

A photographic essay of early Mormons. Includes an excellent
collection of the work of nineteenthcentury photographers.

Ant).Mormonlsm in Idaho, 1872-92

A study of the conflicts that punctuated the political history of the
early Mormon Church in New York, Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois.

A political analysis of the forces of anti-%monism in Idaho.
Focuseson the test oath enacted by the Idaho legislature to disfranchise the Mormons.

4

Conflict and Compromise

ORDER FORM

Utah's History
The most complete history of Utah ever published. Covers early
Indian settlers. Spanish explorers, mountain men, the Mormon
pioneers, and twentieth-century Utah.

Sister Saints
Short biographies of twenty-five nineteenth-century Mormon sisters. These women come alive as the reader shares their triumphs,
trials, and faith.

Kirtland Economy Revisted
Investigates the economic reversal experienced by the LDS
Church during the Kirtland period.

Spokesman tor the Kingdom
Eady Mormonjournalism as reflectedinthe nineteenth-century life
of the Deseret News.

Fort Supply
A fast-paced history of the role of this Green River Valley outpost in
the Mormon efforts to befriend the Indians.
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Titl
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the West (1321-3)
brmonism in Idaho, 1872-92 (OS
- utan s History, cloth (0842-2)
- Utah's History, paper'(oe38
- Sister Saints (1235-7)
- Kirtland Economy Revisited
. ...
.
- Spokesman for the Klngdom (0023-5)
- Fort Supply (024,8-3)
- Comprehensive History of Yhe Church.
cloth set
Comprehensive History of the Church,
Palper (1275-6)
-- Josep~hSmith an~dthe Restcoration (06'
-- Ensign to the Nations (06711-3)
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The most complete and in-depth history of the LDS Church ever
published. Now available in either hardcover or paperback.

Joseph Smlth and the Restoration
A history of the LDS people from the organization of the Church in
1830 to the exodus from Illinois into the Salt Lake Valley in 1846.

Ensign to the Nations
Carries the historicalnarrative from 1846through1972, beginning
with the expulsion of the Saints from Nauvoo.
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